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CHAPTER

ONE

LEARN FPGA PROGRAMMING

Red Pitaya is a Zynq7 FPGA – based low cost electronic board with many components such as two core ARM processor,
fast ADCs, fast DACs, USB, LAN, etc. In many respects Red Pitaya is similar to the Arduino or Rasbery Pi with large
community of enthusiasts and increasing collection of open-source material. What makes Red Pitaya even better are
two fast ADCs, two fast DACs and, most of all, the programmable logic or field-programmable-gate-array (FPGA).
With on-chip FPGA Red Pitaya could be used for high performance computing, state-of-the-art measurement system,
signal processing and much more. Having both linux-based processing system and programmable logic Red Pitaya
is an ideal board for introduction to the FPGA programming and ultimately for building powerful professional and
non-professional projects such as radar, radio systems, vector-network-analyzer, etc

1.1 Basics of Digital Systems
1.1.1 Introduction
This will be a series of general topics about the concepts of digital systems and programmable logic. A digital system
is a system made up by logic gates, which transforms logic input into a logic output with a logic function. Memories,
processors, cellphones and all other kinds of electronics consist of multiple digital circuits and logic gates are their
building blocks. Electronics can be implemented with analog circuits and/or digital circuits, but with the advancement
of the semiconductor technology digital circuits represent the majority. These circuits are made up by transistors,
MOSFETs, and passive components like resistors, capacitors and inductors.
An ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) is a digital circuit that is found on the vast majority of the electronic
devices. Let us say a company develops a digital circuit and then fabricates thousands of chips to sell in the market.
They are small and consume low amounts of power, but the initial development process costs a lot of money and the
circuit cannot be changed when it is already fabricated.
An FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) is an integrated circuit that can be programmed and reprogrammed on the
fly. It has many logic gates, registers, flip-flops and the user can program it by configuring the connections between
them. The advantage of an FPGA is the versatility that it has for conducting tests and for learning.

1.1.2 Digital Information and Numerical Bases
Digital Information
The information is represented by numbers written in a digital way. Why digital? When you have finite components
to store information, it must be written digitally, that is what your calculator does. It always stores a finite amount of
digits, so for numbers with infinite digits like 5.444. . . , a calculator with 3 significant digits rounds it to 5.44. Otherwise
if you represent a number infinitely precise it is represented analogically, as is the case with the number 5.444. . . .
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Representation of Numbers
We commonly store numbers in a decimal base, because of our ten fingers. But the numbers can be represented in other
bases like binary, octal and hexadecimal. These bases are multiples of two and have many advantages that can be used.
Our computers, processors and digital systems store the numbers in a binary base. In a digital system the bases are
represented by voltage levels, like 0, 3.3V, 5V. The further to the left a digit is in a number, the more value it has. The
left-most digit has the highest value so it is called the most significant digit, the one on the far right has the least value
and is called the least significant digit. The same is true for the binary system, except that digits are bits. In binary base
these names are often used – the most significant bit (MSB for short) and the least significant bit (LSB). First let’s start
with the decimal base.
Decimal Base
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 form the symbols of the decimal base. To represent this base in an electrical system we
would need ten different voltage levels. Numbers greater than nine and smaller than zero need additional digits/symbols
to be represented. For example let’s write the number 11.5.
1 * 101 + 1 * 100 + 5 * 10−1 = 11.510
In base 10 the number is written like this – 11.510 .
Binary Base
0 and 1 form the symbols of the binary base. Digits in this base are called bits and if a number in this base has n
digits, then it is said that it has n bits. To represent this base in an electrical system we would need two different voltage
levels/states – which can easily be described as “on/off” (on = 1, off = 0). Numbers greater than one and smaller than
zero need additional digits/symbols to be represented. For example 11.510 in base two is represented as 1011.12 ,
1 * 23 + 0 * 22 + 1 * 21 + 1 * 20 + 1 * 2−1 = 1011.12 = 11.510
Multiplications and divisions by two in this base are very simple (like multiplication and division by 10 in the decimal
system). If you multiply by two you rotate the number to the left for one bit and if you divide by two you rotate it to the
right for one bit, for example:
(1 * 23 + 0 * 22 + 1 * 21 + 1 * 20 + 1 * 2−1 ) * 2 = 1 * 24 + 0 * 23 + 1 * 22 + 1 * 21 + 1 * 20 = 101112 = 2310
(1 * 23 + 0 * 22 + 1 * 21 + 1 * 20 + 1 * 2−1 )/2 = 1 * 22 + 0 * 21 + 1 * 20 + 1 * 2−1 + 1 * 2−2 = 101.112 = 101.112 =
5.7510
Octal Base
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 form the symbols of the octal base. To represent this base in an electrical system we would need
eight different voltage levels. Numbers greater than seven and those smaller than zero need additional digits/symbols
to be represented. For example 11.510 in octal base is represented as 13.48 ,
1 * 23 + 0 * 22 + 1 * 21 + 1 * 20 + 1 * 2−1 + 0 * 2−2 + 0 * 2−3 = 1 * 81 + (2 + 1) * 80 + 4 * 8−1 = 1 * 81 + 3 * 80 + 4 * 8−1
= 13.48 = 11.510
As 8 is 23 you can group three digits/bits of a number written in a binary base to form one digit in the octal base.
Example:
100 001 1112 = 4178

2
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Hexadecimal Base
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E and F form the symbols of the hexadecimal base. To represent this base in an
electrical system we would need sixteen different voltage levels. Numbers greater than seven and those smaller than
zero need additional digits/symbols to be represented. For example 11.510 in the hexadecimal base is represented as
B.816 ,
1 * 23 + 0 * 22 + 1 * 21 + 1 * 20 + 1 * 2−1 + 0 * 2−2 + 0 * 2−3 + 0 * 2−4 = 11 * 160 + 8 * 16−1 = B.816 = 11.510
In this case B in hexadecimal would be 11 in decimal. As 16 is 24 you can group four digits/bits of a number written
in a binary base to form one digit in the hexadecimal base. Example:
1000 11112 = 8F 16
Numbers in Different Bases

Number base 10
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Number base 2
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

Number base 8
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Number base 16
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

Negative Numbers
To represent a negative number in any base you only need to add the “-“ symbol in front of the number, but how to
store it in a memory? When we store numbers in the binary base we could add one additional bit to the number, one
extra element of memory, to say if it is negative or positive. We usually write the minus sign before a number – the
same is done in binary where, in case of signed numbers, the MSB gives the sign of the number. If the MSB is 0 then
the signal is positive and if MSB is 1 then the signal is negative. For example:
+11.510 = +1011.12 = 01011.12
-11.510 = -1011.12 = 11011.12

1.1. Basics of Digital Systems
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1.1.3 Mathematical Operations with the Binary Base
Operations in the binary base are equal to those in the decimal base. The difference is when we need to store numbers
with a finite amount of bits. Let’s do some operations with 8 bits, where the MSB is the sign bit and the other 7 bits
hold the magnitude of the number. We should be careful to operate with MSB separately as we do with plus and minus
signs in the decimal base.
Sum
10410 + 210 = 0110 10002 + 0000 00102 = 0110 10102 = 10610
As both summands are positive (their MSBs are 0), the most significant bit of the result is also 0. The result also isn’t
greater than the maximum possible number we can write with 7 numerical bits 0111 11112 – so an overflow didn’t
occur.
10410 + 2410 = 0110 10002 + 0001 10002 = 1000 00002 = 010
In this example the second number is bigger than in the first example, but the result is unusually small – that is because
an overflow occurred: we only have enough bits to store binary numbers with 7 digits, but our result has 8 digits (not
counting the MSB, as it is used to store the sign) and due to that the highest, eight, digit gets cut off, as we do not have
enough space to store it – this is called an overflow and the result we get is incorrect.
Subtraction
-10410 - 210 = -(10410 + 210 )= -(0110 10002 + 0000 00102 ) = 1110 10102 = - 10610
Here we subtracted two negative numbers so the result is negative (MSB of the result is 1). The overflow can also occur
with negative numbers as seen in the following example:
-10410 - 2410 = -(10410 + 2410 ) = -(0110 10002 + 0001 10002 ) = 1000 00002
The next example shows a subtraction of a positive and a negative number.
-10410 + 2410 = -(10410 - 2410 ) = -(0110 10002 - 0001 10002 ) = 1101 00002
Multiplication
210 * 6010 = 0000 00102 * 0011 11002 = 0111 10002 = 12010
-210 * 6010 = -0000 00102 * 0011 11002 = -0111 10002 = 1111 10002 = - 12010
In none of the cases shown above did an overflow occur.
Division
6010 /210 = 0011 11002 / 0000 00102 = 0001 11102 = 3010
If the division results in a decimal number, the decimal places are discarded.

4
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Two Complement
The way we do arithmetic operations on paper, like carrying numbers over and deciding which number is greater
to influence the sign of the result, when performing a subtraction, is difficult to implement in a digital system. To
overcome that there is another way to represent finite binary numbers and it’s called two complement. It is easier to
perform calculations of sum and subtraction using two complement representation.
The main advantage of two complement is that we do not have two numbers representing 0 when working with signed
numbers (in signed magnitude notation the numbers 00002 and 10002 represent +0 and -0 (written with 4 bits), which
makes computer calculations more complex). So the two complement always has one negative number more when
written with finite bits (0 is defined as a positive number).
First we define how many bits we are working with. After that we perform an operation to find the two complement of
a negative number. If you have to do the complement of a number x of n bits, the operation is this, y2 = ( 2𝑛 - x)2 . For
example we are working with 3 bits and we want to know the two complement of -0102 , doing the operation,
y2 = 10002 – 0102 = 1102 , and the result is -0102 represented in two complement.
Adding and subtracting numbers becomes easy.
310 – 210 = 0112 – 0102 = 0112 + (10002 - 0102 ) =0112 + 1102 = 10012 = 0102 , in this case we have to discard the MSB,
the result is correct as the operands had different signs.
310 +210 = 0112 + 0102 = 1012 , the result is wrong as the sign of the operands are equal, but the sign of the result is
different => an overflow occurred (maximum positive number is 0112 = 310 ).
-310 – 210 = 1012 + 1102 = 10112 , the result is wrong as the sign of the operands are equal, but the of the result is
different => an overflow occurred (the maximum negative number is 1002 = -410 ).
-310 – 110 = 1012 + 1112 = 11002 = 1002 , the result is correct as the sign of the operand are equal and the sign of the
result is equal (we still need to discard the MSB).
There exists a way easier way of getting a 2’s complement of a number. For example, we want to get the equvalent of
-2410 in the binary base, written as a 2’s complement with 8 bits:
Firstly we write the negative number as a positive one in the binary base:
2410 = 000110002
Then, going from LSB to MSB we just copy the digits until we get to the first 1, we also copy the fist 1, afterwards we
just negate all the remaining bits and we get:
-2410 = 111010002
If we calculate -2410 with the previously mentioned formula (y2 = ( 2𝑛 - x)2 ) we get:
-2410 = 1000000002 – 000110002 = 111010002
Decimal number
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4

1.1. Basics of Digital Systems

Binary number
011
010
001
000
100
101
110
111

3 bits complement two
011
010
001
000
111
110
101
100
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1.1.4 Boolean Algebra
Is a branch of algebra where the values of all variables are either 0 or 1, or false and true respectively. There are only
three operations, the logical conjunction denoted as or X, logical disjunction denoted as or + and logical negation
denoted as ¬ or !. In this text we will use X, + and ! respectively as the logic gates AND, OR and negation (NOT).
Axioms of Boolean Algebra
From Wikipedia, an axiom is a sentence or proposition that is not proven or demonstrated and is considered as obvious
or as an initial consensus necessary for the construction or acceptance of a theory. For this reason, it is accepted as
truth and serves as the starting point for deduction and inferences from other truths. In Boolean algebra there are ten
axioms and are described as follows. In these axioms “a” is a Boolean variable that can only assume 0 or 1.
A1:
A2:
A3:
A4:
A5:

a = 0 if a 1
if a = 0 then !a = 1
0X0=0
1X1=1
0X1=1X0=0

A6: a = 1 if a 0
A7: if a = 1 then !a = 0
A8: 0 + 0 = 0
A9: 1 + 1 = 1
A10: 0 + 1 = 1 + 0 = 1

Basic Operations and Logic Gates
These axioms are the principles of the operations. We will see the three basic operations: AND, OR and NOT. For that
we will use two Boolean variables a and b that can assume 0 and 1, or false and true.
For the construction of digital systems we use logic gates. There are three basic logic gates and others are formed with
a combination of them. These gates can be realized in the real world with electronic circuits with transistors or FET’s.
AND Operation
c = a AND b = a X b,
We can make a table and calculate all possibilities for the result, this table is called the truth table. As this is a conjunction the result can only be true (or 1) if both a and b are true.
a
0
0
1
1

b
0
1
0
1

c = a AND b
0
0
0
1

Fig. 1.1: AND Gate

6
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OR Operation
c = a OR b = a + b,
For this disjunction operation the result is 1 if a or b is 1.
a
0
0
1
1

b
0
1
0
1

c = a OR b
0
1
1
1

Fig. 1.2: OR Gate

NOT Operation
c = NOT a = !a,
This negation operation changes the state of the variable.
a
0
1

c = NOT a
0
0

Fig. 1.3: NOT Gate

Laws of Boolean Algebra
The next laws offer tools to work with Boolean algebra, and many are seen in the normal algebra. These laws can
simplify problems and therefor reduce the complexity of digital circuits only doing algebraic operations. This list of
laws defines the Boolean algebra. They are described with the variables a, b and c and the Boolean operations.
• Associativity of +: a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c
• Associativity of X: a X (b X c) = (a X b) X c
• Commutativity of +: a + b = b + a
• Commutativity of X: a X b = b X a
1.1. Basics of Digital Systems
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• Distributivity of X over +: a X (b + c) = (a X b) + (a X c)
• Identity for +: a + 0 = a
• Identity for X: a X 1 = a
• Annihilator for X: a X 0 = 0
• Annihilator for +: a + 1 = 1
• Idempotence of +: a + a = a
• Idempotence of X: a X a = a
• Absorption 1: a X (a + b) = a
• Absorption 2: a + (a X b) = a
• Distributivity of + over X: a + (b X c) = (a + b) X (a + c)
• Complementation 1: a X !a = 0
• Complementation 2: a + !a = 1
• Double negation: !(!a) = a
• De Morgan 1: !a X !b = !(a + b)
• De Morgan 2: !a + !b = !(a X b)
From these laws you can note that there is a duality principle. If you change the operation + to X, or X to +, and 0s to
1s, or vice versa the dual law can be obtained.

1.1.5 Other Gates
There are other logic gates that are made from the 3 basic gates. Their functions are commonly used and that is why
they are represented as gates.
NAND Gate
It is the negated function of the AND gate.
Table 1.1: Truth table
a b c = a NAND b
0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

Fig. 1.4: NAND Gate

8
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NOR Gate
It is the negated function of the OR gate.
Table 1.2: Truth table
a b c = a NOR b
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 0

Fig. 1.5: NOR Gate

XOR Gate
If a and b are different the result is 1, otherwise 0.
Table 1.3: Truth table
a b c = a XOR b
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

Fig. 1.6: XOR Gate

1.1. Basics of Digital Systems
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XNOR Gate
If a and b are different the result is 0, otherwise 1.

a
0
0
1
1

Table 1.4: Truth table
b c = a XNOR b
0 1
1 0
0 0
1 1

Fig. 1.7: XNOR Gate

1.1.6 Boolean Functions
A Boolean function is a function that has n variables or inputs, so it has 2𝑛 possible combinations of the variables.
These functions will assume only 0 or 1 in its output. An example of a Boolean function is this, f(a,b,c) = a X b + c.
These functions are implemented with the logic gates.
Digital circuit of f(a,b,c)

Table 1.5: Truth table of the function
a b c f(a,b,c)
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
10
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There is a way to implement functions in a canonical form, the minimal form of a function. For example if we had to
implement a function with the truth table of the function f. First we would form the terms where the function has value
1, with only one possible combination of inputs for each term. The term would be 1 for one combination of inputs
and 0 for all others. To do that we would use AND gates to make that combination of inputs equal 1 (note that if, for
example, an input a is 0 we use !a in the gate). The function would then be a sum of all terms. So the terms of the truth
table would be:

a
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

b
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

Table 1.6: Terms of the
c f(a,b,c) Terms of the
0 0
0
1 1
!a X !b X c
0 0
0
1 1
!a X b X c
0 0
0
1 1
a X !b X c
0 1
a X b X !c
1 1
aXbXc

𝑓 (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) = (!𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋𝑐) + (!𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋𝑐) + (𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋𝑐) + (𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋!𝑐) + (𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋𝑐)
=!𝑏𝑋𝑐𝑋(𝑎+!𝑎) + 𝑏𝑋𝑐𝑋(𝑎+!𝑎) + 𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋!𝑐
=!𝑏𝑋𝑐 + 𝑏𝑋𝑐 + 𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋!𝑐
= 𝑐 + 𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋!𝑐
= (𝑐 + 𝑎𝑋𝑏)𝑋(𝑐+!𝑐) = 𝑎𝑋𝑏 + 𝑐
With the laws of Boolean algebra a simplification to the implementation of the digital circuit with the minimal possible
number of gates can be done; there is another way to implement the canonical function, which is to implement the
negated function and then negate it again and use De Morgan laws to retrieve a product of terms. This is the dual
form of the summatory. The function will now be a product of terms and the terms will have the value of 0 for one
combination of the inputs and 1 for every other combination.

a
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

b
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

c
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Table 1.7: Terms of the
!f(a,b,c) Terms
f(a,b,c)
1
!a X !b X !c 0
0
0
1
1
!a X b X !c
0
0
0
1
1
a X !b X !c
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1

Terms of the
a+b+c
1
a + !b + c
1
!a + b + c
1
1
1

!𝑓 (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) =!𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋!𝑐+!𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋!𝑐 + 𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋!𝑐
!!𝑓 = 𝑓 =!(!𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋!𝑐+!𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋!𝑐 + 𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋!𝑐) =!(!𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋!𝑐)𝑋!(!𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋!𝑐)𝑋!(𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋!𝑐)
= (𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐)𝑋(𝑎𝑋!𝑏𝑋𝑐)𝑋(!𝑎𝑋𝑏𝑋𝑐)
Operating the terms we get the basic form that is f = a X b + c.
De Morgan laws have another useful implication – we can use them to write a function as a combination of only NAND
or NOR gates which use the least amount of transistors/space in the digital circuit.
1.1. Basics of Digital Systems
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In conclusion, there are two ways to retrieve the canonical form of a function; the sum of the terms or its dual, the
product of the terms.

1.1.7 Karnaugh Map
This is a graphical method to simplify Boolean functions. It consists of grouping the terms of a truth table and its
simplification to use least possible amount of terms. Let’s start with the OR function.
f(a,b) = a + b
Table 1.8: Truth Table
a b c = a OR b
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
The function in canonical form is:
f = (!a X b) + (a X !b) + (a X b)
— repeating (a X b) because of a + a = a
f = (!a X b) + (a X !b) + (a X b) + (a X b)
=b X (!a + a) + a X (!b + b) = b + a
The Karnaugh map is formed with the terms of the truth table:

Fig. 1.8: Karnaugh Map
Grouping the terms in red gives: !a X b + a X b = b
Grouping the terms in green gives: a X !b + a X b = a
The result is f = a + b .
The terms/ones must be grouped in multiples of power of two (2, 4, 8, 16, . . . ) and the objective is the simplification
of the function. The bigger the group the better the simplification is. All ones should be in one group and it is better
not to repeat terms. The simplification of a function is better, if it is possible to make a group. Let’s do the example of
the function f(a,b,c) = (a X b) + c

12
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Table 1.9: Truth table of the function
a b c f(a,b,c)
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1

Fig. 1.9: Karnaugh Map
!a X b X c is repeated twice.
Grouping the terms in green gives: a X b X c + a X b X !c = a X b
Grouping the terms in red gives: !a X !b X c + !a X b X c + a X !b X c + a X b X c = c
The result is f = (a X b) + c .
The next truth table represents a function with four input variables. The Karnaugh map will be a 4x4 square with 16
terms.

1.1. Basics of Digital Systems
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Table 1.10: Truth table of the function
a b c d f(a,b,c,d)
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1

Fig. 1.10: Karnaugh Map
Grouping the terms in green gives: !a X b X !d
Grouping the terms in red gives: a X d
Grouping the terms in blue gives: a X c
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The result is f = (!a X b X !d) + (a X d) + (a X c)

1.2 Basics of Verilog FPGA programming language
1.2.1 FPGA and Red Pitaya
In a project of a digital system the developer studies a problem and builds a combination of logic gates, registers, flipflops, and more complex blocks like RAM, ROM, processors, etc. Today with the advance of the technology we can
implement the project with a FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array). The FPGA is made with lots of logic blocks
and each block contains logic gates, multiplexers, registers, etc. To implement the project the user of the FPGA has to
make connections between these logic blocks and this is done with a HDL (Hardware Description Language).
Red Pitaya uses Verilog and System Verilog as a HDL. The Red Pitaya board has a programmable logic made by Xilinx
and to write it to describe your digital system you must use the software Vivado. Vivado is used to write your digital
system with a HDL and to implement your system in the programmable logic. The result of the implementation of a
Vivado project is a file called bitstream that has an extension .bit, that has the information about the connections of
logic blocks that will be used and the connections between them.
Every application of Red Pitaya (Osciloscope, Signal Generator, etc) uses a specific bitstream file, that implements the
digital system needed for the application.

1.2.2 Introduction
Introduction
Verilog is a HDL, it is very similar to the C programming language and it was developed in 1985. Verilog became
popular because it is easy to learn if you have some programming experience with C. With Verilog you can describe
the system in a sequential or in a combinational way and the most popular tools that are used to develop digital systems
support Verilog.
In Verilog the system is described with inputs, outputs and modules that implement some logic function. The system
designer will implement modules and the software will optimize and implement the system to use the least amount of
logic cells possible, in Red Pitaya case the software used is Vivado. Modules can be implemented inside other modules,
a module output can be another module input. A module is declared using the words module and endmodule, the
function, the inputs and outputs are declared inside it. Some characteristics of Verilog are:
• It is case sensitive, for example an input named adc_in is different from an input named Adc_in.
• All statements of Verilog language, like module, are in lowercase.
• The semicolon is used to end a line of code.
• Line comments are made with // code, and block comments with /* code block */.

1.2. Basics of Verilog FPGA programming language
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Verilog Example
Next there is an example of a project that multiplies two inputs with 18 bits resulting in an output with 36 bits. First a
module named projtest is created and inside parenthesis the input and output ports are declared. The // are a comment
so the line of code is invisible to the compilation. Next the mathematical multiplication of the two inputs is assigned
to the output. It is important to know the signal/variable lengths so an overflow can be prevented.
module projtest(
input [17:0] in_a,
input [17:0] in_b,
output [35:0] out_f
);
//
design_1 instanciation1( .input_a(in_a), .input_b(in_b), .clk(clock), .outp(out_f)␣
˓→);
assign out_f = in_a * in_b;
endmodule

1.2.3 Values
Port Types
The port types can be, input, output and inout.
Data Types
There are two types of data in Verilog, one is called net and the other is called reg. A reg declaration is used to store
some temporary data and a net is used to connect blocks and processes.
Net
Net declarations can be wire , tri, supply0 and supply1.
wire
tri
supply0
supply1

represents a node or connection
represents a tri-state node
represents the logic 0
represents the logic 1

Reg
Reg declarations can be reg , integer, time and realtime. A variable of type reg can be designated only by a procedure
statement, task, or function. A variable of type reg cannot be the output of a port or an assign statement.
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Data Input Output Rules
If you have a variable of type net, it can be declared as input, output, or inout. A variable of type reg can only be
declared of type output.
Assign Values
In Verilog numbers can be assigned with size or not. If it is not declared the size it defaults to 32 bits. Also you must
choose the base of the number and the options are decimal, hexadecimal, octal and binary. If not specified the base it
defaults to the decimal base.
Examples:
122 - Unsized number with no base, so it is a 32 bit wide number with the value 122 in the decimal base.
3’b010 - 3 bit wide with the value 010 in base two or 2 in decimal base.
8’hAA- 8 bit wide with the value AA in the hexadecimal base.
6’o77 - 6 bit wide with the value 77 in the octal base.
‘b010 - 32 bit wide with the value 2 in the decimal base.
‘d2 - Same as before.
Negative Numbers
Negative numbers are stored as compliment two and the minus sign must be included before the specification of size.
Example:
-10’d5 10 bit number stored as complement two of 5.
10’d-5 Illegal representation.
Special Number Characters
Character
_
x or X
z or Z

Function
used for readability
specify unknown bits
specify high impedance value

Example
16’h15_ab_cd_ef
16’h15abx
16’hz

References
Verilog HDL Basics - Altera
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1.2.4 Operators
Arithmetic Operators
For the FPGA, division and multiplication are very expensive and sometimes you cannot synthesize division. If you
use Z or X for values the result is unknown. The operations treat the values as unsigned. If a = 5, b=10, c=2’b01 and
d = 2’b0Z .
Character
+
/
*
%

Operation performed
Add
Subtract
Divide
Multiply
Modulus

Example
b + c = 11
b - c = 9, -b=-10
b/a=2
a * b = 50
b%a=0

Bitwise Operators
Each bit is operated, result is the size of the largest operand and the smaller operand is left extended with zeroes to the
size of the bigger operand. If a = 3’b101, b=3’b110 and c=3’b01X .
Character
~
&
|
^
^~ or ~^

Operation performed
Invert each bit
And each bit
Or each bit
Xor each bit
Xnor each bit

Example
~a = 3’b010
b & c = 3’b010
a | b = 3’b111
a ^ b = 3’b011
a ^~ b = 3’b100

Reduction Operators
These operators reduces the vectors to only one bit. If there are the characters z and x the result can be a known value.
If a = 5’b10101, b = 4’b0011, c = 3’bz00 and d = 3’bx011 .
Character
&
~&
|
~|
^
^~ or ~^
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Operation performed
And all bits
Nand all bits
Or all bits
Nor all bits
Xor all bits
Xnor all bits

Example
&a = 1’b0, &d = 1’b0
~&a = 1’b1
|a = 1’b1, |c = 1’bX
~|a= 1’b0
^a = 1’b1
~^a = 1’b0
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Relational Operators
These operators compare operands and results a 1 bit scalar boolean value. The case equality and inequality operators
can be used for unknown or high impedance values (z or x) and if the two operands are unknown the result is a 1. If a
= 3’b010, b = 3’b100, c = 3’b111, d = 3’b01z and e = 3’b01X .
Character
>
<
>=
<=
==
!=
===
!==

Operation performed
Greater than
Smaller than
Greater than or equal
Smaller than or equal
Equality
Inequality
Case equality
Case inequality

Example
a > b = 1’b0
a < b = 1’b1
a >= d = 1’bX
a <= e = 1’bX
a == b = 1’b0
a != b = 1’b1
e === e = 1’b1
a !== d = 1’b1

Logical Operators
These operators compare operands and results a 1 bit scalar boolean value. If a = 3’b010 and b = 3’b000.
Character
!
&&
||

Operation performed
Not true
Both expressions true
One or both expressions true

Example
!(a && b) = 1’b1
a && b = 1’b0
a || b = 1’b1

Shift Operators
These operators shift operands to the right or left, the size is kept constant, shifted bits are lost and the vector is filled
with zeroes. If a = 4’b1010 and b = 4’b10X0.
Character
>>
<<

Operation performed
Shift right
Shift left

Example
b >> 1 results 4’b010X
a << 2 results 4’b1000

Other Operators
These are operators used for condition testing and to create vectors. If a = 4’b1010 and b = 4’b10X0.
Character
?:
{}
{{}}

Operation performed
Conditions testing
Concatenate
Replicate

Example
test cond. ? if true do this : if not do this
c = {a,b} = 8’101010x0
{3{2’b10}}= 6’b101010

1.2. Basics of Verilog FPGA programming language
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Operators Precedence
The order of the table tells what operation is made first, the first ones has the highest priority. The () can be used to
override default.
Operators precedence
+, -, !, ~ (Unary)
+,- (Binary)
<<, >>
<,>,<=,>=
==, !=
&
^, ^~ or ~^
|
&&
||
?:

References
Verilog HDL Basics - Altera

1.2.5 Assignments
Continuous Assignment Statements
In Verilog the statements that are outside an always or initial block are called continuous. For example in the next code
the net out changes when a or b changes:
wire out = a + b; // Implicit statement
Wich is equal to:
wire out;
assign out = a + b;
When the right-hand side (RHS) changes the left-hand side updates immediately. RHS can be a net, reg, or functions
calls and LHS must be a net.
Procedural Statements
There are two types of procedural statements, the always block and the initial block. In Verilog there may be several
always blocks and they are executed in parallel. The initial block is used for simulation, it can’t be synthesized and it
executes only once in the start a simulation.
The always block executes when its pre-defined funtions, or its inputs changes. The pre-defined functions are posedge
and negedge, and they are used with clock variables to detect when it rises to 1 or decays to 0. Example:
initial begin
a = 3'b101;
b = 3'b001;

// used for simulation

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

end
always@(a or b) begin
c = a + b;
end

//executes when a or b changes

always@(posedge clock) begin //executes in the positive edge of clock
c = a + b;
end

Blocking vs Non-blocking Assignments
If the assignments inside an always or initial block are made with the (=) symbol they are executed sequentially. If
they are made with the (<=) they are executed in parallel. They are used to update reg, integer, real, time and realtime
values. The real, time and realtime values are used in simulation and are not synthesizable. Examples:
Blocking
reg
reg
reg
reg

a
b
c
d

[1:0]
[1:0]
[3:0]
[3:0]

=
=
=
=

2'b01;
2'b10;
4'b0000;
4'b0000;

always@(posedge clock) begin //executes on clock
c = a + b;
// statements in sequence
d = c + a;
// after the clock rising c = 4'0011
end
// and d = 4'0100;

Non-Blocking
reg
reg
reg
reg

a
b
c
d

[1:0]
[1:0]
[3:0]
[3:0]

=
=
=
=

2'b01;
2'b10;
4'b0000;
4'b0000;

always@(posedge clock) begin //executes on clock
c <= a + b;
// statements in parallel
d <= c + a;
// after the clock rising c = 4'0011
end
// and d = 4'0001;

1.2. Basics of Verilog FPGA programming language
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1.2.6 Statements and Loops
Behavioral statements are declared inside an always or initial block. There are three possible statements, if-else case
and loop.
If-else Statements
It has the same format as many programming languages. It tests a condition and executes the code inside the if block
and if the condition isn’t met the code inside the else block is executed. Example of a multiplexer:
always@(a or b or sel) begin
if (sel)
out = a;
else
out = b;
end

Case Statements
Case the variable or expression is equal some value inside the case block the statement where it is true is executed.
reg a;
case (a)
1'b0
1'b1
1'bx
1'bz
endcase

:
:
:
:

statement1;
statement2;
statement3;
statement4;

There are also the forms of the case block that are casez and casex. The casez treats the values as don’t cares and all
‘z’ is represented by ‘?’ . The casex is the same but treats ‘x’ and ‘z’ as don’t cares. The default option is used when
any other condition is met.
always @(irq) begin
{int2, int1, int0} = 3'b000;
casez (irq)
3'b1?? : int2 = 1'b1;
3'b?1? : int1 = 1'b1;
3'b??1 : int0 = 1'b1;
default: {int2, int1, int0} = 3'b000;
endcase
end
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Forever and Repeat Loops
They are used for test and simulation and cannot be synthesized. The forever loop executes continuously and never
stops. The loop repeat executes a finite amount of times.
forever
initial
begin
forever
#25 clock = ~clock;
end

//executes forever and at 25 periods of time clock changes state

repeat
if(rotate == 1)
repeat(8)
// if rotates = 1 rotates data 8 times
begin
tmp = data[15];
data = data << 1 + tmp;
end

While Loop
Executes the block if the condition is true, repeats the test and executes again until the condition is not met.
always@(a or b) begin
while(count < 12) begin
count = count + 1;
end

// count 12 times and terminate

end

For Loop
Executes the code a finite amount of times. If the condition is true it enters the block, after the end it repeats the test
and executes again until the condition is not met. In the example, the condition is i < 16. In the beginning the i variable
is declared as zero and it increases by one at the end of every loop.
always@(a or b) begin
for (i = 0; i < 16; i = i +1) begin
a <= a + 1; // executes this code 16 times
end
end

1.2. Basics of Verilog FPGA programming language
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1.2.7 Tasks and Functions
Tasks and functions are used to reduce code repetition. If in your project you need to do something many times it is
better to use a task or a function that will reduce code writing and it will be more readable.
Task
Tasks are subroutines that can be called anytime in the module they are defined, but it is possible to define them in a
different file and include the file in the module. Some charachteristics of tasks are:
• Task can include time delays, functions can’t.
• Tasks can have any number of inputs and outputs, functions can have only one output.
• If a variable is declared within the task it is local to the task and can’t be used outside the task.
• Tasks can drive global variables if no local variables are declared.
• Tasks are called with statements and cannot be used in a expression, functions can be used in a expression.
Task example:
module task_calling (adc_a, adc_b, adc_a_conv, adc_b_conv);
input [7:0] adc_a, adc_b;
output [7:0] adc_a_conv, adc_b_conv;
reg [7:0] adc_a_conv, adc_b_conv;
task convert;
input [7:0] adc_in;
output [7:0] out;
begin
out = (9/5) *( adc_in + 32)
end
endtask
always @ (adc_a)
begin
convert (adc_a, adc_a_conv);
end
always @ (adc_b)
begin
convert (adc_b, adc_b_conv);
end
endmodule
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Functions
Functions are like tasks, with some differences. Functions cannot drive more than one output and cannot have time
delays. Some differences are:
• Functions cannot include timing delays, like posedge, negedge, simulation delay, which means that functions
implement combitional logic.
• Functions can have any number of inputs but only one output.
• The variables declared within the function are local to that function.
• The order of declaration within the function are considered and have to be the same as the caller.
• Functions can use and modify global variables, when no local variables are used.
• Functions can call other functions, but cannot call tasks. Function example:
module

function_calling(a, b, c, d, e, f);

input a, b, c, d, e ;
output f;
wire f;
function myfunction;
input a, b, c, d;
begin
myfunction = ((a+b) + (c-d));
end
endfunction
assign f =

(myfunction (a,b,c,d)) ? e :0;

endmodule

References
Verilog HDL Basics - Altera, ASIC World (http://www.asic-world.com/)

1.3 Vivado FPGA programming environment
1.3.1 Installation of Vivado
This installation tutorial is intended for anyone who wants to use the FPGA of the Red Pitaya board. You need one
of the following on your computer or virtual machine: Ubuntu OS, Linux Mint OS, or WSL (Windows Subsystem for
Linux). After that, follow the instructions to install Vivado.

1.3. Vivado FPGA programming environment
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Install Vivado
Download -Linux Self-Extracting Web Installer (Ubuntu or Linux Mint), or Windows Self Extracting Web Installer
(WSL). If you don’t have an Xilinx account, you will have to create one. It’s free.

- For Windows: Install Vivado as you would any other program, but remember/write down the path to the installation
folder; you will need it later. Do not forget to install the libraries at the end of this webpage (through the WSL). For Linux, just follow the installation process below.
Now you have to run the downloaded file for installation. Open a terminal, go to the downloaded file directory (cd
Downloads/), and insert the following commands. The first command is to make the file executable, and the second is
to run the file.
chmod +x ./Xilinx_Unified_2020.1_0602_1208_Lin64.bin
sudo ./Xilinx_Unified_2020.1_0602_1208_Lin64.bin
Vivado 2020.1 is not supported on Ubuntu version 20.04 or above (but it works just fine)—when installing it you will
encounter the following warning:

The installer window will also glitch and disappear after you click OK – forcing you to press Ctrl+C in the terminal
to force quit the installation process (this will happen with both the unified and Linux web-installer).

To avoid this warning, we will “fake” our OS version for the duration of the installation process (this needs to be done
for both the unified and Linux web-installer). Locate the os-release file in the /etc directory. Open the file as the super
user with a text editor (nano, for example):
sudo nano os-release
Make a note of the VERSION line (for Ubuntu 20.04, it should be VERSION=”20.04.3 LTS (Focal Fossa)”). Then,
in the VERSION line, change it to VERSION=”18.04.4 LTS (Bionic Beaver)” and save the file (DO NOT** forget
to change it back once the installation is complete). The edited file should look like this:
Re-run the installation file:
26
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sudo ./Xilinx_Unified_2020.1_0602_1208_Lin64.bin
Now the installation process should go through.

It will open this installation wizard. Click Next.

Insert your Xilinx ID and password. Check Download and install Now. Click Next.
Check all the boxes. Click Next.
Check Vivado HL WebPACK. Click Next.
Check all the boxes in the next image. Uncheck Ultrascale and Ultrascale+ as you don’t need them. Click Next.
The default installation directory is /opt/Xilinx, so install there. Click Next.
Check the information and click Install. Now wait for the download and installation.
It will open the licence manager, and you will have to get the free WebPACK licence file. Click Connect Now or Save
Link As. This will take you to the Xilinx licence manager website, where you must follow the instructions to generate
the ISE WebPACK license. The licence file will be sent to your registered e-mail address. After that, click on Load
License and click Copy License to copy your .lic file to register Vivado.

1.3. Vivado FPGA programming environment
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Install additional libraries after installing Vivado by running the following command in Terminal.
sudo apt-get install libxft2 libxft2:i386
When the installation finishes do NOT forget to change your VERSION in the os-release file back to what is was
before – failure to do so might cause problems with other programs.

1.3.2 Programming the FPGA
After the installation of Vivado, we will have to clone the FPGA repository and edit an existing project for our “Hello
World” (Blink) project.
Clone FPGA GitHub repository
Go to the site and download the ZIP folder of this project.

If you are using Windows, download the project repository and extract it to a folder of your choice. Remember the path
to the location of the extracted repository (when you will be searching for your disk location in the WSL, go to the root
directory and move into the mnt directory).
Alternatively, if you are using Linux or WSL, you can first install git, then move to a desired location and make a clone
of the Red Pitaya Git repository:
sudo apt-get install git
git clone https://github.com/RedPitaya/RedPitaya-FPGA.git

Make an FPGA project
Go to the downloaded ZIP location and extract it. You will enter the FPGA folder and make a Vivado project. Open a
terminal and input the following commands.
cd Downloads/
cd RedPitaya/
cd fpga/
. /opt/Xilinx/Vivado/2020.1/settings64.sh
make project PRJ=v0.94 MODEL=Z10
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Note: In order to open a project for models SDRlab 122-16 or SIGNALlab 250-12, you need to specify MODEL=Z20
or MODEL=Z20_250 as a parameter.

For this project, you will only have to edit the red_pitaya_top.sv file. Edit the port led_o assignment at the beginning
of the file. Change the port to output logic.

Now, in this section of the file, comment out the led_o port.

Finally, insert this code at the end of the module, before endmodule: red_pitaya_top. It will make the LED blink.
reg [27:0]counter = 28'd0;
reg led = 1'b0;
always @ (posedge adc_clk) begin
counter = counter+1;
if (counter == 28'd256000000) begin // 256e6 periods of clock of 128 MHz
led = ~led; // led will blink with a period of 2 sec
counter = 28'd0; // start again
end
end
assign led_o[0] = led; // assign the register to the led output
Now you have to start synthesis, implementation, and writing a bitstream. Press the button to start the synthesis.
After synthesis is finished, start implementation.
Implementation finished. Start writing the bitstream.
1.3. Vivado FPGA programming environment
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The bitstream file red_pitaya_top.bit is located in . . . /prj/v0.94/project/repitaya.runs/impl_1
You have to send this file to your Red Pitaya board. Open a terminal and connect to your Red Pitaya using an SSH
connection. Also, enable the read/write operation on the Red Pitaya.
ssh root@your Red Pitaya IP
redpitaya> rw
Open another Terminal and go to the .bit file location.
cd Downloads/RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/v0.94/project/repitaya.runs/impl_1
Send the file .bit to the Red Pitaya with scp command.
scp red_pitaya_top.bit root@your Red Pitaya IP:/tmp
Go back to the Red Pitaya Terminal and check if you have the copy red_pitaya_top.bit
redpitaya> cd /tmp
redpitaya> ls
Load the red_pitaya_top.bit to xdevcfg with
redpitaya> cat /tmp/red_pitaya_top.bit >/dev/xdevcfg
Congratulations, the LED should now be blinking, and the project should be running on the FPGA.

1.4 FPGA lessons
1.4.1 Project setup
• Windows 10 or Ubuntu 18.04 or higher
• Vivado 2020.1
• Rep Pitaya FPGA ecosystem
– Xilinx SDK is available from
–
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At this point, it is assumed that your Red Pitaya has successfully connected to the local network using (Linux or
Windows with WSL) or (Windows). If not, follow Red Pitaya’s official instructions.
For the FPGA development platform, we will use Xilinx’s Vivado Design Suite with SDK. At the time of writing, the
latest version was Vivado 2020.1. However, other versions would also work. The Vivado Suite can be installed for free
with a WebPACK licence, which can be downloaded after registration from their webpage.
To install Vivado, please use the .
If you are planning on developing or changing the ecosystem, you can instead install the Vitis platform (which includes
Vivado and SDK, version 2020.1 or higher).
1. Register, download and install
2. Obtain free WebPACK licence
To work with Vivado and its instruments in Windows, we use the TCL shell and command prompt. Launch Vivado
HLS 2020.1 Command Prompt. Change to the folder with the cloned Red Pitaya project and launch the project
generation:
cd C:/Users/RedPitaya/fpga
vivado -source red_pitaya_vivado_project_Z10.tcl -tclargs v0.94
On Linux, it will work through the terminal; however, to gain access to some required commands, run settings64.sh
(located in the Vivado folder). Then you can execute the Vivado command (which will open the Vivado program; the
file needs to be executed at every boot-up).
/opt/Xilinx/Vivado/2020.1/settings64.sh
vivado -source red_pitaya_vivado_project_Z10.tcl -tclargs v0.94
When executing this command, the script will be launched, and this script will generate a project for the Red Pitaya
Z10 (STEMlab 125-14) in the folder RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/v0.94/project.

1.4.2 Lessons
Simple LED blinker
Generation of an example from the repository
After downloading the , navigate to the RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples folder. Open the make_project.tcl file,
uncomment the line “set project_name Led_blink”, and comment all other lines. Open Vivado and in Vivado Tcl
Console navigate to the base folder: RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples.
Then run the script source make_project.tcl. Tools → Run Tcl Script.
make_project.tcl automatically generates a complete project in the RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples/Led_blink/ directory. Take a moment to examine the block design. If the block design is not open, click on Open Block Design on
the left-hand side of the window. When you are ready, click Generate Bitstream at the bottom-left part of the window
to generate a bitstream file.
After you confirm that both synthesis and implementation will be executed beforehand, the longer process starts. After successful completion of synthesis, implementation, and bitstream generation, the bit file can be found at Examples/Led_blink/tmp/Led_blink/Led_blink.runs/impl_1/system_wrapper.bit.
Copy the newly generated bit file to the RedPitaya’s /root/tmp folder using WinSCP or type the following commands
in the Linux console.
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cd Examples/Led_blink/tmp/Led_blink/Led_blink.runs/impl_1/
scp system_wrapper.bit root@your_rp_ip:Led_blink.bit
Finally, we are ready to program the FPGA with our own bitstream file located in the /root/ folder on Red Pitaya. To
program the FPGA simply execute the following line in the Linux console on your Red Pitaya (use Putty):
cat /root/Led_blink.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
Now, you should see an LED blink. Don’t worry, you did not destroy your Red Pitaya. If you want to roll back to the
official Red Pitaya FPGA program, run the following command:
cat /opt/redpitaya/fpga/fpga_X.XX.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
or simply restart your Red Pitaya.
Description
In this project, we did not need to write any hardware description language (HDL) code. Instead, we use IP cores,
which are already packaged code in Vivado, and connect them in the IP Integrator. The IP integrator (Block Design) is
a useful addition to Vivado, which offers a visual representation of our program flow. It also helps us connect relevant
blocks and navigate between our code. We will learn how to add our code as a block in the block design in the next
project.
During the project creation, the script specifies Red Pitaya’s FPGA part name xc7z010clg400-1. This information is important for synthesis, implementation, and bitstream generation. Later, the script creates Red Pitaya specific external ports related to the chip pins as described in the constraint file shown in the Sources tab under Constraints/constrs_1/port.xdc (or Led_blink/cfg/port.xdc).

Fig. 1.11: Block Design of the LED blink project
Next, the script adds the Zynq processing_system7 block with Red Pitaya specific settings set by
Led_blink/cfg/red_pitaya.xml. This IP core represents an interface between the processing system used for running Linux and the programmable logic (FPGA). There are many useful shared ports, such as a clock (FCLK_CLK0),
and communication interface ports (M_AXI_GPIO), which we will use in future projects.
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A quick introduction to processing_system7 can be found on the .
Some of the external ports are differential and therefore need to be properly handled. For this reason, the script adds
three buffers with differential ports (IBUFDS type) and connects them to those external ports (adc_clk_*, 2 x dasy_*).
These buffers play no role in our LED blinking algorithm but should be there for proper implementation. To achieve
LED blinking with an interval of around 1 s, we use the FCLK_CLK0 clock from the processing_system7 block running
at 125 MHz. To reduce the frequency from 125 MHz to 1 Hz, we connect FCLK_CLK0 to the 32-bit Binary Counter
block and then to the Slice block, which selects only the 26th bit.
The time interval of the 26th bit is therefore
2 * 226 /125𝑀 𝐻𝑧 = 1.07𝑠.
The 26-th bit is finally wired to the led (0), which makes LED(0) blink on the Red Pitaya board. You can change the
size of the Binary Counter or the Slice position by double clicking on the block and changing its parameters. The
connections (wires) are simply made by clicking on a free port and dragging it to another port or wire. IP Integrator
will check port types and sizes and allow a connection only if these are compatible. Sometimes IP Integrator offers a
Run Block Automation option on top of the Block Design area which can automatically connects ports and even adds
additional blocks when needed. Further information on how to use Vivado’s IP Integrator (Block Design) can be found
in .
Extension 1
One can play and create more exciting blinking LED sequences. For fun, try changing the blocks responsible for
blinking to the following diagram and see what happens. For this, you can use a number of available Xilinx IP cores
when right clicking on the empty space on the Block Design and choosing Add IP. . . . Don’t forget to change the LEFT
attribute of the LED port to 3.
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Extension 2
Instead of connecting our periodic signal to the LED (led_o [0]), we can also connect it to an extension port
(exp_tri_p_io [0]) linked with the DIO0_p pin on the extension connector E1. Since the exp_tri_p_io is bidirectional,
we cannot simply wire it in the block design. There are two ways to solve this problem. (1) Remove the exp_tri_p_io
port and replace it with one that has the same name but a different direction. You can create the port by right-clicking
on the block design area and selecting Create Port. . . or modify a tcl command found on line 38 in the cfg/port.tcl file
and execute it in the tcl console. (2) The second solution is much simpler. Use the following tcl command to connect
your signal to the desired bidirectional port (exp_tri_p_io).
connect_bd_net [get_bd_pins xlconcat_0/In0] [get_bd_pins exp_p_tri_io]
We can check if the DIO0_p pin has a periodic signal by connecting it to the neighbouring pin DIO0_n on the E1
connector with an external wire. We can use the same technique to connect the corresponding exp_tri_n_io[0] port to
the second LED in the block design. Check the to locate the appropriate pins. If all goes well, as soon as you connect
DIO0_p and DIO0_n pins, two LEDs should blink at the same time. Be careful when connecting any external signals
to the E1 connector. Always check the voltage requirements first. The following schematic shows how to assemble the
block design.
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Conclusion
This concludes our first project. We have learned how to install the Zynq FPGA Vivado development suite and created a
simple project where we ran the synthesis, the implementation, and generated a bitstream file. We uploaded the bit-file
to Red Pitaya’s Linux and used it to configure the programmable logic. Since here all Red-Pitaya specific components
are present, LED blinker is an ideal starting point for more advanced projects.
Author & Source
Orignal author: Anton Potočnik
Original lesson:
Knight Rider
Generation of an example from the repository
Navigate to the RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples folder. Open the make_project.tcl file, uncomment the line “set
project_name Knight_rider”, and comment all other project lines. Open Vivado and in Vivado Tcl Console navigate
to the base folder: RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples.

Then run the script source make_project.tcl. Tools → Run Tcl Script.
make_project.tcl automatically generates a complete project in the RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples/Knight_rider/
directory. Take a moment to examine the block design. If the block design is not open, click on Open Block Design on
the left-hand side of the window. When you are ready, click Generate Bitstream at the bottom-left part of the window
to generate a bitstream file. After you confirm that both Synthesis and Implementation will be executed beforehand the
longer process starts. After successful completion of synthesis, implementation, and bitstream generation, the bit file
can be found at Examples/Knight_rider/tmp/Knight_rider/Knight_rider.runs/impl_1/system_wrapper.bit
Copy the newly generated bit file to the RedPitaya’s /root/tmp folder using WinSCP or type the following commands
in the Linux console.
cd Examples/Knight_rider/tmp/Knight_rider/Knight_rider.runs/impl_1/
scp system_wrapper.bit root@your_rp_ip:Knight_rider.bit
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Finally, we are ready to program the FPGA with our own bitstream file located in the /root/ folder on Red Pitaya. To
program the FPGA simply execute the following line in the Linux console on your Red Pitaya (use Putty or WSL):
cat /root/Knight_rider.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
Now, you should see an LED blink. Don’t worry, you did not destroy your Red Pitaya. If you want to roll back to the
official Red Pitaya FPGA program, run the following command:
cat /opt/redpitaya/fpga/fpga_X.XX.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
or simply restart your Red Pitaya.
Introduction
A blinking LED is one thing, but a true light show is something one can actually be proud of. In the , we built a very
simple FPGA program that made one LED on the Red Pitaya blink. For such a simple project, we constructed the
necessary logic by graphically connecting different blocks in Vivado’s IP Integrator without writing a single line of
code. Of course, not all applications will be so simple and we will eventually have to learn hardware definition language
(HDL). To get acquainted with Verilog HDL, we will in this project build an FPGA program for Red Pitaya where eight
lights slide like in the cult series, The Knight Rider.
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Verilog Module
In order to make Red Pitaya simulate the Knight Rider light sequence, we will use the Verilog language to write a custom
module that will provide the logic behind the continuous light sequence. There are two popular hardware description
languages: and . We will choose the latter since most of the official Red Pitaya FPGA code is written in Verilog and
because it is somewhat similar to the C programming language, which some readers might be familiar with. Once the
knight_rider module is written, we will test it and then incorporate it into the block design we created in . We will also
demonstrate how to use the parallel nature of an FPGA to create a double Knight Rider light sequence.
To start off, open or create LED blinker project 1 in Vivado as described in the . Once the project is opened, create a
new source file (Project Manager -> Add Sources -> Add or create design *), choose file type: Verilog and file name:
*knight_rider. When asked to set module ports, click OK and confirm to use the default settings. Double-click on the
knight_rider.v under Design Sources in the Sources tab to open the newly created source file.
We are ready to enter our Verilog code. Replace the content of the file with the following code:
module knight_rider(
input clk,
output [7:0] led_out
);
parameter LEDS_INIT = 10'b1100000000;
parameter DIR_INIT = 1;
reg [9:0] leds = LEDS_INIT; // register for led output
reg [3:0] position = DIR_INIT*8; // state counter 0-15
reg direction = DIR_INIT;
// direction indicator
always @ (posedge clk)
begin
if (direction == 0) begin
leds <= leds << 1; // bit-shift leds register
end else begin
leds <= leds >> 1; // bit-shift leds register
end
position <= position + 1;
end
always @*
// change direction
begin
if (position < 8) begin
// in the second half
direction = 0;
end else begin
direction = 1;
end
end
assign led_out = leds[8:1]; // wire output and leds register
endmodule
At the top of the code, we first declare the module’s name knight_rider with clk as input and an 8-bit wide led_out as
an output port. Below the module’s declaration we find a definition of internal registers. Here, for example, reg [3:0]
position denotes a 4-bit register, with reg [3] representing the most significant bit (MSB) and reg [0] representing the
least significant bit (LSB). The parameters LEDS_INIT and DIR_INIT are constants defined at the design level.
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The first always (sensitivity_list)* block can be found below the internal register definitions. This procedural block
is executed at each change of the signals listed in the sensitivity list. In our case, the block will be executed on each
positive edge of the clk signal. Following the always statement is the begin-end block, in which the code is executed
sequentially, as in procedural programming. Keep in mind that the code will be ultimately implemented as logic circuits
with gates, flip-flops, and wires. Similarly to how several independent circuits on the FPGA can be used, we can use
several always blocks in a module, all running in parallel. A good practise is to write several short procedural blocks,
for which it is almost possible to guess their implementation, and then connect them so they perform a task.
At each clock cycle, our first always block assigns a new value to the leds and position registers based on the value of
the direction register. We use bit-shift operators (>>, <<) to achieve Knight Rider’s sliding effect. In this block we only
use non-blocking assignment (<=) which assigns the values only when all the right-hand side expressions are evaluated,
effectively at the end of the block. In this case, the order of assignment is not defined, and we should be careful that
our code does not depend on that.
The second always block is sensitive to all signals in the “always” block, meaning it will be executed when any of the
signals present change. During the first 8 clock cycles, the direction of bit-shifts will be towards the left, and in the
second 8 cycles, the direction will be towards the right. Since position is a 4-bit register, it will reset to 0 as soon as
it exceeds its largest value (15). This will reset and start over the 16-count sequence where two lit LEDs move from
one end to the other and back. We use blocking assignment (=) to assign to the direction register in the second always
block. As the name suggests, this will block the execution until the right-hand side of the expression is evaluated and
then immediately assign the value to the register on the left-hand side. In this way, the register will be updated at the
next line in the code. Blocking assignment is usually used within the always blocks when we want to get a logic circuit
made of gates and not latches or flip-flops. It is good practise not to mix blocking and non-blocking assignments within
one always block.
The last line in the module uses the third assignment method, using an assign keyword. This assignment is used to
directly wire registers and ports, or in our case, the subset of bits from the leds register to the led_out port. Due to the
direct wiring, any change in the led register will be immediately propagated to the output port.
This was a very quick introduction to some of the Verilog language concepts. To get a more complete introduction,
there are a number of good online tutorials and books that can help you. Some of the links can be found in the literature
section at the end of this post. Now that we have written our first module, we need to test it.
Simulation
We will use Vivado’s integrated Simulator to test the module and debug the code. Simulation is done using a new test
bench module where we define time-dependent input signals, instantiate the module under test and collect the output
signals. To create a test bench module, click on Add Sources -> Add or create simulation sources, then create a file
with file type: Verilog and a file name: knight_rider_tb.v. No ports need to be defined under the Define Module dialog.
Once the knight_rider_tb.v file is created, open it and replace its content with the following code:
`timescale 1ns / 1ps
module knight_rider_tb();
reg clock;
wire [7:0] out;
knight_rider kr (.clk(clock),
.led_out(out)
);
initial begin
clock = 0;
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

forever #1 clock = ~clock;
end
endmodule
The test bench module defines a register called clock and an 8-bit wire called out. After the register and wire declaration, we define (on line 8) an instance of the knight_rider module with the name kr and connect register clock to
knight_rider’s port clk and wire out to knight_rider’s port led_out. Note that we use wire for the output register since
we only need to display it on the simulator’s waveform graph.
The final part of the test bench module is the initial block, where we set the initial value of the clock register and
then toggle it forever with a 1 ns delay specified by #1 after the forever keyword. The unit of time and the simulation
resolution are defined at the top of the code with the statement: `timescale 1ns / 1ps.
We are ready to simulate the behaviour of our module. Save the test bench file and set it as top by right clicking on
the file in the Source tab and choosing Set as Top. Next, we click on the Run Simulation button on the left hand side
of the window and choose Run Behavioral Simulation. To properly display the results, use the View -> Zoom in or
View -> Zoom fit functions to zoom in to the first 50 ns of the simulated waveform. You can also expand wire out to
see the individual bit values. We can add internal registers of knight_rider module to our waveform by dragging them
from knight_rider->kr icon under Scopes panel to the list of signals at the left-hand side of the black waveform region.
In the picture below, you can see that we added position and direction registers. To update the waveform, click on
Run->Restart and Run->Run For. . . buttons in the main menu. You can change the format of displayed numbers in the
waveform by right clicking on the signal name in the waveform region and choosing, for example, Radix-> Unsigned
Decimal.

Fig. 1.12: Knight_rider’s simulation waveform
In Vivado, we can also debug our code by inserting breakpoints in Verilog’s code. This can be done by clicking on
the empty circles that appear right of the line numbers in Vivado’s text editor. Other debugging functions such as
Restart. . . , Run For. . . , Step, Break, etc. can be found in the toolbar or in the Run menu. Fore more information on
simulation and debugging see .
After inspecting the simulated waveform, we can happily conclude that the knight_rider module performs as expected.
We are ready to incorporate it into the block design.
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Block Design
Any module in the Vivado’s source folder can be added to the block diagram by right-clicking on the block design’s
white canvas and choosing Add Module. . . Click on the knight_rider module and confirm. A new block with an RTL
icon appears in the block diagram. To incorporate it into the structure, we connect the clk port to the output of the xlslice_0 block and the led_out port to the led_o external port as shown in the figure below. Note that starting with Vivado
version 2020.1 and above, util_ds_buf_1 and util_ds_buf_2 have to be connected for a successful implementation.

Fig. 1.13: Block Design
We can set the constant parameters of the module by double-clicking on the knight_rider_0 block and setting the two
parameters as shown below.
LEDS_INIT = "1100000000"
DIR_INIT = 1
The Knight Rider module uses all 8 available LEDs on the Red Pitaya board. To connect the module’s output to all of
them, we need to change the width of the external led_o port from 1 to 8 bits. This can be done by setting the led_o
port’s LEFT parameter to 7 under the port properties (select the led_o port on the block design and locate the properties
dialogue at the left-hand side of the IP Integrator). In the xlslice_0 block, set both the Din From and Din DownTo fields
to 23.
The project is ready for synthesis, implementation and generating bitstream. As we learned in the copy the bitstream
file to the linux home folder on Red Pitaya and write it to the FPGA using
cat /root/tmp/your_bitstream.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
The LEDs on your Red Pitaya should now blink in the famous Knight Rider fashion.
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Double Knight Rider
We can make another Knight Rider light sequence where two sets of light streams move in opposite, mirrored directions.
This can be done by adding another instance of the knight_rider module to the block design. The input clk of the new
block is connected to the same clock as the first knight_rider module. The outputs of the two modules have to be
first joined by a vector logic OR block, whose output is then wired to the led_o port. As we have learned in the the
vector logic block can be found under Xilinx’s IP cores (right click on the white block design canvas and choose Add
IP. . . ). It will perform a pair-wise logic operation for each pair of elements in the two input vectors. To get the mirrored
behaviour of the second knight_rider block, its parameters should be set as:
LEDS_INIT = "0000000011"
DIR_INIT = 0
The block design for the Double Knight Rider is shown in the following figure.
Note: util_ds_buf_1 and util_ds_buf_2 must be connected in order for the implementation to be successful.

Fig. 1.14: Block Design
The Double Knight Rider light sequence is a great demonstration of the parallel nature of the FPGA. We simply added
another instance of the module and connected it to the clock. Both blocks are implemented as separate logic circuits
on the FPGA, running perfectly in parallel. The project is again ready for synthesis, implementation, and bitstream
generation. Enjoy the light show on your Red Pitaya! You can of course change the frequency of the blinking LEDs by
changing the parameter in xlslice_0 block.
Conclusion
In this project, we built a simple but nontrivial FPGA application – Knight Rider Lights – ideal for learning the basic
concepts of FPGA programming. In this post we got familiar with the Verilog language, which we used to create our
own module. We tested this module using Vivado’s simulator and finally inserted one or more instances into the block
diagram. For the first time, we had to think in terms of circuits, where wires connect different parts of the system and
where different blocks can run independently from each other. This inherent parallelism is one of the reasons why
FPGAs are so popular for example in the . In the first two projects, FPGA programs were completely determined at the
design level, without control during execution.
We will learn in the next project how to interface programmable logic with external signals, for example, ADCs, and
how to write to and read data from registers on the FPGA using Linux running on the Zynq ARM processor.
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Author & Source
Orignal author: Anton Potočnik
Original lesson:
Stopwatch
Generation of an example from the repository
Move to folder RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples. Uncomment the line “set project_name Stopwatch” and comment
all files in the make_project.tcl file. Open Vivado and in Vivado Tcl Console navigate to the base folder: RedPitayaFPGA/prj/Examples.

Then run the script source make_project.tcl. Tools → Run Tcl Script
make_project.tcl automatically generates a complete project in the RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples/Stopwatch/ directory. Take a moment to examine the block design. If the block design is not open, click on Open Block Design on
the left-hand side of the window. When you are ready, click Generate Bitstream at the bottom-left part of the window
to generate a bitstream file. After you confirm that both Synthesis and Implementation will be executed beforehand the
longer process starts. After successful completion of synthesis, implementation, and bitstream generation, the bit file
can be found at Examples/Stopwatch/tmp/Stopwatch/Stopwatch.runs/impl_1/system_wrapper.bit
Copy the newly generated bit file to the RedPitaya’s /root/tmp folder using WinSCP or type the following commands
in the Linux console.
cd Examples/Stopwatch/tmp/Stopwatch/Stopwatch.runs/impl_1/
scp system_wrapper.bit root@your_rp_ip:Stopwatch.bit
Finally, we are ready to program the FPGA with our own bitstream file located in the /root/ folder on Red Pitaya. To
program the FPGA simply execute the following line in the Linux console on your Red Pitaya (use Putty or WSL):
cat /root/Stopwatch.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
If you want to roll back to the official Red Pitaya FPGA program, run the following command:
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cat /opt/redpitaya/fpga/fpga_X.XX.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
or simply restart your Red Pitaya.
Introduction
In this Red Pitaya FPGA project, we will learn about communication between the Linux processing system and the
programmable logic. We will demonstrate the basic functionality with a simple FPGA project – Stopwatch.

The FPGA algorithm will be based on a 32-bit binary counter with Clock Enable (CE) and Synchronous Clear (SCLR)
inputs, which we will control from the Linux side. The counter’s output value will be read with a Linux program and
partially displayed with the on-board LEDs. In order to do this, we will use the standard AXI communication protocol
that connects different parts of the Zynq device, such as the processing system, programmable logic, DDR memory,
external peripherals, and more.
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This guide assumes that you are familiar with the concepts introduced in the previous examples.
Verilog Module
Open one of the previous Vivado projects to get a basic block diagram. Next, insert the binary counter, if it is not
already present, and add the CE and SCLR ports. This can be done by double-clicking on the binary counter IP
core in our block design and selecting CE and SCLR under the Control tab. Then add an xlslice IP block with the
following dimensions: Din Width: 32, Din From: 31, Din Down To: 24. Connect the binary counter’s CLK pin to PS’s
FCLK_CLK0, the binary counter’s output to the xlslice’s input, and the xlslice’s output to the led_o external port. This
last part will display 8 MSBs of the 32-bit counter on Red Pitaya’s LED bar. If you started from Project 1, change the
LEFT property of the led_o port from 0 to 7.
We are ready to insert the AXI General Purpose IO IP core (AXI GPIO) into our block design. When the core is added,
double-click on the block, check Enable Dual Channel and set All Inputs for the GPIO 2. To connect the AXI GPIO to
the processing system, click on Run Connection Automation on top of the block design. Select S_AXI and click OK.
This will automatically create AXI Interconnect and Processor System Reset blocks. Next, add two xlslice IP cores
with 32-bit Din. xls_CE should have Din From and Din Down both set to 0 and xls_SCLR should have them both set
to 1. Connect all the blocks as shown in the figure below.

Fig. 1.15: Block Design
Next, we need to set the AXI GPIO core’s memory address and range. We will use this address later to access the IP
core from the Linux side. On top of the window, choose the Address Editor tab and set all the values as shown below.
Remember, the address of our GPIO block is 0x4200_0000.

The FPGA program is ready. Proceed with synthesis, implementation, and generation of the bitstream file. When the
file is generated and copied to a folder on Red Pitaya’s Linux, write the bitstream file to programmable logic with the
following command.
cat system_wrapper.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
To write or read from our FPGA program we will use Red Pitaya’s , available in Red Pitaya’s Linux. Try the following
commands:
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monitor 0x42000000 1
monitor 0x42000000 0
monitor 0x42000000 2
monitor 0x42000000
monitor 0x42000008

# write: start, SCLR = 0, CE = 1
# write: stop, SCLR = 0, CE = 0
# write: clear, SCLR = 1, CE = 0
# read: cfg on GPIO1
# read: data on GPIO2

Great, we have created a stopwatch with a resolution of 8 ns! Using the AXI communication protocol, we can easily
access our GPIO IP core. More details about the GPIO core can be found in the . If you would like to know how much
time has passed between start and stop in seconds and not in the number of clock cycles, you can use the following
programs on Linux to write, read, and convert data.
C Program
This program, based on , can also be a useful template for more advanced applications where you need to set several
parameters and read large amounts of data generated on FPGA.
stopwatch.c:
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdint.h>
<unistd.h>
<sys/mman.h>
<fcntl.h>
<stdlib.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
int fd;
float wait_time;
uint32_t count;
void *cfg;
char *name = "/dev/mem";
const int freq = 125000000;

// Hz

if (argc == 2) wait_time = atof(argv[1]);
else wait_time = 1.0;
if((fd = open(name, O_RDWR)) < 0) {
perror("open");
return 1;
}
cfg = mmap(NULL, sysconf(_SC_PAGESIZE), /* map the memory */
PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_SHARED, fd, 0x42000000);
*((uint32_t *)(cfg + 0)) = 2;
*((uint32_t *)(cfg + 0)) = 1;

// clear timer
// start timer

sleep(wait_time);

// wait for [wait_time] seconds
(continues on next page)
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*((uint32_t *)(cfg + 0)) = 0;

// stop timer

count = *((uint32_t *)(cfg + 8));

// get binary counter output

printf("Clock count: %5d, calculated time: %5f s\n",
count, (double)count/freq);
munmap(cfg, sysconf(_SC_PAGESIZE));
return 0;
}
The stopwatch.c program maps the memory at a given address to a cfg pointer. By writing an appropriate 32-bit value
to this pointer, the code first clears the counter by setting SCLR (2nd bit), then starts the count by setting CE (1st bit).
After wait_time in seconds, the counter is stopped by clearing the CE bit. To read the counter’s output value, we need
to access the second port of the GPIO IP core. According to the GPIO documentation:

The address of the second port is shifted by 8 (0x4200_0008). At the end, the counter output value is scaled by the
FCLK_CLK0 frequency and printed on the screen.
Next, copy the program found in the Stopwatch folder to Red Pitaya’s Linux. Compile and execute the program as
shown here:
gcc -o stopwatch stopwatch.c
./stopwatch 5
# wait for 5 s
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Python Program
You can also achieve the same functionality with Python; after you have written the FPGA, connect to your Red Pitaya
through the browser and navigate to the Jupyter Notebook application, which can be found in Development.
Open the Jupyter Notebook application, create a new notebook, copy the code below, save it, and finally execute it.
import
import
import
import

mmap
os
time
numpy as np

axi_gpio_regset = np.dtype([
('gpio1_data'
, 'uint32'),
('gpio1_control', 'uint32'),
('gpio2_data'
, 'uint32'),
('gpio2_control', 'uint32')
])
memory_file_handle = os.open('/dev/mem', os.O_RDWR)
axi_mmap = mmap.mmap(fileno=memory_file_handle, length=mmap.PAGESIZE, offset=0x40000000)
axi_numpy_array = np.recarray(1, axi_gpio_regset, buf=axi_mmap)
axi_array_contents = axi_numpy_array[0]
freq = 125000000 #FPGA Clock Frequency Hz
axi_array_contents.gpio1_data = 0x02 #clear timer
axi_array_contents.gpio1_data = 0x01 #start timer
time.sleep(34.2) # Count to the maximim LED (8 MSB value)
axi_array_contents.gpio1_data = 0x00 #stop timer
print("Clock count: ", axi_array_contents.gpio2_data, " calculated time: ", axi_array_
˓→contents.gpio2_data/freq, " Seconds")

Changing the FPGA Fabric Clock Speed
Interestingly, FCLK_CLK0 has a frequency of 124.99875 MHz (= 3.75*33.333 MHz). This is the default Red Pitaya
frequency generated by IO PLL using a 33.333 MHz external clock (PS_CLK).
The following terminal commands can be used to change the PL fabric clock speed. The script needs root access. The
clock frequency can be set from 100000 to 2500000000. Clock speeds above 300000 give better timing results from a
Jupyter Notebook. 125000000 is the default.
devcfg=/sys/devices/soc0/amba/f8007000.devcfg
test -d $devcfg/fclk/fclk0 || echo fclk0 > $devcfg/fclk_export
echo 0 > $devcfg/fclk/fclk0/enable
echo 2500000000 > $devcfg/fclk/fclk0/set_rate
echo 1 > $devcfg/fclk/fclk0/enable
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Conclusion
We have created another simple project where we learned how to communicate between our FPGA program and Linux
running on Red Pitaya’s Zynq7 ARM processor.
Author & Source
• Orignal author: Anton Potočnik.
• The clock speed change commands are based on a script by Jean Minet on the original lesson below.
• Python code by John M0JPI
Original lesson:
Frequency Counter
Generation of an example from the repository
Move to folder RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples. Uncomment the line “set project_name Frequency_counter” and
comment all files in the make_project.tcl file. Open Vivado and in Vivado Tcl Console navigate to the base folder:
RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples.

Then run the script source make_project.tcl. Tools → Run Tcl Script
make_project.tcl
automatically
generates
a
complete
project
in
the
RedPitayaFPGA/prj/Examples/Frequency_counter/ directory. Take a moment to examine the block design. If the
block design is not open, click on Open Block Design on the left-hand side of the window. When you are
ready, click Generate Bitstream at the bottom-left part of the window to generate a bitstream file. After you
confirm that both Synthesis and Implementation will be executed beforehand the longer process starts. After
successful completion of synthesis, implementation, and bitstream generation, the bit file can be found at Examples/Frequency_counter/tmp/Frequency_counter/Frequency_counter.runs/impl_1/system_wrapper.bit
Copy the newly generated bit file to the RedPitaya’s /root/tmp folder using WinSCP or type the following commands
in the Linux console.
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cd Examples/Frequency_counter/tmp/Frequency_counter/Frequency_counter.runs/impl_1/
scp system_wrapper.bit root@your_rp_ip:Frequency_counter.bit
Finally, we are ready to program the FPGA with our own bitstream file located in the /root/ folder on Red Pitaya. To
program the FPGA simply execute the following line in the Linux console on your Red Pitaya (use Putty or WSL):
cat /root/Frequency_counter.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
If you want to roll back to the official Red Pitaya FPGA program, run the following command:
cat /opt/redpitaya/fpga/fpga_X.XX.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
or simply restart your Red Pitaya.
Introduction
On the way to a powerful acquisition system, let us make a quick detour and create a useful and simple project – . Yes, to
measure frequencies, one can use Red Pitaya’s native apps such as or . However, our program will be able to determine
frequencies with much higher resolution, and at the same time, we will learn how to use Red Pitaya’s 125 Msps 14-bit
ADC and DAC peripherals in the FPGA program.
This project contains two separate parts: the data acquisition part with a frequency counter and LED data display,
and the signal generator part. To communicate with these two parts, we use the General Purpose IO block for setting
configuration values and reading the counter output.
The frequency counter will be implemented in the , where a period of time of a predefined number of signal oscillations
is measured and then inverted and divided by the number of oscillations. Such a scheme can yield a much better
frequency resolution, especially for low frequency signals, compared to the conventional method where the number of
signal cycles is counted at a predefined gate time.
1.4. FPGA lessons
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Project overview
The full block design of the frequency counter project is composed of six parts:
• Processing System
• GPIO
• Signal Generator
• Data Acquisition
• Frequency Counter and Signal Decoder blocks, as shown in the figure below

Fig. 1.16: Block Design Overview
These parts will be described in detail below. You can skip the lengthy description and go directly to the fun part at the
end of the post.
IP Cores
Some ip cores are required for block design. To create them, open the vivado tcl console and navigate to the RedPitayaFPGA/prj/Examples/Frequency_counter lesson folder, then run the make_cores.tcl script
cd C:/Projects/RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples/Frequency_counter
source make_cores.tcl
As a result, you will have a set of required ip cores in the tmp/cores folder that you can add to your project.
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Fig. 1.17: Add Cores
Processing system
Let’s start with the most common part—the processing system IP core. Together with the AXI Interconnect and Processor System Reset blocks, these are the most common blocks in most of the Zynq 7000 FPGA applications. Since
they take quite some space and have a lot of connections, we will join them in a single hierarchy block, so they will
take less space and make block design more transparent. To create a hierarchy, select the desired blocks, right click,
and select Create Hierarchy. From now on, we will put into hierarchies most of the blocks with related functionality.

Fig. 1.18: Processing System 7 Hierarchy
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General Purpose Input-Output Core
In the , we learned how to write and read FPGA logic. We will use the same approach here for setting configurations
such as the number of cycles and the signal generator’s phase increment. We will use the first GPIO port as an input
to make the results of the frequency counter available to a program running on the Linux side. The second GPIO port
will be used as a 32-bit output port, containing a 27-bit phase_inc value for the signal generator and a 5-bit log2Ncycles
value for the frequency counter:
𝑔𝑝𝑖𝑜2_𝑖𝑜_𝑜[31 : 0] =31 [{27-bit 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒_𝑖𝑛𝑐}{5-bit 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑁 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠}]0
If you ever need more configuration output bits, you can use Pavel Demin’s axi_configuration IP core with a custom number of bits in a single output port. As described above, the axi_configuration file can be found in the Frequency_counter/core folder, which is automatically created with the make_cores.tcl script.
Signal Generator
The Signal Generator hierarchy generates sin (t) and cos(t) signals with a user-defined frequency at the two DAC output
ports. The analog signal is generated by three blocks: the DDS compiler for calculating 14-bit sinusoidal values; the
Clock Wizard to create a double clock frequency which allows setting the two DAC channels on each input clock cycle;
and the AXI-4 Stream Red Pitaya DAC core for setting signal values to the external DAC unit. We will use 125 MHz
adc_clock as the input clock to achieve a 125 Msps data rate.

Fig. 1.19: Signal Generator Hierarchy
Frequency, amplitude, and other parameters can be set in the Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) re-customization dialog.
The current DDS core settings will generate sin (t) on one DAC channel and cos(t) on the other, with a maximum
amplitude of +/-1V (maximal range) on both.
The synthesised signal frequency is in the , determined by a phase increment value at each clock cycle. A nice description of the signal synthesiser operation can be found in the DDS compiler product guide. The signal frequency can be
set fixed at the design stage by choosing Fixed Phase Increment in the DDS re-customization dialog. In this case, the
dialog automatically calculates the required constant phase increment for a desired frequency and frequency resolution.
Note that the output frequency will be a divisor of the clock frequency and might therefore deviate from the requested
frequency.
Since we want to change the frequency during an operation, we choose Streaming Phase Increment in the recustomization dialog, which requires a phase increment value to be continuously supplied to the S_AXIS_PHASE
input interface. The AXIS interface implements the protocol developed for fast directed data flow. It implements the
basic handshake by utilising at least the tvalid and tready signals, but we will ignore even those for our nearly constant
phase increment value. To create a continuous stream of the user-defined values, we use Pavel Demin’s IP core, which
converts the 32-bit input bus to the AXIS master interface.
AXI4-Stream Constant:
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`timescale 1 ns / 1 ps
module axis_constant #
(
parameter integer AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH = 32
)
(
// System signals
input wire
aclk,
input

wire [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0] cfg_data,

// Master side
output wire [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0] m_axis_tdata,
output wire
m_axis_tvalid
);
assign m_axis_tdata = cfg_data;
assign m_axis_tvalid = 1'b1;
endmodule
Using the Slice IP core, we take a 27-bit phase_inc value from the gpio2_io_o port as input. Calculation of the
phase_inc for a desired output frequency will be discussed in the last part of the post.
Data Acquisition
AXI4-Stream Red Pitaya ADC Core
The first block in the Data Acquisition hierarchy is the axis_red_pitaya_adc_v1_0 IP core, with two main features.
First, it converts the external 125 MHz clock from adc_clk_a and adc_clk_b differential external ports into our programmable logic as an adc_clk clock. Second, it reads the ADC data from two input channels, which becomes available on each adc_clk clock cycle and makes it available over the AXI Stream (AXIS) interface M_AXIS. The IP core
axis_red_pitaya_adc_v1_0 makes use of two AXIS interface ports: the axis_tvalid port, which is always asserted, and
the axis_tdata port, a 32-bit data port with new measurements available on every clock cycle. A 16-bit channel 2 value
and a 16-bit channel 1 value are stored in the 32-bit axis_tdata.
𝑀 _𝐴𝑋𝐼𝑆_𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎[31 : 0] =31 [{16-bit 𝐴𝐷𝐶2 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒}{ 16-bit 𝐴𝐷𝐶1 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒}]0
Since Red Pitaya has a 14-bit ADC, the 16-bit value has its two most significant bits set to either 00 or 11, depending
on the sign of the measured value. It is instructive to have a look at the Verilog code of the .
`timescale 1 ns / 1 ps
module axis_red_pitaya_adc #
(
parameter integer ADC_DATA_WIDTH = 14,
parameter integer AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH = 32
)
(
// System signals
output wire
adc_clk,
(continues on next page)
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// ADC
output
input
input
input
input

signals
wire
wire
wire
wire [ADC_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]
wire [ADC_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]

adc_csn,
adc_clk_p,
adc_clk_n,
adc_dat_a,
adc_dat_b,

// Master side
output wire
m_axis_tvalid,
output wire [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0] m_axis_tdata
);
localparam PADDING_WIDTH = AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH/2 - ADC_DATA_WIDTH;
reg [ADC_DATA_WIDTH-1:0] int_dat_a_reg;
reg [ADC_DATA_WIDTH-1:0] int_dat_b_reg;
wire
int_clk0;
wire

int_clk;

IBUFGDS adc_clk_inst0 (.I(adc_clk_p), .IB(adc_clk_n), .O(int_clk0));
BUFG adc_clk_inst (.I(int_clk0), .O(int_clk));
always @(posedge int_clk)
begin
int_dat_a_reg <= adc_dat_a;
int_dat_b_reg <= adc_dat_b;
end
assign adc_clk = int_clk;
assign adc_csn = 1'b1;
assign m_axis_tvalid = 1'b1;
assign m_axis_tdata = {
{(PADDING_WIDTH+1){int_dat_b_reg[ADC_DATA_WIDTH-1]}}, ~int_dat_b_reg[ADC_DATA_
˓→WIDTH-2:0],
{(PADDING_WIDTH+1){int_dat_a_reg[ADC_DATA_WIDTH-1]}}, ~int_dat_a_reg[ADC_DATA_
˓→WIDTH-2:0]};
endmodule

Note: Red Pitaya’s ADC core has an additional output port (adc_csn) connected to the external port adc_csn_o for
clock duty cycle stabilization.
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Fig. 1.20: Data Acquisition Hierarchy
Signal Split Module
The second block in the hierarchy is the signal_split RTL module. It transforms ADC output interface M_AXIS with
two channel values into two M_AXIS output interfaces each containing a single channel value. The module has a very
simple Verilog code, which can be found on .
`timescale 1ns / 1ps
module signal_split #
(
parameter ADC_DATA_WIDTH = 16,
parameter AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH = 32
)
(
(* X_INTERFACE_PARAMETER = "FREQ_HZ
input [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0]
input
(* X_INTERFACE_PARAMETER = "FREQ_HZ
output wire [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0]
output wire
(* X_INTERFACE_PARAMETER = "FREQ_HZ
output wire [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0]
output wire
);

125000000" *)
S_AXIS_tdata,
S_AXIS_tvalid,
125000000" *)
M_AXIS_PORT1_tdata,
M_AXIS_PORT1_tvalid,
125000000" *)
M_AXIS_PORT2_tdata,
M_AXIS_PORT2_tvalid

assign M_AXIS_PORT1_tdata = {{(AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-ADC_DATA_WIDTH+1){S_AXIS_tdata[ADC_
DATA_WIDTH-1]}},S_AXIS_tdata[ADC_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]};
assign M_AXIS_PORT2_tdata = {{(AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-ADC_DATA_WIDTH+1){S_AXIS_tdata[AXIS_
˓→TDATA_WIDTH-1]}},S_AXIS_tdata[AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:ADC_DATA_WIDTH]};
assign M_AXIS_PORT1_tvalid = S_AXIS_tvalid;
assign M_AXIS_PORT2_tvalid = S_AXIS_tvalid;
˓→

endmodule
It is interesting to note that if you want to create an input or an output interface on an RTL module, simply name the
input or output ports with a standard interface notation (see ). For example, in the signal_split RTL block, port names:
S_AXIS_PORT1_tdata and S_AXIS_PORT1_tvalid are automatically combined into an S_AXIS_PORT1 interface.
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Frequency Counter Module
The frequency counter hierarchy is based on the main RTL module frequency_counter, which has two main inputs: (1)
the S_AXIS_IN* interface, which contains the measured single channel ADC signal, and (2) Ncycles, which specifies
the number of signal oscillations for time measurement. Since the exact number of Ncycles is not important, the user
specifies a 5-bit logarithmic value log2Ncycles via the GPIO core. Ncycles is then calculated as:
𝑁 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 = 2𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑁 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠
Using a RTL module. See the figure below.

Fig. 1.21: Frequency Counter Hierarchy
The verilog of the frequency_counter RTL module has three main parts. The first part directly wires the S_AXIS_IN
to the M_AXIS_OUT interface so that data is transferred to the next block for processing. Instead, we could split the
AXIS interface before the module. However, this would require an additional IP core – the AXI3-Stream Broadcaster.
`timescale 1ns / 1ps
module frequency_counter #
(
parameter ADC_WIDTH = 14,
parameter AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH = 32,
parameter COUNT_WIDTH = 32,
parameter HIGH_THRESHOLD = -100,
parameter LOW_THRESHOLD = -150
)
(
(* X_INTERFACE_PARAMETER = "FREQ_HZ 125000000" *)
input [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0]
S_AXIS_IN_tdata,
input
S_AXIS_IN_tvalid,
input
clk,
input
rst,
input [COUNT_WIDTH-1:0]
Ncycles,
output [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0] M_AXIS_OUT_tdata,
output
M_AXIS_OUT_tvalid,
output [COUNT_WIDTH-1:0]
counter_output
);
wire signed [ADC_WIDTH-1:0]
reg
reg [COUNT_WIDTH-1:0]
reg [COUNT_WIDTH-1:0]
reg [COUNT_WIDTH-1:0]

data;
state, state_next;
counter=0, counter_next=0;
counter_output=0, counter_output_next=0;
cycle=0, cycle_next=0;
(continues on next page)
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// Wire AXIS IN to AXIS OUT
assign M_AXIS_OUT_tdata[ADC_WIDTH-1:0] = S_AXIS_IN_tdata[ADC_WIDTH-1:0];
assign M_AXIS_OUT_tvalid = S_AXIS_IN_tvalid;
// Extract only the 14-bits of ADC data
assign data = S_AXIS_IN_tdata[ADC_WIDTH-1:0];

// Handling of the state buffer for finding signal transition at the threshold
always @(posedge clk)
begin
if (~rst)
state <= 1'b0;
else
state <= state_next;
end

always @*
// logic for state buffer
begin
if (data > HIGH_THRESHOLD)
state_next = 1;
else if (data < LOW_THRESHOLD)
state_next = 0;
else
state_next = state;
end

// Handling of counter, counter_output and cycle buffer
always @(posedge clk)
begin
if (~rst)
begin
counter <= 0;
counter_output <= 0;
cycle <= 0;
end
else
begin
counter <= counter_next;
counter_output <= counter_output_next;
cycle <= cycle_next;
end
end

always @* // logic for counter, counter_output, and cycle buffer
(continues on next page)
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begin
counter_next = counter + 1; // increment on each clock cycle
counter_output_next = counter_output;
cycle_next = cycle;
if (state < state_next) // high to low signal transition
begin
cycle_next = cycle + 1; // increment on each signal transition
if (cycle >= Ncycles-1)
begin
counter_next = 0;
counter_output_next = counter;
cycle_next = 0;
end
end
end
endmodule
The second part of the code sets the state buffer depending on the measured signal value relative to the high or low
threshold values. If the signal is above the high threshold value, the state buffer is set to one, and if the signal is below
the low threshold value, the state buffer is set to 0. Using two threshold values helps to prevent false state transitions
in the case of noisy data.
The third section of code increments the counts register with each clock cycle, increments the cycles register with each
positive state transition, and clears the cycles and counter registers when the number of cycles exceeds Ncycles. Before
clearing the counter, its value is copied to the counter_output register, which is wired to the output port. The result
of the frequency counter module is therefore a number of clock cycles in a time period of Ncycles signal oscillations,
updated on each of the Ncycles signal oscillations. The frequency is then calculated as
𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑁 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 * 125𝑀 𝐻𝑧
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠

Signal Decode Module
The final block in the ADC signal chain and in the block design is the signal_decode RTL module. Its purpose is to
display the ADC value on the Red Pitaya LED bar, mostly for visual effects. The implementation is a simple 8-bit from
Vivado’s Language Templates. In the the three MSBs of the ADC value are decoded and displayed on LEDs.
`timescale 1ns / 1ps
module signal_decoder #
(
parameter ADC_WIDTH = 14,
parameter AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH = 32,
parameter BIT_OFFSET = 4 // 4 for +/-20 V or 0 for +/-1 V ADC voltage range setting
)
(
(* X_INTERFACE_PARAMETER = "FREQ_HZ 125000000" *)
input [AXIS_TDATA_WIDTH-1:0]
S_AXIS_tdata,
input
S_AXIS_tvalid,
input
clk,
(continues on next page)
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input
output reg [7:0]

rst,
led_out

);
wire [2:0] value;
assign value = S_AXIS_tdata[ADC_WIDTH-BIT_OFFSET-1:ADC_WIDTH-BIT_OFFSET-3];
always @(posedge clk)
if (~rst)
led_out <= 8'hFF;
else
case (value)
3'b011 : led_out
3'b010 : led_out
3'b001 : led_out
3'b000 : led_out
3'b111 : led_out
3'b110 : led_out
3'b101 : led_out
3'b100 : led_out
default : led_out
endcase
endmodule

<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=
<=

8'b00000001;
8'b00000010;
8'b00000100;
8'b00001000;
8'b00010000;
8'b00100000;
8'b01000000;
8'b10000000;
8'b00000000;

However, if your ADC range jumpers are set to +/- 20 V instead of +/-1 V, you will see no activity when connecting
the output of the Red Pitaya’s DAC to the input of its ADC port. In this case, the BIT_OFFSET parameter can be set to
4 to decode the 4th, 5th, and 6th signal’s MSBs. Shifting the bit position is related to signal amplification by a factor
of 2. You can play with this value if the range is not optimal.
Pin assignment
Use the files in /prj/Examples/Frequency_counter/cfg for configuring the pins.
Fun Part
We are ready to test the frequency counter. Connect the Red Pitaya’s OUT1 port to the IN1 port. Save the project,
create a bitstream and write it to the FPGA as described in previous projects.
To run and control the frequency counter, you can use either the C or Python code below.
C Program
Copy the program found in the Frequency_counter/server folder to Red Pitaya’s Linux, compile it, and execute it as
shown in the figure below.
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdint.h>
<unistd.h>
<sys/mman.h>
<fcntl.h>
(continues on next page)
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#include <stdlib.h>
int main(int argc, char **argv)
{
int fd;
int log2_Ncycles;
uint32_t phase_inc;
double phase_in, freq_in;
uint32_t count;
void *cfg;
char *name = "/dev/mem";
const int freq = 125000000; // Hz
int Ncycles;
if (argc == 3)
{
log2_Ncycles = atoi(argv[1]);
freq_in = atof(argv[2]);
}
else
{
log2_Ncycles = 1;
freq_in = 1.;
}
phase_inc = (uint32_t)(2.147482*freq_in);
Ncycles = 1<<log2_Ncycles;
if((fd = open(name, O_RDWR)) < 0)
{
perror("open");
return 1;
}

˓→

cfg = mmap(NULL, sysconf(_SC_PAGESIZE), PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_SHARED, fd,␣
0x42000000);

˓→

*((uint32_t *)(cfg + 8)) = (0x1f & log2_Ncycles) + (phase_inc << 5);
Ncycles and phase_inc

// set log2_

count = *((uint32_t *)(cfg + 0));
printf("Counts: %5d, cycles: %5d, frequency: %6.5f Hz\n", count, Ncycles,␣
˓→(double)freq/(count/Ncycles));

munmap(cfg, sysconf(_SC_PAGESIZE));
return 0;
}
Compile this code:
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gcc counter.c -o counter.out

Fig. 1.22: Demonstration of counter.c program
The program can be used with the following parameters:
./counter {log2Ncycles} {frequency_Hz}
Keep in mind that the frequency resolution depends on the number of clock counts within the Ncycles signal oscillations.
Low frequency signals require small Ncycles and high frequency signals require large Ncycles. The maximal number of
counts is 2^32. The highest DAC frequency can be 125 MHz/4 = 31.25 MHz and the lowest frequency can be approx.
1 Hz. The conversion from the desired frequency into the phase_inc is done in the counter.c.
When setting the frequency to 2 Hz, the LED bar on the Red Pitaya board looks very much like Knight Rider’s lights
(jumpers in the HV position). To make the code work for the LV position, change the BIT_OFFSET parameter in the
signal_decoder.v.
Python Program
You can also control the frequency counter with Python code through the Jupyter Notebook. After you have written
the FPGA, connect to your Red Pitaya through the browser and navigate to the Jupyter Notebook application, which
can be found in Development.
Open the Jupyter Notebook application, create a new notebook, copy the code below, save it, and finally execute it.
import
import
import
import

mmap
os
time
numpy as np

os.system('cat /root/freq_counter.bit > /dev/xdevcfg')
axi_gpio_regset = np.dtype([
('gpio1_data'
, 'uint32'),
('gpio1_control', 'uint32'),
('gpio2_data'
, 'uint32'),
('gpio2_control', 'uint32')
])
memory_file_handle = os.open('/dev/mem', os.O_RDWR)
axi_mmap = mmap.mmap(fileno=memory_file_handle, length=mmap.PAGESIZE, offset=0x42000000)
axi_numpy_array = np.recarray(1, axi_gpio_regset, buf=axi_mmap)
axi_array_contents = axi_numpy_array[0]
(continues on next page)
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freq = 125000000 #FPGA Clock Frequency Hz
log2_Ncycles = 1
freq_in = 2
phase_inc = 2.147482*freq_in
Ncycles = 1<<log2_Ncycles
axi_array_contents.gpio2_data = (0x1f & log2_Ncycles) + (int(phase_inc) << 5)
time.sleep(1) #Allow the counter to stabilise
count = axi_array_contents.gpio1_data
print("Counts: ", count, " cycles: ",Ncycles, " frequency: ",freq/(count/Ncycles),"Hz\n")

Author & Source
• Orignal author: Anton Potočnik
• Python code by John M0JPI
Original lesson:
Simple Calculator
This example will show how to build a calculator. We will use the case statement and a implement a new module called
calculator. We will use wires to connect the 3.3 V of redpitaya to change the values of the inputs. You will need to
build a raw project of red pitaya Github, in the way of the “led blink” example. The project is the v0.94.
Create a source file
In Vivado create a source file. Click on the “+” button on “Sources” window. Insert the name of the file as “calculator”
and choose “System Verilog”. Click Finish - you will put the inputs and outputs later. Go to the file “calculator.sv”
created and insert this code.
module calculator (
input logic [3:0] dat_a_in,
input logic [3:0] dat_b_in,
input logic [1:0] function_in,
output logic [7:0] out
);
reg [7:0] out_sum, out_sub , out_mult, out_div;
assign out = out_sum | out_sub | out_mult | out_div;
always@(dat_a_in or dat_b_in)
begin
case (function_in)
2'b00: begin
out_sum <= dat_a_in + dat_b_in;
(continues on next page)
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out_sub <= 7'b0;
out_mult <= 7'b0;
out_div <= 7'b0;
end
2'b01: begin
out_sub <= dat_a_in - dat_b_in;
out_sum <= 7'b0;
out_mult <= 7'b0;
out_div <= 7'b0;
end
2'b10: begin
out_mult <= dat_a_in * dat_b_in;
out_sum <= 7'b0;
out_sub <= 7'b0;
out_div <= 7'b0;
end
default: begin
out_div <= dat_a_in / dat_b_in;
out_sum <= 7'b0;
out_sub <= 7'b0;
out_mult <= 7'b0;
end
endcase
end
endmodule

Edit top file
You will have to edit the red_pitaya_top.sv file. Comment led and exp part as in the image.
Now insert this code in “red_pitaya_top.sv” .
assign exp_p_dir = 8'hff;
assign exp_n_dir = 8'hff;
calculator module1(
.dat_a_in
.dat_b_in
.function_in
.out
);

(exp_p_in[3:0]
(exp_n_in[3:0]
(exp_p_in[7:6]
(led_o

), // dat_a
), // dat_b
), // function definition
) // output

Exp_p_dir and exp_n_dir are the direction of the expansion connector. One means it is an input and zero an output.
The next part of the code is the instantiation of the calculator module.
Finally start synthesis, implementation and write bitstream. Send the bitstream file to redpitaya and program the FPGA.
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Usage
To use the calculator connect the 3.3 V to the expansion connector inputs with wires, use a protoboard.
Exp_p from 0 to 3 is the 4 bit input word A. Exp_n from 0 to 3 is the 4 bit input word B. To select the word connect
the one bits to the 3.3 V. The 8 bits output is shown in the leds.
The 2 bits in exp_p 7 and 6 are used to choose the function. 00 is the sum, 01 is the subtraction, 10 is the multiplication
and 11 is the division. Try multiplication by two and dividing by two and you will see the leds rotate.
Negative numbers are represented by two complement.
Moving average on Red Pitaya
On the Red Pitaya development board, we will build a circuit for signal scaling and filtering with a small averaging
sieve that calculates the average of four consecutive samples.
Generation of an example from the repository
To launch the example from the repository, you need to execute the following command:
cd C:/Users/RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples/Simple_moving_average/
vivado -source make_project.tcl

Creation of a new project
1) Make a folder called “Simple Moving Average” in /RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/Examples.
2) Copy all files from /RedPitaya-FPGA/prj/v0.94 into the newly created folder.
3) Create a new file named red_pitaya_proc.vhd in the “Simple Moving Average/rtl” directory.
4) Copy the framework of filter development into the file.
library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.NUMERIC_STD.all;
entity red_pitaya_proc is
port (
clk_i
: in std_logic;
rstn_i : in std_logic;
addr_i : in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
wdata_i : in std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
wen_i
: in std_logic;
ren_i
: in std_logic;
rdata_o : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
err_o
: out std_logic;
ack_o
: out std_logic;

----------

bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus

clock
reset - active low
address
write data
write enable
read enable
read data
error indicator
acknowledge signal

adc_i : in std_logic_vector(13 downto 0);
adc_o : out std_logic_vector(13 downto 0)
);
(continues on next page)
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end red_pitaya_proc;
architecture Behavioral of red_pitaya_proc is
component moving_average
port (
data_i
: in std_logic_vector (13 downto 0);
clk_i
: in std_logic;
rstn_i
: in std_logic;
tag_i
: in unsigned (1 downto 0);
data_o
: out std_logic_vector (13 downto 0));
end component;
begin

pbusr: process(clk_i)
begin
if(rising_edge(clk_i)) then
if (wen_i or ren_i)='1' then
ack_o <= '1';
end if;
if (rstn_i = '0') then
else
case addr_i(19 downto 0) is
when X"00000" => rdata_o <= X"00000001";
when others => rdata_o <= X"00000000";
end case;
end if;
end if;
end process;
end Behavioral;
Also, copy red_pitaya_scope.v from /RedPitaya-FPGA/rtl/classic to Simple Moving Average/rtl and rename it to
loop_scope.v. Also, change the name of the module inside the file from red_pitaya_scope to loop_scope.
Now create red_pitaya_proc_tb.vhd in /Simple Moving Average/tbn and copy the code there:
library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.numeric_std.all;
entity red_pitaya_proc_tb is
end red_pitaya_proc_tb;
architecture Behavioral of red_pitaya_proc_tb is
component red_pitaya_proc
port (
clk_i
: in std_logic;
(continues on next page)
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rstn_i
addr_i
wdata_i
wen_i
ren_i
rdata_o
err_o
ack_o
adc_i
adc_o

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

in
in
in
in
in
out
out
out
in
out

std_logic;
std_logic_vector(31
std_logic_vector(31
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(31
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13

downto 0);
downto 0);

downto 0);

downto 0);
downto 0)

);
end component;
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal

clk_i
rstn_i
addr_i
wdata_i
wen_i
ren_i
rdata_o
err_o
ack_o
adc_i
adc_o

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

std_logic := '0';
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(31
std_logic_vector(31
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(31
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(13
std_logic_vector(13

downto 0);
downto 0);

downto 0);

downto 0);
downto 0);

signal i : integer range 0 to 30 := 0;
type memory_type is array (0 to 29) of integer range -128 to 127;
signal sine : memory_type := (0, 16, 31, 45, 58, 67, 74, 77, 77, 74, 67, 58, 45, 31,␣
˓→16, 0,
-16, -31, -45, -58, -67, -74, -77, -77, -74, -67, ˓→58, -45, -31, -16);
-- Simulation control
signal sim : std_logic := '0';
constant T

: time := 50 ns;

begin
uut : red_pitaya_proc port map (
clk_i
=> clk_i,
rstn_i => rstn_i,
addr_i => addr_i,
wdata_i => wdata_i,
wen_i
=> wen_i,
ren_i
=> ren_i,
rdata_o => rdata_o,
err_o
=> err_o,
ack_o
=> ack_o,
adc_i
=> adc_i,
adc_o
=> adc_o
);
(continues on next page)
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-- Define the clock
clk_process : process
begin
if sim = '0' then
clk_i <= '0';
wait for T/2;
clk_i <= '1';
wait for T/2;
else
wait;
end if;
end process;
-- Generate a sine signal from the table
singen : process(clk_i)
begin
if (rising_edge(clk_i)) then
-- adc_i <= std_logic_vector(to_signed(20*sine(i), 14));
if (sine(i) > 0) then
adc_i <= std_logic_vector(to_signed(2000, 14));
else
adc_i <= std_logic_vector(to_signed(-2000, 14));
end if;
i <= i + 1;
if (i = 29) then
i <= 0;
end if;
end if;
end process;
-- Sets the
stim_proc :
begin
rstn_i
addr_i
wdata_i
wen_i

simplified AXI bus signals
process
<=
<=
<=
<=

'0';
X"00000008";
X"00000000";
'0'; ren_i <= '0';

-- active reset

wait for T;
rstn_i <= '1'; -- deactivate reset, write to register
addr_i <= X"00000008";
wdata_i <= X"00000002";
wen_i
<= '1';
wait for T;
wen_i <= '0';
wait for 100*T;
wdata_i <= x"00000003";
wen_i
<= '1';

-- entry of a new value in the register

wait for T;
(continues on next page)
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addr_i <= X"00000000";
wen_i <= '0';
wait for 100*T;
sim <= '1';
wait;
end process;

-- stop the simulation

end;
Now we need to create a project generation script. Make a copy of the red_pitaya_vivado_project_Z10.tcl and name
it Average_project.tcl, for example.
We need to change some strings in the file:
cd prj/$prj_name
set path_brd ./../brd
set path_sdc ../../sdc
add_files ../../$path_rtl

→ cd prj/Examples/$prj_name
→ set path_brd ./../../brd
→ set path_sdc ../../../sdc
→ add_files ../../../$path_rtl

Add a variable:
set path_tbn tbn
Also, we need to add the following strings after the string in the second code-block below:
add_files -fileset sim_1 -norecurse $path_tbn/red_pitaya_proc_tb.vhd
add_files $path_bd
Now we can generate a project (the -tclargs parameter should be the same as the main project folder name):
vivado -source Average_project.tcl -tclargs "Simple Moving Average"
If everything is done correctly, in the generated project we can generate a bitstream without any errors.
Edit the file red_pitaya_top.sv. Declare two new signals (adc_i and adc_o), connect them to the oscilloscope module,
and replace red_pitaya_scope with our new loop_scope:
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// oscilloscope
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
logic trig_asg_out;
logic [14-1: 0] adc_i;
logic [14-1: 0] adc_o;
loop_scope i_scope (
// Simple Moving Average
.adc_in
(adc_o
.adc_out
(adc_i
// ADC
.adc_a_i
(adc_dat[0]

),
),
),

// CH 1
(continues on next page)
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.adc_b_i
...

(adc_dat[1]

),

// CH 2

Add two ADC data ports to the loop_scope.v file (found under Design Sources by expanding the red_pitaya_top module
and double clicking i_scope: loop_scope).
module loop_scope #(parameter RSZ = 14
)(
// Simple Moving Average
input
[ 14-1: 0] adc_in
output
[ 14-1: 0] adc_out
// ADC
input
adc_clk_i
input
adc_rstn_i

// RAM size 2^RSZ

,
,
,
,

// ADC clock
// ADC reset - active low

Furthermore, replace this process:
always @(posedge adc_clk_i) begin
if (adc_we && adc_dv) begin
adc_a_buf[adc_wp] <= adc_a_dat ;
adc_b_buf[adc_wp] <= adc_b_dat ;
end
end
With this one:
// Simple Moving Average
always @(posedge adc_clk_i) begin
if (adc_we && adc_dv) begin
adc_a_buf[adc_wp] <= adc_in ;
adc_b_buf[adc_wp] <= adc_b_dat ;
end
end
assign adc_out = adc_b_dat;
Then, in the file red_pitaya_top.sv, we must connect the signals to red_pitaya_proc. Add the following code somewhere in the oscilloscope section, after the logic declarations:
// Simple Moving Average
red_pitaya_proc i_proc (
.clk_i
( adc_clk
),
.rstn_i
( adc_rstn
),
.addr_i
( sys[6].addr ),
.wdata_i ( sys[6].wdata),
.wen_i
( sys[6].wen ),
.ren_i
( sys[6].ren ),
.rdata_o ( sys[6].rdata),
.err_o
( sys[6].err ),
.ack_o
( sys[6].ack ),
.adc_i
( adc_i
),
.adc_o
( adc_o
)
);
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We need to remove the stub for the current bus (near line 290 - change the i=6 to i=7):
generate
for (genvar i=7; i<8; i++) begin: for_sys
sys_bus_stub sys_bus_stub_5_7 (sys[i]);
end: for_sys
endgenerate
After these manipulations, we have redirected the data from the red_pitaya_proc.vhd module to the first ADC channel.
And the data from the second channel was connected to the red_pitaya_proc.vhd input. Within this module, you can
already start processing data.
Development of the moving average
Create a scheme that calculates the current average of the last three inputs. Basic outline of the moving average:

Connections:
• clk, reset (active at logical 0)
• data_i, 8-bit input
• tag_i, 2-bit control input
• data_o, 8-bit output
• tag_o, 2-bit control output
The data comes into the circuit one after the other, and the control input indicates the cycles in which the data is valid.
At tag_i = 01, the first data row is at the input; at 10, the second data row is at the output; and at 11, the last data row
is at the output:
cycle
tag_i
data_i

1
00
xx

2
01
100

3
10
50

4
10
200

5
10
200

6
10
200

7
11
120

8
00
xx

9
00
xx

The task of the circuit is to calculate the current average of the last three values. For the first valid data, assume that
the previous two values are equal to 0.
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The circuit contains three series-connected registers and a combinational circuit for calculating the average value after
equations: p = (a + b + c) * 1/3 ((a + b + c) * 85) >> 8
Instead of dividing by 3, we will use an approximation: 85/256. Use a 7-bit constant of 85 to multiply. Division by
256 represents the value shifted by 8 places to the right. The shift is made by selection subvector, where the lower 8
bits of the product are removed.
In order to implement this, we will create a new component with VHDL:
Create a new file moving_average.vhd in Simple Moving Average/rtl (Add Sources => Add or create design sources
=> Create File (VHDL)).
Code Explanation
Define inputs and outputs:
entity moving_average is
Port ( data_i
: in std_logic_vector (13 downto 0);
clk_i
: in std_logic;
rstn_i
: in std_logic;
tag_i
: in unsigned (1 downto 0);
data_o
: out std_logic_vector (13 downto 0));
end moving_average;

------

adc input data
bus clock
bus reset - active low
filter window size
filtered data

We will need some memory to store previous values. Describe the memory type and create it. Also, we will need some
kind of register to store the sum:
architecture Behavioral of moving_average is
type mem_t is array (0 to 2) of signed (13 downto 0);
signal regs: mem_t; -- buffer for moving average algorithm
signal sum: signed(13 downto 0); -- register for storing the sum of register values
begin
The data is updated for each clk, thus, the process runs at each clock change:
process (clk_i)
begin
if(rising_edge(clk_i)) then
We need to reset the registers:
if (rstn_i = '0') then
sum <= "00000000000000";
Connect the first register with the ADC directly.
regs(0) <= signed(data_i);
The summer will always constructively add 3 registers:
sum <= regs(0) + regs(1) + regs(2);
Then we should describe connections among registers. We should keep in mind that the summer constructively adds 3
registers. Thus, we need to reset register values to 0 so that the moving average is calculated correctly each time.
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if (tag_i(1) = '1') then
regs(1) <= regs(0);
else
regs(1) <= "00000000000000";
end if;
if (tag_i(0) = '1') then
regs(2) <= regs(1);
else
regs(2) <= "00000000000000";
end if;
The last thing we need is the multiplexer to calculate an average value for a buffer with different lengths. Since division
is a pretty complex procedure, we need to simplify it. One of the approaches is a real number with a fixed point. We
can represent a division as 1/3 85/256. Division by 256 is executed by a simple operation of right logical shift.
case tag_i is
-- regs
when "01" => data_o <= std_logic_vector(sum);
-- regs / 2
when "10" => data_o <= std_logic_vector(shift_right(sum, 1));
-- (regs * 85) / 256
when "11" => data_o <= std_logic_vector(resize(shift_right(sum * 85, 8), 14));
-- (regs * 85) / 256
when others => data_o <= std_logic_vector(resize(shift_right(sum * 85, 8), 14));
end case;

The complete code
library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.NUMERIC_STD.all;
entity moving_average
Port ( data_i
:
clk_i
:
rstn_i
:
tag_i
:
data_o
:
end moving_average;

is
in std_logic_vector (13 downto 0);
in std_logic;
in std_logic;
in unsigned (1 downto 0);
out std_logic_vector (13 downto 0));

--- bus clock
-- bus reset - active low
---

architecture Behavioral of moving_average is
type mem_t is array (0 to 2) of signed (13 downto 0);
signal regs: mem_t; -- buffer for moving average algorithm
signal sum: signed(13 downto 0);
begin
(continues on next page)
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regs(0) <= signed(data_i);
process (clk_i)
begin
if(rising_edge(clk_i)) then
if (rstn_i = '0') then
sum <= "00000000000000";
else
case tag_i is
-- regs
when "01" => data_o <= std_logic_vector(sum);
-- regs / 2
when "10" => data_o <= std_logic_vector(shift_right(sum, 1));
-- (regs * 85) / 256
when "11" => data_o <= std_logic_vector(resize(shift_right(sum * 85, 8),␣
14));

˓→

-- (regs * 85) / 256
when others => data_o <= std_logic_vector(resize(shift_right(sum * 85,␣
8), 14));

˓→

end case;
if (tag_i(1) = '1') then
regs(1) <= regs(0);
else
regs(1) <= "00000000000000";
end if;
if (tag_i(0) = '1') then
regs(2) <= regs(1);
else
regs(2) <= "00000000000000";
end if;
sum <= regs(0) + regs(1) + regs(2);
end if;
end if;
end process;
end Behavioral;
By clicking the + sign under sources, you can add the red_pitaya_proc.vhd file to the project. The previously created
module/component must be added to red_pitaya_proc. The component moving_average is already added to the file
(component . . . end component), so we just add the component connection to the architecture (anywhere between the
begin and end architecture lines):
rp_average:
moving_average
port map (
data_i => adc_i,
(continues on next page)
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clk_i => clk_i,
rstn_i => rstn_i,
tag_i => tag_i,
data_o => adc_o
);
Create a register/signal in the architecture to store the moving average of a chosen length- Between the end component
and the begin lines, insert the following code:
signal tag_i: unsigned(1 downto 0) := "01";
Define the value after the reset in the process:
if (rstn_i = '0') then
tag_i <= "01";
else
...

Work with registers
In order to change the buffer dimension, we need to have the “writing” rights for this register at the address. The module
red_pitaya_proc is already connected to the system bus and has the following address: 0x406xxxxx. Upon receiving
data by address, we must write in the tag_i register (further modification to the process in the red_pitaya_proc.vhd
file):
case addr_i(19 downto 0) is
when X"00000" => rdata_o <= X"00000001";
when X"00008" => tag_i <= unsigned(wdata_i(1 downto 0));
when others => rdata_o <= X"00000000";
end case;
You can find more details about the Red Pitaya register map .
Device enquiry and their configuration are made by 0x40600000, thus, we’re using 0x40600008.
Simulation
red_pitaya_proc_tb.vhd should be defined as the upper module in the Simulation Sources-> sim_1:
Launch the simulation and configure the signals adc_i and adc_o as analog:
Setup the data type of signal:
Setup the display of these signals:
Set the simulation time to 10 us and restart the simulation:
After the simulation is done, you should see the following oscillogram:
We can notice that the signal gets corrupted when we change the size of tag_i (about 5us on the oscillogram). This is
caused by the fact that when we increase the size of tag_i, one or two registers become empty and the signal amplitude
falls down.
To see how this filter handles a sinewave, comment the rectangle generation and uncomment the sine generation in the
red_pitaya_proc_tb.vhd file (located in Simulation Sources):
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-- Generate a sine signal from the table
singen : process(clk_i)
begin
if(rising_edge(clk_i)) then
adc_i <= std_logic_vector(to_signed(20*sine(i), 14));
-if (sine(i) > 0) then
-adc_i <= std_logic_vector(to_signed(2000, 14));
-else
-adc_i <= std_logic_vector(to_signed(-2000, 14));
-end if;
i <= i+ 1;
if(i = 29) then
i <= 0;
end if;
end if;
end process;

Upload bitstream to Red Pitaya
Insert an SD card with the uploaded ecosystem and move to RedPitaya-FPGA directory, copy the bitstream there.
Upon launching the oscilloscope we need to move to www/apps/scopegenpro and define the path to our bitstream in
the file fpga.conf
/opt/redpitaya/fpga/red_pitaya_top.bit
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Testing
Connect to the Red Pitaya and start the oscilloscope and connect OUT1 to IN2. Start the generator on the first channel
at a frequency of 1 MHz or more. You should see a signal on IN1 even though nothing is connected to it. This is
just the filtered moving average data. In order to setup the filter, we need to connect via SSH and enter the following
command:
monitor 0x40600008 3
where 0x40600008 is the address of our register and 3 is the value that should be written in the register.
The result of our filter’s work when the register value equals 3:

The result of our filter’s work when the register value equals 2:
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The result of our filter’s work when the register value equals 1:

Author & Source
• Orignal author: Laboratory for Integrated Circuit Design
Original lesson:
Please note that the original site is in Slovene.
VGA tutorial
In this tutorial I will explain how to display a picture on a monitor using Red Pitaya. I used Xilinx Vivado 2021.1 for
hardware programming with Xilinx SDK 2021.1 for software application. The picture is just a simple matrix with “1”
and “0” that represent black and white pixels. Picture can be scalled, moved and it can display different patterns.
Required hardware:
• Red pitaya
• Hardware extension for VGA connector
Building the Project
Move to folder RedPitaya/fpga/prj/Examples. Uncomment the line “set project_name Vga_image” and comment
all files in the make_project.tcl file. Open Vivado and in Vivado Tcl Console navigate to the base folder: RedPitaya/fpga/prj/Examples.
Then run the script source make_project.tcl. Tools → Run Tcl Script.
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Step by step tutorial
Open vivado and choose to create a new project, type in project name and project location. It is recommended to choose
a location that has no spaces in the file path, because vivado can have some problems with it. Click next till you come
to the page when you have to define what hardware you are using. Select “Boards” and choose Red Pitaya.
Vivado doesn’t have Red Pitaya installed by default so you have to copy board definitions from github to
C:/Xilinx/Vivado/***/data/boards/board_files/
We will use Block design to design our project, because it is more managable, but we will still have to write some
VHDL code, because not all the IPs we will be using are already implemented in Vivado. We will start by writing code
in VHDL and creating our custom made IPs.
First we need to define resolution and frequency for the monitor. Below is a table with values chosen for resolution 800
x 600, with frequency 50 MHz.
VGA 800 x 600
period
visible section
pulse start
pulse duration

Number of periods
H = 1040
Hp = 800
Hf = 856
Hs = 120

Number of rows
V = 666
Vp = 600
Vf = 637
Vs = 6

For displaying the picture we need a process that runs line by line on the screen. Below is the process that shifts the
cursor on the screen, with frequency 50 MHz. (vga_vhdl.vhd)
P1: process (clk50)
begin
if rising_edge(clk50) then
clk_div <= not(clk_div);
if hst_sig < (H-1) then
hst_sig <= hst_sig +1;
else
hst_sig <= (others => '0');
if vst_sig < V-1 then
vst_sig <= vst_sig +1;
else
vst_sig <= (others => '0');
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;
A second process to read the data from the array (picture.vhd).
P2: process (hst_sig, vst_sig, cx_sig, cy_sig)
begin
if (hst_sig < Hp) and (vst_sig < Vp) then -- and en = '1' then
if(cx_sig < Hslika) and (cy_sig < Vslika) then
if slika(to_integer(cy_sig))( to_integer(cx_sig)) = '1' then
rgb <= "111";
else
rgb <= "000";
end if;
(continues on next page)
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else
rgb <= "001";
end if;
else
rgb <= "000";
end if;
end process;
Image for display
type logo is array(0 to 19) of std_logic_vector(0 to 79);
signal slika: logo := (
"00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"00000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"00000001100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"00000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"00000001001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"00000001001000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000000",
"00000001111000000000000000000000000000100000000001001111111111111111111111111111",
"00001001111000000000000000000000000000100000000000001000000000000000000000000000",
"00010011111001000001011001111100011111100011110001011111011111100100000101111110",
"00011111111111000001100010000010100000100100001001001000000000010100000100000001",
"00000000000000000001000010000010100000100100001001001000000000010100000100000001",
"00000000000000000001000010000010100000100100001001001000001111110100000100111111",
"01111110000000000001000011111000100000100100001001001000010000010100000101000001",
"00111110011001100001000010000000100000100100001001001000010000010100000101000001",
"00111100011001100001000010000000100000100100001001001000010000010100000101000001",
"00011110000000000001000010000000100000100100001001001000010000010100000101000001",
"00011111111111000001000001111100011111100111110001000111001111110011111100111111",
"00011111111110000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000100000000",
"00000000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000100000000",
"00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000");
Which looks like this:

For the monitor to work correctly, it is necessary to send syncronization pulses at the exact time, for the exact duration
(vga_vhdl.vhd).
--signals to synhronize the screen
hsync <= '1' when hst_sig >= Hf and hst_sig < Hf + Hs else '0';
vsync <= '1' when vst_sig >= Vf and vst_sig < Vf + Vs else '0';
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rgb_out <= rgb_in;
end Behavioral;
This two code files are packed in a separated IP and have the following simple block diagram.

Before synthesizing the project, do not forget to create a wrapper over the block design (if it is not already created),
otherwise the top module will not be found

Copy the resulting bitstream to RedPitaya, for example, via WinSCP and then upload it to fpga with the command
cat file_name.bit > /dev/xdevcfg
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Author & Source
Orignal author: Jaka Koren
Original lesson: link
Ping pong
This is a continuation of the project → vga image
Building the Project
Move to folder RedPitaya/fpga/prj/Examples. Uncomment the line “set project_name Vga_game” and comment all
files in the make_project.tcl file. Open Vivado and in Vivado Tcl Console navigate to the base folder: RedPitaya/fpga/prj/Examples.

Then run the script source make_project.tcl. Tools → Run Tcl Script.
This will make the full project, if you want to follow through with this tutorial you will need to install Xilinx Vitis.
Afterwards run the Vga_draw project and continue with the tutorial.
Step by step tutorial
After the previous project started working, I wanted to be able to change the picture pattern, picture size and location
on the screen. I added a few more ports which will be later controlled through AXI_GPIO, with Vitis application.
entity picture is
Port (
clk50: in STD_LOGIC;
data_position: in unsigned(16 downto 0);
Offset: in unsigned(15 downto 0);
size: in unsigned(15 downto 0);
data_in: in STD_LOGIC;
(continues on next page)
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hst: out unsigned(10 downto 0);
vst: out unsigned(9 downto 0);
rgb: out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(2 downto 0));
end picture;
• clk50 - 50 MHz clock
• data_position - position to write the data + Write enable bit
• Offset - picture location on the screen
• size - picture size
• data_in - “1” or “0” that are written in array
• hst, vst - current position on the screen
• rgb - signal to be displayed on the screen
I created and connected another block design. As seen in the picture below:

Block diagram explained
If you are doing block design for the first time, I recommend the Zynq book as a good starting point, because it explains
the basic steps of how to build a project in Vivado.
Ok, let’s explain block diagram:
1. First we start with the Zynq7 processing system, these are the brains.
2. I added three AXI_GPIO blocks
• The first one (axi_gpio_0) is connected to on-board LEDs, and it is there just to check if the program
is running
• The second one (axi_gpio_1) has two outputs, the first output controls the position on the screen, and
the second output controls the picture size.
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• The third one (axi_gpio_2) also has two outputs, the first output is controlling where and when we
write our data to array, on the second output the actual data is comming in.
3. picture IP (picture_0) is used to save picture, and to read from the array
4. VGA IP (VGA_0) is used to set signals to synchronize the screen and output the data.
5. The last important IP is Clocking Wizard (clk_wiz_0). Linux sets the clock on the FCLK_CLK0 port to 125
MHz, but we need a 50 MHz clock so we place a Clocking Wizard in order to lower the clock frequency to the
desired rate.
Picture IP and VGA IP are located in RedPitaya/fpga/prj/Examples/Vga_draw
Setting 50 MHz clock
First we need to set the source clock from the ZYNQ7 IP.

After setting the 125 MHz clock we have to divide it to get 50 MHz that we use. For this we need the Clocking Wizard.
Run Synthesis, Implementation and Generate Bitstream for the project Vga_draw.
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Exporting hardware
Go to File → Export → Export Hardware.

Use a fixed platform type.
Select Include bitstream.
Complete the instructions and note the location of the file. In my case, the file is named design_1_wrapper (after the
top module of the project).
Creating Vitis platform project
Start vitis
Press → Create Platform Project. Set the project name and choose Create from hardware specification (XSA) Then
point to the generated xsa file (Do not forget to specify the operating system as Linux):
And press finish.
The last step is building:
Now we can use the resulting platform to write a program.
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Creating Vitis application project
Go to File → New → Application project. Click next and select the platform you just created
Press next and set the project name (Ping_pong). Leave the rest of the parameters by default. When prompted to choose
a domain template, check if it matches the created platform and click next. The next step is choosing a template - I have
chosen an Empty Linux Application.
Next we need to copy the main.c file from Vga_draw into our application project - in the Explorer sub-window right
click on the project and select Import Sources. . . , navigate to RedPitaya/fpga/prj/Examples/Vga_draw/Vitis_sources
and click OK. Then check the main.c file and click Finish.
The main.c file should now be visible in the src folder of the Explorer sub-window.
We need to add the math.h library, so right click on the project -> Properties and then add the m library to the project.
The project should compile.
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Vitis code explained
For every AXI_GPIO we have to define its address and its size as is shown below
static unsigned long addr;
static unsigned long addr_2;
static unsigned long addr_3;
addr = 0x41200000;
addr_2 = 0x41220000;
addr_3 = 0x41210000;
This is how we define dual port. Second port is shifted by 0x0008.
data_position = map_base_2 + (addr_2 & MAP_MASK_2);
data_in = map_base_2 + ((addr_2 + 0x0008) & MAP_MASK_2);

How to run an application on Red Pitaya
For running the program on Red Pitaya I used Winscp (Windows) or the terminal (Linux), to transfer the .bit file from
vivado and .elf file from SDK on the board.
Then connect to the RedPitaya via Putty/terminal.
Go to folder where you saved files on Red Pitaya and type:
cat <file_name.bit> >/dev/xdevcfg
chmod +x <file_name.elf>
./ <file_name.elf>

Creating an IP core with an AXI bus
Open the Vga_draw project with Vivado.
Let’s create an IP core for drawing a rectangle. The core must draw a rectangle according to the specified parameters;
coordinates (x, y) and size along both axes.

To create an IP core, go to tools → Create and Package New Ip:
Select Create AXI4 Peripheral.
1.4. FPGA lessons
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Next, we give a name to our block, its version and description:
Vivado automatically generates code for working on the AXI bus, we just need to specify the number of registers we
need when creating the IP core. I have specified 5 registers:
Next, select the item to add IP to the repository.
Now one can edit the IP core, go to the IP directory and look for the created core (Window -> IP Catalog):
A new project will be created, which we can use to start writing logic.
Writing an IP core to draw a rectangle in verilog.
Let’s create a new verilog file named RectPic.v. This module will describe drawing a rectangle - the module’s inputs
are:
module RectPic #
(
parameter integer SCREEN_HEIGHT = 600,
parameter integer SCREEN_WIDTH = 800
)
(
input wire clk,
input wire [10 : 0] hst,
input wire [9 : 0] vst,
input wire [15 : 0] block_posx, // The position of the rectangle on the x-axis
(continues on next page)
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input wire
input wire
input wire
input wire
input wire
output reg

[15 : 0] block_posy, // The position of the rectangle on the y-axis
[15 : 0] block_sizex, // The size of the rectangle on the x-axis
[15 : 0] block_sizey, // The size of the rectangle on the y-axis
[2 : 0] draw_color,
// The color with which the object will be drawn
[2 : 0] rgb_i,
// Sent to rgb_o when there is nothing to draw
[2 : 0] rgb_o

);
Drawing a rectangle is pretty straightforward. To do this, it is enough to determine that the displayed pixel is inside the
screen and inside the rectangle. The process of drawing a rectangle is written below:
always @(posedge clk)
begin
if ((hst < SCREEN_WIDTH) && (vst < SCREEN_HEIGHT)) // inside the screen
if ((hst > block_posx) && (hst < (block_posx + block_sizex)))
if ((vst > block_posy) && (vst < (block_posy + block_sizey)))
rgb_o <= draw_color;
else
rgb_o <= rgb_i;
else
rgb_o <= rgb_i;
else
rgb_o <= 3'b000;
end
endmodule
Now we need to describe the IO for the BlockImage_v1_0 top-level module. After the line: Users to add ports here.
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input wire [10 : 0] hst,
input wire [9 : 0] vst,
input wire [2 : 0] rgb_i,
output wire [2 : 0] rgb_o,
Also, these ports need to be added to BlockImage_v1_0_S00_AXI - After the line: Users to add ports here.
input wire [10 : 0] hst,
input wire [9 : 0] vst,
input wire [2 : 0] rgb_i,
output wire [2 : 0] rgb_o,
Add the parameters that will be required in the future to BlockImage_v1_0 and BlockImage_v1_0_S00_AXI:
// Users to add parameters here
parameter integer SCREEN_HEIGHT = 600,
parameter integer SCREEN_WIDTH = 800,
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer

RESET_POSX = 10,
RESET_POSY = 10,
RESET_SIZEX = 10,
RESET_SIZEY = 10,
RESET_COLOR = 1,

Now let’s connect the BlockImage_v1_0 and the BlockImage_v1_0_S00_AXI module (find and change the following
in BlockImage_v1_0.v):
// Instantiation of Axi Bus Interface S00_AXI
BlockImage_v1_0_S00_AXI # (
(continues on next page)
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.SCREEN_HEIGHT(SCREEN_HEIGHT),
.SCREEN_WIDTH(SCREEN_WIDTH),
.RESET_POSX(RESET_POSX),
.RESET_POSY(RESET_POSY),
.RESET_SIZEX(RESET_SIZEX),
.RESET_SIZEY(RESET_SIZEY),
.RESET_COLOR(RESET_COLOR),
.C_S_AXI_DATA_WIDTH(C_S00_AXI_DATA_WIDTH),
.C_S_AXI_ADDR_WIDTH(C_S00_AXI_ADDR_WIDTH)
) BlockImage_v1_0_S00_AXI_inst (
.hst(hst),
.vst(vst),
.rgb_i(rgb_i),
.rgb_o(rgb_o),
.S_AXI_ACLK(s00_axi_aclk),
.S_AXI_ARESETN(s00_axi_aresetn),
.S_AXI_AWADDR(s00_axi_awaddr),
...etc...
Let’s go to the BlockImage_v1_0_S00_AXI file and rename the registers acording to their purpose:
//-- Number of Slave Registers 5
reg [C_S_AXI_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]
reg [C_S_AXI_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]
reg [C_S_AXI_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]
reg [C_S_AXI_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]
reg [C_S_AXI_DATA_WIDTH-1:0]

posx;
posy;
sizex;
sizey;
draw_color;

Set default values for registers:
always @( posedge S_AXI_ACLK )
begin
if ( S_AXI_ARESETN == 1'b0 )
begin
posx <= RESET_POSX;
posy <= RESET_POSY;
sizex <= RESET_SIZEX;
sizey <= RESET_SIZEY;
draw_color <= RESET_COLOR;
In the same process rename all the instances of slv_regN (N: 0-4) with the appropriate new register (so replace each
instance of slv_reg0 with posx, slv_reg1 with posy and so on). Do this wherever an error is displayed after you renamed
the registers in the file.
The last thing left to do is to connect RectPic:
// Add user logic here
RectPic #
(
SCREEN_HEIGHT,
SCREEN_WIDTH
) pic_inst (
(continues on next page)
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.clk(S_AXI_ACLK),
.hst(hst),
.vst(vst),
.block_posx(posx),
.block_posy(posy),
.block_sizex(sizex),
.block_sizey(sizey),
.draw_color(draw_color),
.rgb_i(rgb_i),
.rgb_o(rgb_o)
);
Optionally, you can write tests for RectPic and the top-level module in the same project before packaging. After all
these procedures, you can pack the project into the IP kernel. Click Edit packaged IP and complete all steps (Click
Merge changes from File Groups Wizard in all instances where there is no checkmark):

Press Re-Package IP.
Writing an IP core to draw a circle in verilog.
Let’s create an AXI IP core named CircleImage, we only need 3 registers, but I left 4.
Drawing a circle is not an easy task for fpga. One of the simpler solutions is to use a block of memory and load a circle
image into it (Vga_draw lesson), but we will go the simpler way and create an array immediately with a circle drawing
inside. Let’s create a CircPic.v file:
Ports:
module CircPic #
(continues on next page)
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(
parameter integer SCREEN_HEIGHT
parameter integer SCREEN_WIDTH
)
(
input wire
input wire
input wire
input wire
input wire
input wire
input wire
output reg
);

clk,
[10 : 0] hst,
[9 : 0] vst,
[15 : 0] block_posx,
[15 : 0] block_posy,
[2 : 0] draw_color,
[2 : 0] rgb_i,
[2 : 0] rgb_o

= 600,
= 800

// The position of the rectangle on the x-axis
// The position of the rectangle on the y-axis

Drawing process is similar to RectPic:
reg [31 : 0] mem [31 : 0];
initial begin
mem[0] =
mem[1] =
mem[2] =
mem[3] =
mem[4] =
mem[5] =
mem[6] =
mem[7] =
mem[8] =
mem[9] =
mem[10] =
mem[11] =
mem[12] =
mem[13] =
mem[14] =
mem[15] =
mem[16] =
mem[17] =
mem[18] =
mem[19] =
mem[20] =
mem[21] =
mem[22] =
mem[23] =
mem[24] =
mem[25] =
mem[26] =
mem[27] =
mem[28] =
mem[29] =
mem[30] =
mem[31] =

32'b00000000000011111111000000000000;
32'b00000000011111111111111000000000;
32'b00000001111111111111111110000000;
32'b00000011111111111111111111000000;
32'b00000111111111111111111111100000;
32'b00001111111111111111111111110000;
32'b00011111111111111111111111111000;
32'b00111111111111111111111111111100;
32'b00111111111111111111111111111100;
32'b01111111111111111111111111111110;
32'b01111111111111111111111111111110;
32'b01111111111111111111111111111110;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b11111111111111111111111111111111;
32'b01111111111111111111111111111110;
32'b01111111111111111111111111111110;
32'b01111111111111111111111111111110;
32'b00111111111111111111111111111100;
32'b00111111111111111111111111111100;
32'b00011111111111111111111111111000;
32'b00001111111111111111111111110000;
32'b00000111111111111111111111100000;
32'b00000011111111111111111111000000;
32'b00000001111111111111111110000000;
32'b00000000011111111111111000000000;
32'b00000000000011111111000000000000;
(continues on next page)
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end
always @(posedge clk)
begin
if ((hst < SCREEN_WIDTH) && (vst < SCREEN_HEIGHT)) // inside the screen
if ((hst >= block_posx) && (hst < (block_posx + 32)))
if ((vst >= block_posy) && (vst < (block_posy + 32)))
if (mem[vst - block_posy][hst - block_posx])
rgb_o <= draw_color;
else
rgb_o <= rgb_i;
else
rgb_o <= rgb_i;
else
rgb_o <= rgb_i;
else
rgb_o <= 3'b000;
end
endmodule
As in the previous paragraph, add the necessary ports and rename the registers for their purpose (this time we only have
3 registers). Do not forget to pack the project into an IP core.
Writing an IP core to work with the keyboard.
Create another empty IP core where you will need to add an input for the buttons:
input wire [3 : 0] keys,
And write the values at the keys input to register 0 at each clock signal:
always @( posedge S_AXI_ACLK )
begin
if ( S_AXI_ARESETN == 1'b0 )
begin
slv_reg0 <= 4'b1111;
slv_reg1 <= 0;
slv_reg2 <= 0;
slv_reg3 <= 0;
end
else begin
slv_reg0 = keys;
if (slv_reg_wren)
In my case, with the buttons connected and not pressed, the keys port has the value 4’b1111. When you press one of
the buttons, its corresponding bit will be equal to 0.
Scheme of one of the buttons:
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Connecting IP cores to the processor.
Now you can change the Vga_draw project with the newly added cores or open the project Vga_game where everything
is already done.
We add the resulting IPs to the main project and connect them to the AXI bus. In total you need 4 BlockImage (2
paddles and 2 counters), 1 CircleImage (1 ball) and a keyboard. We connect rgb_o to rgb_i of each of the cores. The
order is not very important, as it only affects which object is drawn on top of the other. The resulting diagram:
Setting up addressing:
Writing game code in C++
The complete game code is located in RedPitaya/fpga/prj/Examples/Vga_game/Vitis_sources. In the following chapters
we will discuss what the important parts of the code do.
All classes Rectangle, Keyboard, Ball - describe work with the corresponding IP cores, constructors take a file descriptor
as input, and an address in memory for the corresponding IP cores.
Keyboard class
Since there are no debounce mechanisms for the button inputs, it will have to be processed programmatically. The
algorithm is quite simple, it is enough for us to poll the keyboard at a certain frequency, less than the duration of the
bounce. In our case, the polling rate of the keyboard is 60Hz.
Processing of clicks is done in the Process method of the Keyboard class. The purpose of this method is to return the
button number and its state. The above algorithm is good, but the current implementation is not capable of handling
simultaneous key presses within a single loop. I suggest doing it yourself, but what we did is enough for the game to
be operational.
The order of the keys is set by the position of the button in the class enum Keys, so the buttons can be soldered
incorrectly.
1.4. FPGA lessons
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Rectangle class
Quite a simple class, the functionality of which boils down to writing coordinates and sizes in the corresponding
registers.
Ball class
A distinctive feature of this class is racket collision detection. Collision handling is performed in the Process method
of this class, objects that need to be detected as an argument are passed. Also this method implicitly detects collisions
with screen borders.
Players score
To simplify the code, the score is displayed through the Rectangle class, its width corresponds to the player’s score.
Building
Copy the c ++ code to RedPitaya, and compile:
g++

-std=c++11 -o vga_game.o vga_game.cpp

First run
Downloading bitstream and compiling the code is described in the previous lessons.
If you have followed the steps this far - congratulations, you have just made a simple version of a pong game. To run it
connect to your RedPitaya with a browser and launch your new application.
When loading a bitstream, all blocks with the default size and position will be outputs:
After starting the program, all the figures will be displayed in their places:

1.5 Other Red Pitaya FPGA related material
1.5.1 SDR Receiver
The implementation of the SDR receiver is quite straightforward:
• An antenna is connected to one of the high-impedance analog inputs.
• The on-board ADC (125 MS/s sampling frequency, 14-bit resolution) digitizes the RF signal from the antenna.
• The data coming from the ADC is processed by a in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) digital down-converter (DDC) running on the Red Pitaya’s FPGA.
• The I/Q data is transmitted via TCP to the SDR programs such as SDR# and HDSDR.
The tunable frequency range covers from 0 Hz to 50 MHz.
The I/Q data rate is configurable and four settings are available: 50, 100, 250 and 500 kSPS.
More details can be found on Pavel Demins site.

1.5. Other Red Pitaya FPGA related material
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1.5.2 SDR Transceiver
The SDR transceiver consists of two SDR receivers and of two SDR transmitters.
The implementation of the SDR receivers is quite straightforward:
• An antenna is connected to one of the high-impedance analog inputs.
• The on-board ADC (125 MS/s sampling frequency, 14-bit resolution) digitizes the RF signal from the antenna.
• The data coming from the ADC is processed by a in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) digital down-converter (DDC) running on the Red Pitaya’s FPGA.
The SDR receiver is described in more details at this link.
The SDR transmitters consist of the similar blocks but arranged in an opposite order:
• The I/Q data is processed by a digital up-converter (DUC) running on the Red Pitaya’s FPGA.
• The on-board DAC (125 MS/s sampling frequency, 14-bit resolution) outputs RF signal.
• An antenna is connected to one of the analog outputs.
The tunable frequency range covers from 0 Hz to 60 MHz.
The I/Q data rate is configurable and five settings are available: 20, 50, 100, 250, 500 and 1250 kSPS.
The basic blocks of the digital down-converters (DDC) and of the digital up-converters (DUC) are shown on the following diagram:
More details can be found on Pavel Demins site.

1.5.3 SDR Transceiver Compatible With HPSDR
The High Performance Software Defined Radio (HPSDR) project is an open source hardware and software project that
develops a modular Software Defined Radio (SDR) for use by radio amateurs and short wave listeners.
This version of the Red Pitaya SDR transceiver makes it usable with the software developed by the HPSDR project and
other SDR programs that support the HPSDR/Metis communication protocol.
This SDR transceiver emulates a HPSDR transceiver with one Metis network interface module, two Mercury receivers
and one Pennylane transmitter.
The HPSDR/Metis communication protocol is described in the following documents:
• Metis - How it works
• HPSDR - USB Data Protocol
More details can be found on Pavel Demins site.

1.5.4 Pulsed Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The system consists of one in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) digital down-converter (DDC) and of one pulse generator.
The tunable frequency range covers from 0 Hz to 60 MHz.
The I/Q data rate is configurable and five settings are available: 25, 50, 250, 500, 2500 kSPS.
More details can be found on Pavel Demins site.

1.5. Other Red Pitaya FPGA related material
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1.5.5 Multichannel Pulse Height Analyzer
Spectrometry example.
Some interesting links on spectrum analysis:
• Spectrum Analysis Introduction
• Gamma Spectrometry Software
More details can be found on Pavel Demins site.

1.5.6 Vector Network Analyzer
Some interesting links on network analyzers:
• VNA Operating Guide
• Three-Bead-Balun Reflection Bridge
• Ham VNA
• Fundamentals of Vector Network Analysis Primer
• Introduction to Network Analyzer Measurements
More details can be found on Pavel Demins site.

1.5.7 Debian With Red Pitaya Ecosystem
More details can be found on Pavel Demins site.

1.5.8 Signal decimation using a compensated CIC filter
Decimation is the process of converting a time-domain signal sampled at frequency fs into a signal sampled at frequency
fs /R, where R is the decimation rate. Downsampling alone, i.e. keeping one sample every R samples is not sufficient.
A low-pass filtering step must precede downsampling to prevent aliasing.
More details can be found here.

1.5.9 Pulse-Density Modulator
Pulse-density modulation (PDM) is an attractive alternative to pulse-width modulation (PWM) in applications where
the PWM technique creates unwanted spikes in the signal spectrum.
More details can be found here.
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1.5.10 Synchronize a cluster of Red Pitayas
In its standard configuration, the Red Pitaya uses an on-board 125 MHz crystal to feed the 125 MSPS ADC and the
125 MSPS DAC. This example shows how to synchronize multiple Red Pitayas on the same clock using the SATA
connector (daisy-chain) available on the Red Pitaya.
More details can be found here.

1.5.11 Examples Utilizing Extension Boards
Red Pitaya becomes even more versatile when custom extension boards are attached to it, hence we show a couple of
examples that utilize extension boards below.
Simple Coherent Laser Sensor
The guys at Koheron designed a small laser board which fits on top of the Red Pitaya.
More details can be found here.
Doppler Lidar Velocimeter
Doppler effect is what we experience when hearing the siren of a moving vehicle: the tone gets higher when the vehicle
is approaching and lower when it is driving away.
The frequency of the acoustic wave emitted by the siren is affected by the movement of the vehicle. This effect is not
only true for sounds but also for optical waves: when a laser beam with frequency f0 is reflected off of a moving target
with velocity v, its frequency is shifted for
f=2v/c*f0 ,
where c is the speed of light. The factor 2 occurs because the light is not emitted by the target but reflected off of it.
In this example the laser emits at a frequency of 193.5 THz (i.e. a wavelength of 1550 nm). A target moving at 1 m/s
would shift the laser frequency by 1.29 MHz.
More details can be found here.

1.5. Other Red Pitaya FPGA related material
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CHAPTER

TWO

CIRCUITS & ELECTRONICS

2.1 Resistor circuits
2.1.1 Objective
The objective of this activity is to brush up on your existing knowledge about Kirchhoff’s laws and expand on that
knowledge by showing how they can be applied in resistor circuits. A secondary outcome will be a preliminary understanding of the Red Pitaya STEMlab hardware and software - test & measurements applications.

2.1.2 Background
We will kick this lesson off by taking a look at the basic equation, you will need to know if you ever wanted to tinker
with electronics.

𝑈 =𝑅·𝐼
This equation is the backbone of resistor circuits. Note that “a resistor circuit” is every circuit that you leave untouched
for long enough, if there are no active elements. The second equation that comes in handy in such circuits is the one,
which describes power dissipation on any resistor.

𝑃 =𝑈 ·𝐼
Even though you can always determine voltage drop across, and current flowing through any resistor, it often comes
handy to remember two more equations, in which voltage drop or current is substituted for its function of the other two
values.

𝑃 = 𝐼 2 · 𝑅 = 𝑈 2 /𝑅
With this out of the way, we can move on to. . .
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2.1.3 Kirchhoff’s laws
To solve a circuit that consists of more than one component, you will need to know two more things, also known as
Kirchhoff’s laws. Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL):
“The algebraic sum of currents in a network of conductors meeting at a point is zero. “
To put it simply, any current entering a node must also leave it. If the first law talks about current, logic would suggest
that he second will be about voltage (KVL).
“The directed sum of the potential differences (voltages) around any closed loop is zero.”
If you have no idea what Mr. Kirchhoff meant, when he came up with his laws, don’t worry. It will become crystal
clear when we take a look at examples later on. But first, we will take a look at a few equations and facts, that tend to
make our lives easier when solving resistor circuits.

2.1.4 Some equations and facts
When you only have one voltage source, you can always calculate any voltage drop or current by simplifying the circuit
using the following two equations for equivalent substitute resistor.

𝑅𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 = 𝑅1 + 𝑅2
𝑅𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙
1
1
=
+
1
𝑅1
𝑅2
Once you reach the circuit that only consists of one voltage (or current) source and one substitute resistor, you can trace
the simplification steps backwards, calculating branch voltages and currents as you go along. Here you will need to
know what happens to currents and voltages when you branch out. If substitute resistor is split into multiple parallel
resistors, voltage drop across them remains the same. In fact, voltage drop between two nodes must remain the same no
matter how you get between them (this comes from KVL). Current often behaves somewhat inversely to voltage, and
as such, it remains the unchanged when a substitute resistor is split into multiple series resistors. If substitute resistor
is split into series resistors, voltage is split among them proportionally to their resistance. We won’t go into details why
that is, so an equation will have to suffice.

𝑈𝑅𝑥 = 𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 ·

𝑅𝑥
𝑅𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠

It will come as no surprise that current is split proportionally to resistor’s resistance when it’s split into multiple parallel
ones. Here’s the equations.

𝐼𝑅𝑥 = 𝐼𝑅𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 ·

𝑅𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 − 𝑅𝑥
𝑅𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠

It will come as no surprise, that the lesser the resistance, the more current wants to flow through it, and the greater the
resistance, the bigger the voltage drop. Before we move on to measurements, two more things to remember. When
solving circuits in steady state, capacitors act as an open circuit, and inductors act as a short circuit. Consider this as a
useful side note and move on.
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2.1.5 Practical example
You might be disappointed to learn that the circuit used in this example will be different from the one that was shown
in the video. This is so that you can easily solve it by either using Kirchhoff’s laws or by substitution.

Let’s assume that we are tasked by calculating voltage drop, current, and power dissipation on 𝑅2 . We’ll first tackle
this problem by substitution. Note that I am using “|” symbol to represent equivalent resistance of parallel resistor.

To put it into numbers:

𝐼0 =

𝑈0
𝑈0
= ...
=
𝑅𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(𝑅1 + (𝑅2 |(𝑅3 + 𝑅4 )) + 𝑅5 )
𝑈𝑅2 = 𝑈0 ·

𝑅2 |(𝑅3 + 𝑅4 )
= ...
𝑅𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝐼𝑅2 =

𝑈𝑅2
= ...
𝑅2

𝑃𝑅2 = 𝑈𝑅2 · 𝐼𝑅2 = ...
Note that there was no need to calculate all voltage drops and currents to reach our goal. Next we will take a look at the
more academic method. First we have to analyse the circuit. It has two branching nodes, which means we will need two
node equations (KCL). We can also find three distinct current loops, and we will need one loop equation less (KVL).

2.1. Resistor circuits
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Let’s write them down.

𝐴:

𝐼2 + 𝐼3 − 𝐼1 = 0

𝐵:

𝐼5 − 𝐼2 − 𝐼4 = 0

I would like to mention that you should immediately see from the schematic that we have redundantly many currents.
𝐼𝑠 , 𝐼1 , and 𝐼5 are exactly the same, so are 𝐼3 and 𝐼4 . Moving along the KVL loops, we must be adding any voltage that
we hit from the + side, and subtracting those that we hit from the -.

𝐿1 :

𝑈𝑅1 + 𝑈𝑅2 + 𝑈𝑅5 − 𝑈0 = 0

𝐿2 :

𝑈𝑅3 + 𝑈𝑅4 − 𝑈𝑅2 = 0

Let’s first take a look at what we can do with the two node equations. First we can substitute redundant currents in B
with the ones from A:

𝐼5 − 𝐼2 − 𝐼4 = 0 → 𝐼2 + 𝐼3 − 𝐼1 = 0
Keen eyed among you will notice that after this transformation, equations A and B are the same equation. That makes
things easy as we can simply express one of the currents as a function of the other two and move on to solving voltage
equations.

𝐼1 = 𝐼2 + 𝐼3
𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴
Voltage drops in voltage loops should be written as products of currents and respective resistances.

𝑈𝑅3 + 𝑈𝑅4 − 𝑈𝑅2 = 0
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𝐼3 𝑅3 + 𝐼3 𝑅4 = 𝐼2 𝑅2
𝐼3 (𝑅3 + 𝑅4 ) = 𝐼2 𝑅2
𝐼2 = 𝐼3

𝑅3 + 𝑅4
𝑅2

𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐵
This one wasn’t too bad, let’s take a look at the other voltage loop:

𝑈𝑅1 + 𝑈𝑅2 + 𝑈𝑅5 − 𝑈0 = 0
𝑈𝑅1 + 𝑈𝑅2 + 𝑈𝑅5 − 𝑈0 = 0
Unlike before, we are dealing with three distinct currents. This can be solved by plugging in 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴, and we get:

(𝐼2 + 𝐼3 )𝑅1 + 𝐼2 𝑅2 + (𝐼2 + 𝐼3 )𝑅5 = 𝑈0
𝐼2 (𝑅1 + 𝑅2 + 𝑅5 ) + 𝐼3 (𝑅1 + 𝑅5 ) = 𝑈0
(𝐼3

𝑅3 + 𝑅4
)(𝑅1 + 𝑅2 + 𝑅5 ) + 𝐼3 (𝑅1 + 𝑅5 ) = 𝑈0
𝑅2
𝐼3 =

𝑅3 +𝑅4
𝑅2 (𝑅1

𝑈0
+ 𝑅2 + 𝑅5 ) + (𝑅1 + 𝑅5 )

And there you go, we now have an equation for 𝐼3 that only relies on known constants. We only need to plug the values
in and from there on, dominos will fall. Plugging 𝐼3 into 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐵 yields 𝐼2 . From there on, 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴 gives us
𝐼1 and all of a sudden all currents are known. Lastly we can use 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐿1 to get any voltage drop we desire and
all left to do is to calculate the power, which is now one simple multiplication away. Was this more difficult than doing
substitutions? Depends on who you ask. I solved the circuit both ways and don’t get me started on how much I hate
calculating substitute resistance for parallel resistors. Besides, the second method yields all voltages and currents at
once, which is what you will usually tasked with on the exams.

2.1.6 Hands on
You must have noticed that I shied away from using any numbers in my calculations. Let me tell you that I’ve been
at university for such a long time that I’ve forgotten what equations with actual numbers even look like. Jokes aside,
I shied away from numbers because, as you saw, we didn’t need them. Also in this hands on part, you will select your
own resistors and measure voltages across them. You can select any resistors (but avoid going below 100 ohms so that
nothing accidentally gets fried), and build the circuit on a breadboard as shown on the picture below. For U_0 you can
choose between Red Pitaya’s supply pins. It can be 3.3 V, 5 V or even -4 V. Anything you fancy!

2.1. Resistor circuits
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With that done, you should hook the probes in 10x mode to Red Pitaya and fire up the oscilloscope app. Don’t forget to
set the x10 attenuation in software as well! Since we are dealing with DC signals, you don’t need to hook up the alligator
clips (they’re internally connected to Red Pitaya’s GND). You can now measure voltage on any node by connecting a
probe to it.
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One thing you might want to do though, is to set up automatic mean measurements on both channels to make reading
voltage easier (MEAS -> Operator = MEAN -> DONE).

2.1. Resistor circuits
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I encourage you to build a different circuit. Don’t exceed three branching nodes to keep the calculations simple. Try to
calculate voltage drops and compare them with measured values.
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.2 Transient Response
2.2.1 Objective
The objective of this activity is to inform reader about transient response on a simple circuit that consists of resistors
and either capacitors or inductors.

2.2.2 Background
You might have already heard that in DC conditions, capacitors act as an open circuit inductors act as a short circuit.
If you ignore inductors series resistance and capacitor’s parallel resistance, both of which more often than not can be
neglected, no one will argue with you. Things get trickier when voltages aren’t constant, for example when voltage
source is suddenly connected or disconnected. Let’s expand on the previously mentioned notion that in DC conditions
capacitors acs as an open circuit and inductors act as a short. Capacitors resist voltage change and inductors resist
current change. Just another line of gibberish or something actually useful? I hope you will find it to be the latter.

2.2.3 Capacitors
Resisting voltage change doesn’t mean, that capacitor’s voltage won’t change at all, it only means that it won’t ever
happen suddenly. Upon voltage application, capacitors will charge slowly and when you try to discharge one, voltage
will drop slowly. Contrary to that, current will change rapidly. That is described by the following two equations:

𝑢𝐶 =

1
𝐶

∫︁

𝑖𝐶 = 𝐶 ·

𝑖𝑐 · 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑢𝐶
𝑑𝑡

But you didn’t come here to do integrals, you want cookiecutter recipes. How does a capacitor behave when faced with
a step change? Let’s observe a case where we have an R-C circuit who’s input jumps from 0 V to 𝑈0 .
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𝑢𝐶 = 𝑈0 (1 − 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏 )
𝑈0 −𝑡/𝜏
𝑒
𝑅
𝜏 =𝑅·𝐶

𝑖𝐶 =

Ok, so we have a set of two equations, one for voltage and one for current, and one fancy T-shaped constant. That one
is pronounced as “tau” and is also known as time constant. Let’s take a look at capacitor voltage at different times,
where time is a multiple of 𝜏 .
𝑡
0·𝜏
1·𝜏
2·𝜏
3·𝜏
4·𝜏
5·𝜏
6·𝜏

𝑈𝐶 /𝑈𝐶𝑀 𝐴𝑋
00.00%
63.21%
86.46%
95.02%
98.16%
99.32%
99.75%

𝐼𝐶 /𝐼𝐶𝑀 𝐴𝑋
100.00%
36.78%
13.53%
04.98%
01.83%
00.67%
00.24%

You can see that voltage reaches over 99% of its steady state value at 5, which is why we consider to reach its final value
at that point. Another interesting value is at 3, where voltage reaches exactly 95% of its final level, making it easy to
read off of an oscilloscope. Current follows an inverse curve to that of the voltage, thus current values are 100% minus
whatever voltage will be at. AS a side note I would mention that if you have a CR circuit instead of an RC, voltage and
current equations will be swapped (voltage will spike and current will change slowly).

2.2.4 Inductors
We say that inductors resist current change. This works in the same fashion as capacitors resisting voltage change,
meaning that current can never change abruptly. The following two equations describe inductor’s voltage and current:

𝑖𝐿 =

1
𝐿

∫︁
𝑢𝐿 · 𝑑𝑡

𝑢𝐿 = 𝐿 ·
2.2. Transient Response

𝑑𝑖𝐿
𝑑𝑡
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But you didn’t come here to do integrals, you want cookiecutter recipes. How does a capacitor behave when faced with
a step change? Let’s observe a case where we have an R-L circuit who’s input jumps from 0 V to 𝑈0 .

𝑖𝐿 =

𝑈0
(1 − 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏 )
𝑅

𝑢𝐿 = 𝑈0 · 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏
𝜏=

𝐿
𝑅

Ok, so we have a set of two equations, one for voltage and one for current, and one fancy T-shaped constant. That one
is pronounced as “tau” and is also known as time constant. Let’s take a look at capacitor voltage at different times,
where time is a multiple of 𝜏 .
𝑡
0·𝜏
1·𝜏
2·𝜏
3·𝜏
4·𝜏
5·𝜏
6·𝜏

𝐼𝐿 /𝐼𝐿𝑀 𝐴𝑋
00.00%
63.21%
86.46%
95.02%
98.16%
99.32%
99.75%

𝑈𝐿 /𝑈𝐿𝑀 𝐴𝑋
100.00%
36.78%
13.53%
04.98%
01.83%
00.67%
00.24%

You can see that voltage reaches over 99% of its steady state value at 5, which. . . . Wait. Did I just repeat the same stuff
I wrote for capacitors but only swapped currents and voltages? No, I also changed how is calculated. So yes. Ideal
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capacitors and inductors are inversely identical, meaning that you only need to remember four formulas: two for 𝜏 , one
for rising signal and one for dropping signal.

2.2.5 What? Please explain. . .
Let’s take a look at an example. RC circuit, input voltage drops from 5 V to 3 V ( 𝑈0 =-2 V). Since we are looking at
capacitor’s voltage, we should expect that it will slowly drop to that value, meaning that we need to find an equation
that will equal 0 at t=0. 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏 fits the bill. Final voltage will therefore be starting voltage + voltage change (3 V in this
case). Voltage will follow the following curve:

𝑢𝐶 = 𝑈𝑆𝑇 𝐴𝑅𝑇 + 𝑈0 (1 − 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏 )
𝑢𝐶 = 5𝑉 − 2𝑉 · (1 − 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏 )
But don’t take my word for it. Feel free to try it out with a red pitaya. Just note that You will be limited to voltage range
of ±1 V. Speaking of which. . .

2.2.6 The experiment
Let’s build a simple RC circuit and hook up the probes. Input 1 should be connected to the middle node, while output
probe should be connected to resistor’s second lead. Capacitor’s other lead should be connected to ground (simply by
connecting one alligator clip to it) and second input channel must be connected to Red Pitaya’s output. In the video I
used a Y splitter that comes in RP’s accessories kit and used a piece of wire to connect output and input. It might look
like a stupid solution but it’s the easiest way to see exactly what is happening on the output. If you connected probe to
the node where the output probe is connected, you wouldn’t see the exact signal, because probes you are likely to be
using have a 100 internal resistance even in x1 mode, acting as part of a voltage divider. Oh and the second y splitter
is there so that composition in photo is neater.

2.2. Transient Response
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With everything hooked up, you have set input 1 to x10 mode (but input 2 in x1 mode, since it’s just a piece of wire
with no attenuation), and set RP’s signal generator to output a square wave at an appropriate frequency. Appropriate
in this case means that it is greater than 1/5. I used a 100 resistor and a 10 nF capacitor. Keeping in mind that output
probe adds an extra 100 , we get:

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

1
= 50𝑘𝐻𝑧
10 · 200Ω · 10𝑛𝐹

This will ensure that we can easily observe transient effect without the need to worry about previous transient.
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Using cursors, we can measure time for the signal to reach 95% of its change. Since = 2 s we are expecting this
measurement to be 6 s (3). Unsurprisingly that is the case. A quick side note: in my case actual peak to peak voltage
was 1.85 V, that is why I am measuring time from the start of input change to delta of 1.77 V.

Let’s quickly swap out the capacitor for an inductor. And take a look at the resulting oscillogram.

2.2. Transient Response
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Her we are measuring the time for voltage to move to within 5% of its final value. 15 s this time. This is because the
inductor I used was, 1 mH and the resulting time constant 5 s. I encourage you to try making RC and CR circuits but be
warned; you will have to use something different than an oscilloscope probe to connect signal generator to the circuit
or you will have to deal with resistor divider effect, which will reduce steady state voltage. Here is a photo of a “home
lab” setup for such measurement. If you have a proper cable, I encourage you to use it instead. Or just mind the voltage
divider and use a standard oscilloscope probe. Not that depicted method is a bit flimsy as cables don’t make the best
contact with the signal generator. You might want to press on it.
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If you make the experiment, you will notice that CR circuit’s oscillogram takes the shape of RL’s and vice versa. I won’t
go into detail about why that is, but I will leave you a hint that it has something to do with capacitors and inductors
following their respective current curves, current flowing through resistor and you measuring voltage on same resistors.
I think I gave away enough.

2.2.7 One last thing
In the video I teased you with a question, what would happen if we made the same experiments on an LC circuit. Drop
the signal generator’s frequency even lower and make an experiment. Works best if you use a low impedance cable
instead of an oscilloscope probe for connecting signal generator to the output. Oh, I hope you didn’t think I will just
tell you the outcome of the experiment! Well, I might in the future doc about [redacted] where this effect might come
in handy.
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.
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2.3 Analog Filters
2.3.1 Objective
The objective of this activity is to introduce reader to the world of passive filter circuits. We will be looking at low pass
and high pass filters.

2.3.2 Background
Previous course talked about transient response on simple RC and RL circuits. We saw, that square wave signal gets
smoothed down when fed through an RC circuit. We intentionally set the frequency of the input signal such that its
period was greater than RC’s settling time (5). Choosing a higher frequency would open a whole new can of worms,
including Fourier analysis. To keep avoiding the mathematical background, let’s just agree on the statement, that a
square wave consists of a sine wave at signal’s main frequency, and infinitely many sine waves at odd multiples of main
frequency (3,5,7. . . ). An RC filter attenuates those components differently depending on their frequency – the higher
the frequency, the greater the attenuation. This makes the signal’s slope gentler, which is what we saw in last course.
The inverse happened with RC circuit. Because RC and CR circuits let some frequencies through, and some not, we
call them filters. Oh, and before you attack me with “um actually-s”, yes, I did simplify a bit and no, I won’t talk about
LR circuits. RL behaves as CR and LR as RC. I’ll try to keep this short and ignore inductors altogether. Oh and one
more thing. I will be talking a lot about signals and frequencies throughout this write-up. Whenever I do, I mean a sine
wave signal at some frequency.

2.3.3 Decibels
Decibels, marked with dB, are a logarithmic unit, used for measuring relative power. To calculate attenuation (or gain)
in dB, the following equation is used:

𝐺𝑑𝐵 = 10 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑃/𝑃0 )
If that wasn’t confusing enough, decibels are exclusively for comparing power, but we will use it to compare voltages.
Because we know that power is proportional to voltage squared, and that exponents inside a logarithm translate to
multiplication outside of the logarithm, we get another equation:

𝐺𝑑𝐵 = 20 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑈/𝑈0 )
Simply put, for every 6 dB, signal is multiplied (or attenuated) by a factor of two. For example, 30 dB corresponds 25 .

2.3.4 Phase
You likely know what happens if we add a fixed value to a sign function: it shifts left/right by a corresponding amount.
This shift is known as phase (𝜙).

𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝐴 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋 · 𝑓 · 𝑡 + 𝜙)
If 𝜙 equals 𝜋/2, sine function transforms into a cosine function. If offset value equals 2𝜋 or a whole multiple of that,
function is seemingly unaltered.
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2.3.5 Impedance
Impedance can be thought of as “complex resistance”. It consists of resistance and reactance.

𝑍 = 𝑅 + 𝑗𝑋
X represents components reactance, which is in complex domain. It is calculated differently for capacitors and inductors:

𝑋𝐶 =

1
2𝜋 · 𝑓 · 𝐶

𝑋𝐿 = 2𝜋 · 𝑓 · 𝐿
The j symbol represents complex operator i, because in electronics, lowercase letter i is already reserved for time
variable current. Impedance can also be expressed in polar notation as it helps to illustrate attenuation and phase
shifting of the signal.

𝑍 = |𝑍| · 𝑒𝑗·𝜙
|𝑍| =

√︀

𝑅2 + 𝑋 2

Multiplying a signal by 𝑒𝑗·𝜙 only shifts its phase by 𝜙 without affecting absolute value. This means we can use |Z| to
calculate signal attenuation and 𝜙 for signal shifting.

2.3.6 Background math / complex voltage divider
Aside from the name, there is nothing too complex in the underlying math. Voltage divider, where instead of resistances,
we are using impedances.

You will reacll that output voltage is caluclated as:

𝑢0 = 𝑢𝑖 ·

2.3. Analog Filters
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If signal attenuation is all we’re after, we can use absolute impedance and ignore complex numbers altogether. This way,
calculation is hardly any different than with resistive voltage divider. Keep in mind though that this only works for one
frequency at a time as frequency is a parameter for calculating reactance. This method also doesn’t account for phase
shift. Accounting for different frequencies and phase shift is a bit trickier as you have to fiddle with complex numbers.
If division by complex number doesn’t scare you, you should be fine. For the brevity’s sake, I won’t provide an example
as you won’t ever encounter a need to do such calculations outside of exam paper world. Enough background, time for
the meat of this course.

2.3.7 What is common to all filters
Corner frequency. It is also known as√a cutoff frequency. This is a frequency at which signal drops by 3 dB, which
equals 71% of its initial amplitude (1/ 2). This frequency is calculated as:

𝑓𝑐 =

1
2𝜋 · 𝑅 · 𝐶

You might recognize the RC part as , in case you want to play with RL filters. In simplified terms, low pass filters have
no attenuation below filter’s corner frequency, and start to attenuate the signal by 20 dB/decade. What is a decade?
It is a span in which value is changed by an order of magnitude. Examples of two-decade span might be 1,10,100 or
3,30,300. Still talking in simplified terms, phase starts to drift one decade before corner frequency and stops moving
one decade after it. In total, it moves by 90°, crossing the 45° point at the corner frequency. In practice, you will almost
never see signal behave exactly this way since reality is not a kind lady. But because engineers like simplifications, we
will use them up until the experimental section of this course.

2.3.8 Low pass filter
As mentioned before, a low pas filter is just an RC circuit.

Let’s construct a low pass filter from a 1000 resistor and a 10 nF capacitor. Calculated corner frequency is 15.9 kHz,
idealized graph should look a little like this (not that X axis is logarithmic):
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Below corner frequency there is no attenuation, phase begins to shift one decade and settles one decade after it. A
thing to point out in this simplification is that it is in conflict with the definition of corner frequency. Corner frequency
is defined as the point at which signal’s amplitude crosses the -3 dB mark, but on this graph, attenuation at corner
frequency is zero. This conflict should be considered as a mere random fact to annoy your colleagues with as it really
isn’t that important.

2.3.9 High pass filter
If low pass is just an RC circuit, high pass filter will probably be a CR circuit, right? Yes.

Let’s take a look at the characteristics of such filter, constructed from same components as before – a 1000 resistor and
a 10 nF capacitor. Corner frequency will be the same, 15.9 kHz, but the characteristic curves will be different. Note
that the phase axis has been altered.

2.3. Analog Filters
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2.3.10 Bode analysis
You may have wondered how we would measure filter’s characteristics in real world. The answer is simple: we excite
the circuit with a synthesized sine wave at multiple frequencies along within the desired range, and measure amplitude
gain (attenuation) and phase shift. Red Pitaya has a built in bode analysis functionality. Let’s build a low pass filter and
hook it up to the Red Pitaya to see it in action!

2.3.11 Hands on experiment
Wiring is important here. If you are ever unsure how to do it, you can always hit “calibrate” button in Red Pitaya’s bode
analyzer. Or you can reference this image, that has been taken from RP’s calibration instructions:

One thing this image doesn’t emphasize is that probes have to be in x1 mode and signal output has to have as low
resistance as possible (meaning that you can’t use oscilloscope probes in place of a cable).
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With that set, connect to Red Pitaya, click Bode Analyser app and bode plot should start automatically. You can stop
it as the default settings are somewhat useless. In settings, set appropriate start and stop frequencies and hit Run. I
recommend measuring in at least 100 steps. Once measurement completes, you are left with two curves. Yellow one
is for gain, and the green one for phase. Note that gain uses vertical scale on the left, while phase’s vertical axis is on
the right. If you want to make measurements, you can add cursors. F cursors will snap to frequency, G to gain, and P
to phase. Below is a measurement for a low pass filter, using same components as before:

2.3. Analog Filters
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You will notice that this graph is quite a bit different than the idealized one. There are no sharp corners, corner frequency
is too low, phase at corner frequency isn’t -45°, and it never reaches -90°. This isn’t even a comprehensive list of
differences between ideal and real bode plot! Some differences can be attributed to idealized graph being oversimplified,
some to component values having value tolerances, and some to parasitic properties of used components. Let’s not
dwell on that and move on to a high pass filter. Just swap R and C and rerun the analysis.

All the differences listed before are still present. Most notable among them is the fact that this time the corner frequency
is too high. The reasons are the same as before. This brings us to the conclusion. You now know how to design low and
high pass filters, are familiar with their idealized characteristics and have a basic understanding of how reality differs
from idealizations. Or at least that was the intent:)
Written by Luka Pogačnik
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This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.4 OpAmps 101
2.4.1 Objective
The objective of this activity is to introduce the reader to a very useful yet not that well known type of electronic
components, the operational amplifiers.

2.4.2 Background
Operational amplifiers, more commonly referred to as OpAmps, are electronic components. From the outside, one
will find two power pins, two input signal pins, and one output pin. Hidden inside the chip’s package lies a chunk of
doped silicon, that comprises a number of transistors, resistors and capacitors. They are configured in such a way, that
OpAmp’s output pin equals the voltage difference between the two input pins, multiplied by a significant factor. At the
first glance, OpAmps may seem like regular differential amplifiers, but, due to their very high gain and fast response
time, OpAmps lend themselves to a plethora of other applications. In fact, their very high gain makes them for quite a
lousy differential amplifier.

2.4.3 How it works
I won’t go into detail about how OpAmps work as this is an introductory article on how to use OpAmps, but I will
quickly go over some more important bits. OpAmps have two input pins. One is called inverting (-) and the other one
noninverting (+). Those shouldn’t be confused for power supply pins. Those are called positive and negative supply
pins and may also be marked by + and – signs (though V+ and V- and variants are more common). Alongside those pins,
all OpAmps also have an output pin. Some chips may also have additional connections for offset voltage compensation,
but let’s leave that for a later paragraph. As said before OpAmps have two supply pins, positive and negative one. If
you are wondering why I am putting so much emphasis on those, that is because the negative one isn’t meant to go
to GND and positive one to supply voltage. That may be done so, but more often than not, OpAmps are connected
between positive and negative voltage, where negative is below GND potential (think -4 V pin on Red Pitaya). Output
pin equals the difference between noninverting and inverting inputs, multiplied by a large gain factor, known as “open
loop gain” (A_OL). It can easily reach the order of 100 000.

𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 = 𝐴𝑂𝐿 · (𝑈+ − 𝑈− )
Such a large gain means, that output would exceed supply voltage for even a very small difference between input voltages; even some noise, that gets coupled to inputs, may send the output into saturation. What is saturation? Saturation
is what happens when OpAmp’s output hits the limits of how far it can go. And how far is it? Usually from a few volts
above negative supply voltage up to a few volts below positive supply voltage. There are Some OpAmps who’s output
can swing from negative to positive supply voltage. Those are called rail-to-rail OpAmps. And just to make it clear:
when OpAmp hits saturation, output gets clamped.

2.4. OpAmps 101
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2.4.4 The symbol
Even though OpAmps come in a wide selection of packages, symbols have become standardized. They come in two
flavours: one for conveying how a circuit works and one for drawing an electrical schematic for PCB production. The
former doesn’t show power pins, while the latter does. I could talk about pins for offset compensation, differential
outputs, and more, but if you are reading this article, you don’t have to bourdon yourself with those details. Note that
OpAmps’ and comparators’ symbols are very similar. In fact, they are the same. Understandable, since they are very
similar in construction.

Now that we’ve discussed the symbol, it is time to take a look at what can what functions an OpAmp can be used for.

2.4.5 A comparator
Even though a comparator can be bought as a separate component (and is better optimized for speed), OpAmp can take
its place. Whenever noninverting input’s voltage is above inverting input’s, output will go into positive saturation and
vice versa.

2.4.6 A voltage follower
Let’s make a thought experiment. If we connected OpAmps output to its inverting input, and noninverting input to
some arbitrary voltage. What would the output voltage be?

If you read the previous chapter, you will tackle this problem by solving the “equation” for a comparator. If output
was above U+, it hit negative saturation. Now it was below U+ and would hit positive saturation. Now it is above
U+ and. . . . . . and that is why we can’t use comparators instead of OpAmps. Those have a slower response and are
thus more resistant to becoming unstable. What would actually happen is the following: If output was above U+, it
would decrease, and keep decreasing until ouitput (and thus U-) would become equal to U+. Saying “slowly” is a bit
misleading as it actually happens in microseconds or faster. In short: in this configuration output is equal to the input
voltage. In fact, that is true for most OpAmp circuits when working within voltage limits. But how is that useful? We
say that OpAmps have a very large input impedance and a very small output impedance. This means that we can safely
connect inputs to any node in a circuit (so long as node’s voltage is within OpAmps safe operating range) without
affecting it, and output to any load (so long as current draw doesn’t exceed OpAmp’s rating). This comes in handy
when you want to connect a load to a circuit without affecting that circuit. You know, like in analogue filters. . .
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2.4.7 An amplifier
Let’s say that you wanted to amplify the input voltage by some smaller factor. Something less than tens or hundreds of
thousand that OpAmps normally do. How would you tackle that?

Let’s take a look at why this circuit would do the trick. Assuming OpAmp will not be hitting saturation, inverting and
noninverting inputs will be at the same potential. That is marked with a dashed line. Emphasis on “marked”. Inputs
aren’t connected. Now let’s take a look at the equations:

(𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 − 0𝑉 ) ·

𝑅1
= 𝑈𝐼𝑁
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

Resistors 1 and 2 form a resistive voltage divider for output voltage. Obviously Output voltage will have to be greater
than input, otherwise original assumption, that both inputs are at the same potential, would be false. If we flip around
the equation to express exactly what output voltage should be, we get:

𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 = 𝑈𝐼𝑁 · (1 +

𝑅2
)
𝑅1

If this equation holds true, this amplifier circuit can’t possibly output voltage that is less than input voltage. Shall we
verify those claims? Later, let’s first take a look at another common use case.

2.4.8 An inverting amplifier
If OpAmp can be used for signal amplification, and it has an input that we call “inverting” . . . then there must be a
configuration called “inverting amplifier”.

Once again, starting assumption is that both inputs are at the same voltage. I trust you would be able to derive the
formula for output voltage as the approach is the same as before, but if you’ll want to verify your calculations, here is
the setup:
2.4. OpAmps 101
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(𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 − 𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 ) ·

𝑅1
= 0𝑉
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

And if we express output voltage as a function of input voltage:

𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 = −𝑉𝐼𝑁 ·

𝑅2
𝑅1

In this configuration, output voltage will always have an inverse sign than input, but its absolute value may be amplified
or attenuated. Now that we went through all basic OpAmp circuits, let’s verify that the two amplifiers actually behave
the way I described.

2.4.9 A normal amplifier - the experiment
First thing that we will need is an OpAmp. I have decided to use OP37. Why? There are two in the ADALP2000
Analog Parts Kit (the kit this entire set of courses is designed around) so ye can fry one without worrying too much.
Here is the chip’s pinout:

Connect U+ to Red Pitaya’s 5V pin and U- to -4V pin. Inputs and output will be connected as per schematic, and the
rest (pins with greyed out names) will remain unconnected.
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The one difference I made is that I used a potentiometer instead of two separate resistors for R1 and R2. This way I
can easily vary resistor ratio. Since this is the most complex circuit so far, I made sure to wire it cleanly so that you can
follow the wiring more easily. For those wondering: Connections were made using wires from Ethernet cables. CAT6
works the best. Let’s now connect everything up. All probes in x10 mode, one on input, one on output. Let the Red
Pitaya generate a sine wave and connect it to the amplifier’s input. For those playing along at home, I encourage you
to turn the potentiometer and observe what happens with the output. What is the maximum amplification? When do
you hit Saturation? Are inverting and noninverting inputs really at the same voltage? How about when OpAmp hits
saturation? Unfortunately, I can’t show how I turn the potentiometer in this writeup but you can experiment at home,
or watch the accompanying video.

2.4. OpAmps 101
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If you followed the diagram correctly, you should see something like this on the screen. At least if you didn’t forget to
enable the signal generator and if resistor divider is within what OpAmp can handle.
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As a side note I would like to mention that a voltage follower is “just” an extreme variant of an OpAmp amplifier, where
R2 equals 0 ohms and R1 is infinite.

2.4.10 A less normal amplifier - the experiment
This experiment will be the same deal as before. I made sure to make the wiring as clear as possible, and used a
potentiometer instead of two discrete resistors. Here is the circuit:

2.4. OpAmps 101
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I would once again encourage you to see what happens when you turn the potentiometer. Try to make predictions.
Maybe measure signal amplitudes and calculate resistor ratio. You can then plug the potentiometer out and measure
resistances to verify your calculations.

2.4.11 Conclusion
If you read through the entire article, you are now familiar with the four most common (or at least beginner friendly)
applications for operational amplifiers: comparator, voltage follower and two flavours of amplifiers. If you also followed
along with the experiments, you may have gotten a feeling for distortions you will encounter when amplifier is operating
close to the or beyond saturation. In any case I hope You found this article both interesting and fun. The question I
would like to leave you with is: how would you build a noninverting amplifier with attenuation (gain between 0 and 1)?
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.5 Active Filters
2.5.1 Introduction
In the last two courses we’ve learned about OpAmps and filters. The logical next step is to take a look at OpAmp filters
(which are actually called active filters, but that would ruin my joke), and that is exactly what we are about to do. In
this course you will learn why we use OpAmp’s in analog filters, and how to design them.
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2.5.2 The why
Let’s take a look at a simple RC high pass filter. We’ve learned how to calculate its characteristics in isolation. But
what would happen if we attached a load to filter’s output? It doesn’t take a genius to see, that attaching a resistive load
will alter filter’s characteristics, because the newly added load is nothing but an additional resistor in parallel to the
filter’s one. Two resistors in parallel can always be simplified into a single resistor whose resistance is less than either
of original resistors’. Result is a different high pass filter with a higher cutoff frequency.

Let’s now take a look at a low pass filter, loaded with a resistive load. The two resistors form a voltage divider, meaning
that filter will attenuate even DC signals.

In both examples, load’s resistance has greater impact on filter’s performance when its resistance is smaller. If load
has a huge resistance, it’s effect on filter’s characteristic is negligible. I’ve been using term resistance for the sake of
simplicity but the same goes for capacitive and inductive loads though their exact effect is a bit different from resistor’s.
To correct my previous sentence, if load’s impedance is huge, effect on filter’s characteristic will be negligible.

2.5. Active Filters
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2.5.3 Enter OpAmps
Huge impedance? Like huge input impedance? OpAmps have a huge input impedance! Buffering filter’s output with
an OpAmp follower will in fact make sure that load doesn’t change filter’s characteristics. If you don’t trust me, I
encourage to verify my claim but I won’t lose any more time on this solution, because there is a much better one just
around the corner. Actually I will. Here’s the schematic:

2.5.4 Second order low pass filter
OpAmp followers for buffering regular analog filters are great, but if we add just another RC pair, we can make the
filter stronger. I won’t bore you with detailed explanations of how that works. Here is the schematic for a second order
low pass filter:

The eagle eyed among you will notice a good old RC low pass filter, buffered by an OpAmp follower. The rest is less
intuitive. Corner frequency of this filter is calculated as such:

𝑓𝐶 =
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2.5.5 Second order high pass filter
Are you ready to be amazed by the unexpected schematic of a second order high pass filter? Sorry to inform you that
you won’t be. It’s the same as before, just resistors and capacitors switch places. Even corner frequency is the same.
Here’s the schematic:

2.5.6 But what’s the point?
Good question! From what I’ve told you so far, second order filters require an OpAmp and extra pair of resistor and
capacitor. Let us explore the benefits of second order filters. The first, and the most prominent one, is greater signal
attenuation slope. First order filters’ slope is 20 dB/decade. Each additional order adds another 20 dB/decade, meaning
that second order filters have 40 dB/decade attenuation slope. And yes, higher order filters exist as well. Higher order
filters also induce more phase shifting. You may recall that standard low pass filter will shift the phase by a total of
90°. This effect is multiplied by the order of implemented filter. This means an ideal second order low pass filter will
shift phase by 180° in total.

2.5.7 Band pass filter
If second order filters behave as two buffered filters in series. . . more or less, then shouldn’t we be able to construct a
band pass filter in much the same way? Well yes, yes we could! Just take C1 and R1 from low pass filter and C2 and
R2 from high pass, tune cutoff frequencies and viola, a bandpass filter! Wrong. It would’ve been nice but in practice,
such filter doesn’t work. I checked. Active bandpass filter uses this schematic instead:

2.5. Active Filters
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This filter has two corner frequencies. One for high pass and one for low pass portion.

𝑓𝐻𝑃 𝐹 =

1
2𝜋𝑅1 𝐶1

𝑓𝐿𝑃 𝐹 =

1
2𝜋𝑅2 𝐶2

One more special thing about this filter is that it is inverting. Negative gain can also be considered as a phase shift of
180°. It is calculated as:

𝐴=−

𝑅2
𝑅1

To truly understand how this filter works, we have to go for a somewhat deep dive into mathematical background. I
propose we settle for not truly understanding how this filter works, and try it out instead.
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2.5.8 The experiment
Let’s fire up a Red Pitaya and build the circuit.

You know the drill. Signal generator channel 1 and input channel 1 to filter input, channel 2 to output. Both probes in
x1 mode and run the bode analyzer! Both resistors are 100 ohm, the big capacitor (C1) is 47 uF, the small one is 100
nF, and here is what I got:

2.5. Active Filters
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Nothing too special, sure, but we can move cutoff frequencies to alter the filter’s characteristics. This can be done either
by changing resistors or changing capacitors. The following bode plot shows filter’s characteristics where C1 or R1 got
changed by a factor of 10. I will let the reader try to determine which component got changed. Hint: take a look at the
Y axis.
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2.5.9 Conclusion
You can play around with the other two active filters we discussed in this course as well but I won’t take any more of
your time. Hope you learned something new, if nothing else, that a voltage follower can be used to make sure load
doesn’t affect signal shape. Until next time, bye!
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.6 Superposition
2.6.1 Introduction
Because I know that you’ve more than likely had enough of all the OpAmps and filters and OpAmp filters and such,
we will be making a break from all those fancy circuits and components, and focus on the basics. We will take a look
at a trick, that can be used with linear circuits with multiple voltage or signal sources, the superposition.

2.6.2 But why?
The answer is simple. Take this very simple circuit and tell me, what current flows through, let’s say. . . R2?

Even though this circuit consists of mere five components, solution is all but trivial. In the first course I showed you
how to simplify a simple resistive circuit, but this doesn’t work here as we have two voltage sources. The only way to
solve this circuit is by good old fashioned calculations. Let’s start with the two nodes.

𝐴 : −𝐼1 + 𝐼2 − 𝐼3 = 0 → 𝐼2 = 𝐼1 + 𝐼3
Ok, this wasn’t so bad, how about the loops?

𝐿1
𝑈𝑅1 + 𝑈𝑅2 − 𝑈1 = 0
𝐼1 𝑅1 + 𝐼2 𝑅2 = 𝑈1
𝐼1 𝑅1 + (𝐼1 + 𝐼3 )𝑅2 = 𝑈1
𝐼1 (𝑅1 + 𝑅2 ) + 𝐼3 𝑅2 = 𝑈1
2.6. Superposition
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𝐼3 =

1
(𝑈1 − 𝐼1 (𝑅1 + 𝑅2 ))
𝑅3
𝐿2

𝑈𝑅3 + 𝑈𝑅2 − 𝑈2 = 0
𝐼3 𝑅3 + (𝐼1 + 𝐼3 )𝑅2 = 𝑈2
𝐼3 𝑅3 + (𝐼1 + 𝐼3 )𝑅2 = 𝑈2
𝐼1 𝑅2 + 𝐼3 (𝑅2 + 𝑅3 ) = 𝑈2
𝑅2 + 𝑅3
(𝑈1 − 𝐼1 (𝑅1 + 𝑅2 )) = 𝑈2
𝑅3
(𝑅2 + 𝑅3 )(𝑅1 + 𝑅2 )
𝑅2 + 𝑅3
𝐼1 (𝑅2 −
) = 𝑈2 −
𝑈1
𝑅3
𝑅3
𝐼1 𝑅2 +

𝐼1 =

𝑅2 +𝑅3
𝑅3 𝑈1
(𝑅2 +𝑅3 )(𝑅1 +𝑅2 )
𝑅3

𝑈2 −
𝑅2 −

Had enough? Because I did. Luckily this is all we need. Let’s say that all resistors were 100 ohms, U1 was 5V and U2
was 3.3V. Plugging those numbers in above equations we get the following resistor currents:

𝐼1 = 22.3𝑚𝐴
𝐼2 = 27.7𝑚𝐴
𝐼3 = 5.3𝑚𝐴
Since all resistors are a hundred ohms, the voltage drops on resistors are just current through a resistor times one
hundred.

2.6.3 A better alternative
If you skipped all the calculations in last chapter, I can’t blame you. They were everything but fun. And that was for
a very simple circuit with two voltage sources and three resistors, just think what would happen if we had any more
components! Luckily there is a better way. We call it superposition. If a circuit is linear (this means that output can
be written in the form of 𝑎 · 𝑈1 + 𝑏 · 𝑈2 + ... + 𝑥 · 𝐼1 + 𝑦 · 𝐼2 + ... = 𝑋), we can analyze the circuit with only one
source connected at a time. We do that for all sources and sum up the results to get the full output. This is known as
superposition. Note that “disconnection” means a different thing for voltage and current source. Voltage source gets
replaced by an open circuit, while a current source is replaced by a short circuit as depicted below.

Let’s see how one would apply superposition theorem on this circuit. First, let’s disconnect U2 and solve the resulting
circuit. Mind the direction in which currents are flowing as this is very important.
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𝑈1
5𝑉
=
= 33.3𝑚𝐴
𝑅1 + 𝑅2 |𝑅1
100Ω + 50Ω

𝐼1(1) =

𝐼2(1) = −𝐼3(1) =

𝐼1(1)
= 16.7𝑚𝐴
2

When U1 is disconnected we get the following:

𝐼3(2) =

𝑈2
3.3𝑉
=
= 22𝑚𝐴
𝑅3 + 𝑅1 |𝑅2
100Ω + 50Ω
𝐼2(2) = −𝐼1(2) =

𝐼3(2)
= 11𝑚𝐴
2

And to get the final result it up:

𝐼1 = 𝐼1(1) + 𝐼1(2) = 33.3 − 11 = 22.3𝑚𝐴
𝐼2 = 𝐼2(1) + 𝐼2(2) = 16.7 + 11 = 27.7𝑚𝐴
𝐼3 = 𝐼3(1) + 𝐼3(2) = −16.7 + 22 = 5.3𝑚𝐴
If you ask me, this method is a lot better. Much simpler. Harder to get wrong. Add more positive descriptors.

2.6. Superposition
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2.6.4 The expereiment.
There is always an experiment. But this one will be extra simple. Build a circuit and learn how to efficiently measure
it. 5V, 3.3V, and GND are stolen from the Red Pitaya and both probes are set to 10x mode.

Since this is a DC circuit with no AC stimulation, channels 1 and 2 will be just straight lines, effectively acting as voltage meters. Voltage drop between nodes can be automatically calculated by selecting MATH->Operator = “minus“>ENABLE. It would also be wise to add automatic measurements on all signals by clicking MEAS->Operator =
“MEAN” ->DONE. Do this for all signals, IN1, IN2, and MATH. You can now play around with analyzing this circuit.
Or maybe you would like to build a fancier one and play around with it. Red Pitaya has one more voltage output pin,
-4V, hint hint. . .
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2.6.5 Conclusion
Superposition is a powerful tool for analyzing linear circuits. Whenever possible, it will be an easier alternative to
“standard” calculations. Disconnect all but one source, calculate whatever you want to calculate, rinse and repeat for
other sources. We will explore a practical application of superposition in next course.
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.7 Analog addition and subtraction
2.7.1 Introduction
We have explored voltage dividers, voltage multipliers, and voltage inverters (negative multipliers). That covers second
year primary school algebra. But what about the first year: Adding and subtracting? Throughout this course we will
learn how OpAmps can be used to implement those two functions.

2.7.2 Addition
In primary school you learned to add numbers before subtraction, and we will follow the same steps here. Addition
first. We want a circuit that will be able to implement the following function:

𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑎 · 𝑈1 + 𝑏 · 𝑈2
To make things easier to understand, let’s first take a look at how we would implement just one part of this equation,
𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑎 · 𝑈1 for example. One circuit that matches this equation would be an inverting amplifier.

2.7. Analog addition and subtraction
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2
It implements the function 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = − 𝑅
𝑅1 · 𝑈1 . Now let’s make a thought experiment. If we added another voltage
source, U2, connected to the inverting input of OpAmp through a capacitor, and U2 was at zero volts. . . What would
happen? Output voltage wouldn’t change since inverting input is a virtual ground. But if we set U1 to 0V and U2 to
𝑅2
· 𝑈2 .
something different, implemented function would be 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = − 𝑅
3

Did you read the previous course? The one about superposition? If you did, you must have already guessed what
direction we’re sailing. Superposition. Function 𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑎 · 𝑈1 + 𝑏 · 𝑈2 is a textbook example of a linear combination
of multiple inputs, making it suitable for solving with superposition theorem.
That said, we have learned how to add two or more voltages together. “Two or more? You only showed two!” Yes,
agreed, but if you make the same thought experiment as before, and you will see, that you can add any number of
additional volktage sources, connected via their respective resistor to the inverting node of the OpAmp, and resulting
function will still be as expected.

2.7.3 Does addition really work?
Don’t take my word for it. Fire up your red pitaya and check whether or not what I was saying is malarkey. RP has only
two outputs, that’s why I demonstrated a simple inverting adder for two inputs, but you can experiment with adding
additional signals either form another Red Pitaya, or a DC source (why not try adding a DC voltage, RP has 5V, 3.3V,
and -4V pins; you can even add a voltage divider to get whatever voltage in between).
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Setup is the same as usual. Input probe in 10x mode, both in hardware and in software. All resistors were 1 kOhm.
The following Screencapture is with both output channels enabled, one is outputting a sine, and the other a square wave
function. I will let you decide of the output function, yellow, is a, inverted sum of the two inputs.

2.7. Analog addition and subtraction
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Now that we have verified that an inverting adder works, do you think you can figure out how to make a noninverting
one? Not by adding an inverter to the output, but by building one out of a noninverting amplifier? Note though that
you shouldn’t try connecting two inputs directly, that would yield a short circuit and possibly a damaged Red Pitaya.
Connect inputs through resistors, 1k should be fine, 10kOhm would be better. Oh and you can still use superposition.

2.7.4 Subtraction
Subtraction, in its essence, is just addition with second operand inverted. This suggests that we will be using a combination of inverting and noninverting amplifiers, used in a similar fashion as before. And no, we won’t be pasing one
input voltage through a dedicated inverting amplifier to change its sign, we will be using something more elegant. We
will be using this:

U2 branch is trivial. If U1 is 0, this circuit is almost exactly the same as standard inverting amplifier. When U2 is at
0V and U1 is being analyzed, things get trickier. Keeping in mind that OpAmp’s inputs are at the same voltage during
normal operation, we get the following two equations:

𝑈+ = 𝑈1 ·

𝑅4
𝑅3 + 𝑅4

𝑈− = 𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇

𝑅1
𝑅1 + 𝑅3

When we combine them, we get:

𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 = 𝑈1

𝑅4
𝑅1 + 𝑅3
𝑅2 + 𝑅4
𝑅1

This acts as a nonstandard noninverting amplifier. It might be nonstandard but equations don’t lie so it’ll suffice. If we
select components such that R1=R2 and R3=R4, we get a simplified equation:

𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 =

𝑅3
(𝑈1 − 𝑈2 )
𝑅1

The realized circuit is commonly known as a differential amplifier.
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2.7.5 Does a differential amplifier really work?
Of course it does, but this won’t stop us from verifying it! Let’s build a circuit and verify.

Same as before, probe in 10x mode, one output is sine, the other square wave, all resistors are 1k, and this is the result:

2.7. Analog addition and subtraction
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2.7.6 Conclusion
And now you know how to implement all the basic arithmetic in analog circuits. Addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division (by a constant with resistors and by an arbitrary value in the form of multiplication by an inverse number;
arbitrary divisor circuit also exists but we won’t go in detail about it). I hope found this course interesting and most of
all, I hope you learned something.
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.8 Diodes
2.8.1 Introduction
Up until now, all components with two contacts were polarity agnostic. We never paid attention to how resistors, inductors or capacitors were oriented. The component we will be looking at today, exhibits vastly different characteristics
depending on polarization. I am of course talking about diodes.

2.8.2 What is a diode?
Diode is a semiconductor component that allows current to flow in one direction, but prevents it from flowing the other
way. How? Diodes consist of doped silicon. One part is doped to be positive (P) and the other to be negative (N).
When P and N doped silicons contact, they form a PN junction. This junction exhibits a strange phenomenon: current
can flow in direction from P to N but not in reverse. This has to do with energy levels in atoms and we won’t go into
details.
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2.8.3 Different kinds of diodes
Diodes come in a number of flavours. You have classic diodes, which don’t have any “special” properties. Very similar
are Schottky diodes, which have a lower forward voltage (more on that later) and are suitable for faster switching. Those
diodes are common in SMPS power supplies. Zener diodes are nothing special in terms of being a regular diode, but
they have a very steep reverse breakdown voltage when they are polarized in reverse direction, making them a good
voltage reference. The exact voltage can even be selected during manufacturing, making them even more useful. Last
kind we will mention in this course are light emitting diodes, more commonly known as LEDs. Those behave as normal
diodes, but emit light when current flows through in forward direction. There are a few more types of diodes but these
are the ones we will discuss in this course.

2.8.4 Markings
As mentioned before, polarity of diodes is important. P and N parts have special names. Positive end is called anode,
and the negative is called cathode. If you have trouble remembering this, try the acronym PANK (misspelled punk,
Positive Anode Negative Cathode). Diodes come in different shapes and sizes. In the days of THT (through hole
technology), cathode was marked with a straight line (resembling the line at the end of the arrow on the electrical
symbol). This usually still holds true with SMD components. Other option for marking diodes polarity, very common
with LEDs, is making the cathode by making its lead shorter. The following photo shows three different diode packages,
all are oriented such that anode is at the top and cathode at the bottom.

2.8. Diodes
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2.8.5 Forward voltage
Diodes conduct current only in forward direction, but current Vs. voltage characteristic follows an exponential curve.
This means they are very lousy conductors at low voltages and very good conductors at high voltages. To simplify
calculations, engineers came up with the following simplification: let’s say that voltage drop on a diode is constant and
ignore its IU curve altogether.

Using this, we can calculate current through a simple resistor – diode circuit as such:

𝐼𝐷 =
170

𝑈0 − 𝑈𝐹
𝑅
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Forward voltages are different for different diodes. Standard diodes have 0.7 V, Schottky diodes can go down to 0.3 V,
and LEDs have 1.6 V for classic red ones or more. Blue white and UV LEDs can easily exceed 3 V.

2.8.6 Reverse breakdown voltage
Diodes conduct current only in forward direction, but that is a simplification. They really conduct a bit of voltage in
reverse direction. Total conducted current is quite small and more or less constant, regardless of applied voltage, but
beyond reverse breakdown voltage, current increases exponentially. Zener diodes exhibit especially steep characteristic,
making them suitable for being used as voltage references.

2.8.7 An experiment
Let’s make a very simple circuit and measure the output. You know the drill. Input at 10x, output should be a sine
wave, +- 1 V. The diode I used in my experiment was 1N4001¸, one of the most classic diodes known to man.

At vertical resolution of 0.5 V/div you can see that green line (after diode) is always equal or greater than 0 V but also
approximately 0.7 V less than the yellow line (function generator). Exactly the forward voltage. But this was a very
simple experiment and we haven’t mentioned OpAmps yet. Let’s try measuring currents through different diodes at
higher voltages.

2.8. Diodes
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2.8.8 The experiment
Here is what we are about to do: Red Pitaya can only output +- 1 V, but we want to test LEDs. Because LES’s forward
voltages exceed RP’s output range, we have to extend it. My proposed solution is a noninverting amplifier with x3
setting. Schematic and the corresponding circuit are depicted below.

The purpose of the 100 ohm resistor is twofold: it limits the current so that the diode doesn’t get fried, and it acts as a
shunt resistor, so that we can measure the current.

Signal generator outputs a triangular waveform at 1 V amplitude. Probes are in 10x mode and connected to the 100
ohm resistor. I also added a math function to calculate the difference between the first and the second probe. This
corresponds to the current flowing through limiting resistor and the diode. Actual current is voltage drop divided by
resistance. Before showing the results, let’s discuss the power supply for OpAmp. It is powered form RP’s 5 and -4 V
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pins. Output voltage will try to swing from -3 to +3 V, and the negative power supply won’t allow that, as clearly seen
on the oscillogram below:

Yellow is RP’s output voltage, and green is amplified voltage after the noninverting amplifier. Clipping is visible but
that fortunately doesn’t concern us as no current will be flowing in that phase. And now, some results. Green trace
is before shunt resistor, yellow one is after it, and the purple one is their difference. The two dashed horizontal lines
depict the point where current starts flowing (bottom) and the forward voltage (top).
Red LED:

Green LED:

2.8. Diodes
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White LED:

We can clearly see that peak current is getting lower and lower with each graph. Red has highest current rating and
white has the lowest one. That is inversely proportional to forward voltage, which is the greatest for the white LED.
Can you find a reason for that phenomenon? Let me give you a hint. Red has the longest wavelength (lowest frequency)
of the bunch, green has shorter wavelength (higher frequency), and so on. Higher frequency means higher energy. Was
that helpful enough? White LED is based on blue or ultraviolet (UV) diode, and we see its forward voltage in the last
oscillogram. Can you predict forward voltage of an infrared (IR) LED? If not, you can always make an experiment.
You have one IR LED in the ADALP2000 kit. It’s one of the black looking diodes – the one that is slightly translucent
with a bluish tint.
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2.8.9 Extra credits
Throughout this course we observed characteristics of single diodes. Can you find a way to measure the characteristics
of multiple equal or different diodes, wired in series using only a Red Pitaya and nothing else?

2.8.10 Conclusion
So this was a quick introduction to LEDs, I hope you fund it enlightening. At least the experiment with LEDs. Jokes
aside, when you encounter the next problem, when you will want the current to flow in only one direction, or when you
want to use an LED with an appropriate current setting, you now know how.
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.9 Full wave rectifiers
2.9.1 Introduction
There is an infinite-to-the-user supply of electricity available from the national electrical grid. Depending on where
you are from, your needs for 110 to 230 V AC at 50 or 60 Hz are taken care of. But what if one needed this infinite-tothe-user supply of DC voltage? In this course, we will talk about full wave rectifiers, an industry standard method for
converting AC to DC.

2.9.2 What is a full bridge rectifier?
In the last course I showed you a half wave rectifier – just a simple diode. When AC voltage is applied to its anode,
cathode will conduct only during the positive halfwave. Resulting waveform is far from DC, but it is always positive.
If averaged the output, we would get a DC voltage source. This method has many significant drawbacks. Most of them
originate from the fact, that diode is in conducting mode for only about half the time, but we won’t go into details.
Finding a circuit, that will conduct voltage in positive direction would alleviate the problem. Conveniently such circuit
exists and is depicted below. We call it a full wave rectifier.

It consists of two pairs of diodes. Each “sends” voltage in the appropriate direction. To understand how it works, it is
best to analyze its operation when applied voltage is positive and negative. Let’s simplify the reality and pretend that
diodes conduct electricity when current would flow in the direction from the anode to the cathode.

2.9. Full wave rectifiers
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If we apply a signal to an ideal full wave rectifier, its output will be an equivalent of mathematical function out=abs(in).
To illustrate that with a sine wave input where black is input and red is rectified output:

2.9.3 The experiment
Without further ado, let’s build a full bridge rectifier and try it out. Let Red Pitaya output a +-1 V sine wave for an
input signal, and connect one probe to the input and one to the positive output as depicted below. Note that I used the
alligator clip on output signal this time.
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Aside from a bunch of seemingly useless wires to the left, which I call foreshadowing, I added a 1 kOhm load resistor
to the output. I will let you experiment what happens without one. Anyway, the signal output is such:

2.9. Full wave rectifiers
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No, this is not a wrong screencap, this waveform is correct. Correct but not desired. First let’s point out that waveform
resembles a half wave rectifier. Second let’s discuss the voltage drop. A real diode rectifier will always have some
voltage drop. The exact value can be estimated. You may recall from the previous course, that diodes usually have 0.7
V drop. That is the case for the diodes I used as well. What you can see from the screencap is that the voltage drop
isn’t 0.7 V, it is closer to 0.6 V. You may say this is nothing special, 0.6 is very close to 0.7. Yes, I agree, but since
current flows through two diodes, voltage drop should be 1.4 V. What’s up with that? The explanation is very simple.
Red Pitaya can only output +-1 V signal, which is less than a nominal voltage drop on a pair of diodes. This means that
diodes are operating below the point where we can simplify their characteristic to a simple voltage drop, which explains
the unexpected voltage drop. And what explains the half wave instead of full wave rectifier characteristic? This has
nothing to do with diodes, and all to do with Red Pitaya. By connecting the alligator clip to the negative output of a full
wave rectifier, we effectively shorted half of the rectifier, ruining the characteristics. Resulting circuit looks like this:

So this is actually just a half bridge rectifier with a short circuit to ground when input is negative. . . Wait, does that
mean that what I told you about expected voltage drop being 1.4 V was wrong? Yes, but I wanted to share a glimpse into
how troubleshooting works. Find an explanation and work with it until you can prove it doesn’t work. What happens
if you don’t connect a grounding clip can be considered your optional homework, because solution lies elsewhere and
I don’t want to drag this article too long.

2.9.4 A transformer.
There are only a few devices that require rectified mains voltage to operate. Usually required voltage is a lot lower. A
low cost solution is to use a transformer with an appropriate winding ratio. A transformer outputs voltage that is higher,
lower, or equal to the input voltage based on how many turns input and output windings have. The exact relation is
such:

𝑈𝑂𝑈 𝑇 =

𝑁𝑂 𝑈 𝑇
𝑈𝐼 𝑁
𝑁𝐼 𝑁

Aside from changing the amplitude, a transformer also galvanically disconnects input and output. ADALP2000 component kit, from which we select components for this course, has two transformers in it. Both are from Coilcraft’s
Hexa-Path series. They have six individual windings, from which we can construct “any” transformer we want. Biggest
voltage ratio we can construct is 5:1 (or 1:5). This is done by selecting one coil to be input/output, and wiring the remaining five in series, paying attention on polarity (marked with a dot next to the inductor symbol. The following
diagram is from the transformer’s datasheet
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Consumer electronics usually use a transformer to convert mains voltage into something lower, but we will be using it
in reverse: to change RP’s +-1 V output to +-5V. Here is input to the transformer in such configuration (yellow) Vs.
output (green).

2.9. Full wave rectifiers
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2.9.5 A full wave rectifier with a transformer
With all that said, let’s construct such circuit:

Aside from the transformer, everything is exactly the same. Even those wires I called foreshadowing are in exact
same spots. As if someone showed you exactly how to connect transformer’s windings to achieve 1:5 winding ratio. . .
Anyway, here’s the setup:
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Note that you have to set Red Pitaya’s signal generator to output a sine wave at a high enough frequency. Transformer’s
inductance is very low in comparison to transformers used in household appliances, thus frequency has to be a lot
higher. I found 100 kHz to work fine. Te transformer I sued was HPH1-019L. Here is what I got:

2.9. Full wave rectifiers
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All as expected. Rectified output’s peak voltage is 5x input minus two diode drops. But I opened this course upby
talking about DC power supplies. . . this means I have to show you how to smooth this voltage!

2.9.6 A DC power supply
Let’s summarize what we now know how to make: We know how to change input AC voltage’s amplitude by any
desired factor by selecting appropriate transformer coil winding ratios, and we know how to convert AC voltage to one
that oscilates between 0 and 𝑉𝐼𝑁 − 2 · 𝑉𝐷𝐼𝑂𝐷𝐸 . All that is left to do is to average this out. One way would be to use an
RC filter. A great downside to this approach is that all current that a powered device consumes has to flow through the
filter’s resistor. This leads to great power losses. A smarter solution is to use an LC filter, which behaves similar to two
RC’s in series (I won’t go into details), where the L part is the transformer itself! Capacitor is wired between output’s
+ and – nodes. Depending on its capacitance, we get different results. Here is output voltage with a 10nF capacitor:

And here is one with a 47 uF capacitor:
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We can clearly see that bigger capacitance leads to better smoothing. Another thing you can see is that input voltage’s
shape gets distorted. That is because voltage source gets overloaded.

2.9.7 Conclusion
This concludes our quick intro to full wave rectifiers and their applications in simple and cheap power supplies. Note
that output voltage of such power supply is unregulated. This means that an additional regulation is often needed. I
encourage you to test how output voltage varies with different loads. Can you guess what would happen if load was
removed completely? Am I going to ask any more rhetorical questions? I hope you learned something.
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.10 Schmitt triggers
2.10.1 Introduction
Comparators. We’ve mentioned them before, when we’ve talked about OpAmps. When noninverting input is at higher
voltage than the inverting one, their output hits positive saturation and vice versa. Let’s imagine for a second that we
set the inverting input to a desired threshold voltage, and noninverting input is at the same voltage. In this case, the
output will not hit saturation but will float around the zero volts. Worse still, if noninverting input has some noise,
OpAmp’s output will jump sporadically between the two saturation voltages. We can’t afford that. If only there was a
way to prevent the comparator form toggling the output when input change is very small. . . If only we could define a
deadzone, where comparator wouldn’t switch again. . . Oh wait, there is a way to do that!

2.10. Schmitt triggers
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2.10.2 Comparators
Let’s start this course off by refreshing our knowledge about comparators. They are essentially OpAmps that sacrifice
their stability for faster switching speed. Much in the same way as OpAmps, their output is the voltage difference
between noninverting and inverting inputs, multiplied by a huge factor.

For almost any real application, their characteristic can be described as such:

𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡+ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑈+ > 𝑈−
𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡− 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑈+ < 𝑈−
Depending on which input (inverting or noninverting) we select to be reference input, we can obtain an inverting or a
noninverting comparator as shown on the image below.

2.10.3 Modifying a comparator
Now that we have a basic understanding of comparators, let’s play with them a little. To do that, let’s first build a simple
inverting comparator. The “comparator” IC I am using is the trusty old OP37, the same chip that I’ve been using since
I first introduced you to the OpAmps. The only difference is that I am powering the OpAmp from +-3.3 V instead of
the usual +5 -3.3. This is done so that both saturation voltages will be symmetrical. I encourage you to follow along as
this is a very simple experiment. Let’s set one of Red Pitaya’s outputs to output a DC voltage at any level you desire –
this will be our reference voltage, and let’s set the other output to be a sine wave at the maximum amplitude – this will
be our input signal. Connect one input probe to the comparator’s output, the other to the sinusoidal output, and observe
what happens when we modify the circuit. Aa expected, output is negative when input is greater than reference and
vice versa.
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What would happen if we added a load resistor to the comparator’s output? Nothing. Probably because you forgot that
the loads resistor has to be connected to the ground. But even if you connected the load resistor as one should, you
should still see that the output voltage remains unchanged. Unless the resistor was very small and you would overload the
comparator’s output stage. Now what would happen if we replaced this one resistor with a pair of them wired in series?
And let’s make them a potentiometer so that we will be able to vary their ratio easily. Unsurprisingly, comparator’s
output remains unchanged. From the comparator’s perspective a potentiometer is exactly the same as a simple resistor.
But observe this mighty trick! Let’s now disconnect the reference voltage (and disable the output, we don’t want any
short circuits) and connect potentiometer’s wiper terminal to comparator’s noninverting input. Depending on what
position your potentiometer was in, nothing may seem to have happened, everything stopped working, or something
else entirely had happened. By turning the potentiometer, you will see both of the extremes.

2.10. Schmitt triggers
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When this circuit operates in a somewhat inverting-compartator-ish way, you should notice, that output goes positive
only after the sine wave is quite negative, and the output goes negative when the sine is quite a bit above zero. This is
how an inverting Schmitt trigger behaves!

2.10.4 Schmitt trigger
In case you found it hard to follow my circuit description of an inverting Schmitt trigger from before, here is a pair of
schematics, one for an inverting and one for a noninverting Schmitt trigger. Note that we connected reference voltage
to the ground potential.
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So we’ve made an experiment, we’ve seen how a Schmitt trigger behaves and we’ve seen the schematics, but we still
have to explain how a Schmitt trigger works. Quite the opposite to what we usually do. Coming up: explanation and
the equations.

2.10.5 How it works: inverting Schmitt trigger
Let’s start off by looking at the inverting Schmitt trigger. Uout jumps between positive and negative saturation voltage.
The resulting voltages on resistor divider are called high and low threshold voltages.

𝑈𝑇 𝐻 = 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡+ ·

𝑅2
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

𝑈𝑇 𝐿 = 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡− ·

𝑅2
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

Now let’s think about what happens during operation. Let’s assume that input is very low, far below comparator’s
saturation voltage. This means that the comparator’s noninverting input is below 0 V and output will be positive. In
order for output to toggle to negative saturation, input signal has to exceed 𝑈𝑇 𝐻 . Now that the output is at negative
saturation, input has to fall below 𝑈𝑇 𝐿 for the output to toggle again. Hard to follow? Take a glance at the diagram and
corresponding oscillogram.

2.10. Schmitt triggers
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2.10.6 How it works: noninverting Schmitt trigger
Let’s now take a look at the noninverting Schmitt trigger, starting with toggle point voltages. Unlike before, where
noninverting input was just saturation voltage, divided by a resistor divider, here the voltage at the noninverting input
is a function of input voltage. Switch happens, when this voltage crosses 0 V. Threshold voltages in this case are such:

𝑈𝑇 𝐻 = −𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡− ·

𝑅1
𝑅2

𝑈𝑇 𝐿 = −𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡+ ·

𝑅1
𝑅1

Instead of walking you through the thought experiment of how and why a noninverting Schmitt trigger works, let me
just show you the diagram and the oscillogram.
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2.10.7 Schmitt trigger instead of a comparator. Why?
Let me answer with a graph:

A noisy signal may trigger multiple transitions on the output while a Schmitt trigger with appropriately set hysteresis
won’t. Pay attention to time when transition happens. Schmitt trigger has a delayed transition by design, because
threshold voltages are offset from the reference voltage. For this reason, we still often use comparators. Also note that
if noisy component is at a very high frequency, it may not trigger a spurious transition as the comparator needs some
time to toggle the output.

2.10. Schmitt triggers
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2.10.8 Extra credits
Remember how I told you that I connected OpAmp to +- 3.3 V? That was done so that saturation voltages were +- 2.6
V. What would happen if saturation voltages weren’t the same?

2.10.9 Conclusion
Schmitt triggers are a crucial component for signal conditioning in analog to digital interfaces. They are based on a
comparator and only need two more resistors to function – and now you know how. In caser you need motivation to go
back and replicate experiments from this course, let me tell you that the next course picks up from where we left off
today. How do you like this cliffhanger?
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.11 Function Generators
2.11.1 Introduction
Up until now, we’ve used Red Pitaya’s function generator a number of times without addressing how it works. It uses
its DAC (we’ll talk about what that is another time) to output a voltage, that corresponds to the function we’ve told
it to output (sine, triangular, square, DC, etc.). DACs (and Red Pitayas) aren’t exactly cheap, which means there is a
monetary incentive to find alternatives function generator for cost sensitive applications.

2.11.2 Picking up form where we’ve left
This course builds on the previous one, the one about Schmitt triggers. We ended it by building an inverting Schmitt
trigger. The circuit looked as such:
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Before moving on, let me remind you that OpAmp is supplied from +-3.3 V. Asymertric supply voltage won’t work.
Let’s make another experiment. What would happen, if we added another resistor to the OpAmp’s output? Answer is
the same as the last time. Nothing, unless the resistor was so small that we overloaded the OpAmp’s output. Now here
2.11. Function Generators
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comes the trick question: what would happen if we loaded the OpAmp’s output with an RC low pass filter, a 1 kOhm
and 10 nF RC low pass filter, for example? Answer is quite unremarkable. Here is the oscillogram (yellow trace is
OpAmp’s output and green one is RC’s middle node):

This image by itself is quite unremarkable. A lousy imitation of a square wave that is fed through an RC low pass filter
who’s settling time is far greater than said signal’s frequency. But here’s the interesting bit: Remember that this was an
inverting Schmitt trigger? When input signal exceeds the positive threshold, output becomes negative, and when input
falls below negative threshold, output becomes positive. Feeding the filtered signal (green) into the Schmitt trigger
should make the system oscilate!

2.11.3 An OpAmp multivibrator
And indeed it does. The circuit we have constructed is formally known as an OpAmp multivibrator. Here are the
experimental circuit and the schematic:
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You will notice that turning the potentiometer impacts the signal’s frequency. This is due to the changing threshold
voltage and thus varying time between output’s transition and RC filtered voltage exceeding the threshold. Here are the
equations:

𝛽=

𝑅2
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

𝑇 = 2 · 𝑅 · 𝐶 · 𝑙𝑛(
𝑓=
2.11. Function Generators

1+𝛽
)
1−𝛽

1
𝑇
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And for those wondering where the 𝛽 came from, we use it to simplify the equations. We could also use it in equations
for the inverting Schmitt trigger:

𝑈𝑇 𝐻 = 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡+ ·

𝑅2
= 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑡+ · 𝛽
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

Congratulations. You now know how to construct a simple adjustable oscillator. Its output resembles a square wave
and if someone told you they wanted a sine wave, you wouldn’t know what to do. But what if I told you, that a sine
wave hides inside the square wave?

2.11.4 Discrete Fourier transform
Up until now we’ve used only two tools from Red Pitaya’s arsenal: oscilloscope and bode analyser. Today we will take
a look at a new one: DFT spectrum analyser. DFT stands for Discrete Fourier Transform. It tells us what spectral
components are present in the analysed signal. What are spectral components? Any signal can be described as an
infinite sum of sine and cosine functions with different amplitudes at different frequencies. DFT tells us factors for
different frequencies. This is a gross simplification but it will have to suffice for today. An ideal square wave with
fundamental frequency F0 and amplitude of 1 can be approximated as such:

𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒(𝑓 ) =

4

1
1
· (𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐹 0) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(3 · 𝐹 0) + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(5 · 𝐹 0) + ...)
3
5

So we would expect our square wave signal to contain the base frequency and its odd multiples. And what do we really
get?

I set the oscillator to oscillate at 30 kHz and the DFT analyser to work up to 500 kHz. We can clearly see equally
spaced spikes. Odd spikes are significantly larger than even ones. If this isn’t clearly obvious to you, let me remind
you that the vertical axis is logarithmic. We expected the odd spectral components, but the even ones were unexpected.
We can write them off as coming from the difference between an ideal square wave and the approximation that we are
generating. So if we ignore them, we can see the pattern we expected from a square wave.
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2.11.5 A sine wave generator
There are dedicated oscillators that produce a sine wave, but as I mentioned before, a sine wave is an integral part of
any square wave. We can get to it by removing higher spectral components. We will do it by stringing RC filters one
after the other.

All RC’s will be 1 kOhm with 10 nF, same as we used in our oscillator. In fact, first of RCs will be exactly what we
used in the oscillator. I would like to point out that cormnr frequency of such filter is about 16 kHz, approximately half
the oscillator’s frequency. This will obviously result in quite a bit of signal attenuation but will result in a much faster
removal of higher spectral components. On first oscillogram, yellow trace represents oscillator’s output and the green
one is the filtered output. After that, I trust you will manage to deduce what is what by comparing waveform’s shapes.
After first RC:
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After second RC:
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After third RC:
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After three stages our square wave started to look very much like a sine wave. Looking at signal’s spectrum, we can
see that it still contains many higher order components but consider the fact that the next biggest spectral component
is attenuated by more than 20 dB when compared to the first one. And 20 dB is far greater than 20 times. One last
thing I have to address is signal attenuation. Resulting sine wave is far smaller in amplitude when compared to the
original square wave signal. You should add an amplifier to adjust the amplitude. No way around it. At least not in this
oscillator design.

2.11.6 Triangular wave generator
And what if you wanted to generate a triangular wave? A quick glance at oscillograms form the previous chapter reveals
that signal was pretty triangular-looking after the second RC. If rounded corners are what you’re after, sure, you can
use that. But proper triangular waveforms have sharp corners and there is a very simple way to achieve that. Adding
an RC with a time constant that is far greater than oscillators base frequency results in this:
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For this example, I used a 10 kOhm 10 nF RC filter. Technically the resulting triangular waveform is not truly triangular.
It still fits an exponential decay that we could see after the first RC in previous example. Because the time constant
is so much greater than the oscillation frequency, resulting signal is virtually indistinguishable from a pure triangular
waveform. I encourage you to run it through a DFT, convert amplitudes of signal’s peaks from dBm to volts, and
compare it to triangular waveform’s spectral composition. To prevent dragging this article out, let me just tell you that
volts are proportional to dBm with this relation (for those who don’t know, ∝ sign stands for “proportional to”):

𝑈 ∝ 10𝑃𝑑𝐵𝑚/20
Triangular waveforms consist of base frequency and odd multiples (same as square wave) with amplitudes of those
spectral following this equation:

𝑎𝑛 =

2.11. Function Generators

2 · 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑑𝑒
𝑛·𝜋
𝑠𝑖𝑛(
), 𝑛 = [1, 2, 5, ...)
𝑛·𝜋
2
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2.11.7 Conclusion
We’ve taken a look at oscillators, we’ve learned about DFT analysis, and we’ve learned to convert a square wave into
a sine or a triangular waveform. We’ve taken a look at only one of many oscillator designs. There are tonnes of other
designs out there but this course is loaded with information as it is. If you are the curious kind, I would encourage you
to look around the internet for oscillators that naturally produce sine waves. Maybe you are interested in sawtooths?
Asymmetric square waves? Options are endless. Until next time, cheers!
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.12 Pulse Width Modulation
2.12.1 Introduction
DAC. I teased this acronym in the previous course, but what is it? DAC stands for Digital to Analogue Converter. As
the name tells you, it converts digital values to analogue ones, usually voltage, sometimes current. DAC’s usefulness
should be self-explanatory, but to state the obvious: whenever you need a way to convert digital signal into an analogue
value, you use a DAC. But this was just a teaser for the next course. Today we’ll be looking at pulse width modulation
(PWM), which may be, as we’ll explore today, used to generate a stable voltage. If you are reading this document, I
am sure you have used PWM before. It is a handy tool for dimming light sources, adjusting power of small motors,
and much more. PWM works by powering the device only part of the time, which reduces the average device output
power. If repetition cycle is fast enough, we perceive only the average output power. But how is it generated? When
can you use it? Can it be improved?

2.12.2 Digital PWM
Here is how PWM is implemented in microcontrollers: they have a counter with predetermined size. On each clock
cycle this counter is incremented by one. When counter overflows, it resets to zero and output is set high voltage level.
Counting continues indefinitely. When counter matches a reference value, output drops to low voltage level. Varying
the reference value effectively varies the output waveform.

As you can see in the picture above, varying the reference (blue) will affect pulse width (red). There are two edge cases
though: when reference is zero and when reference is max. PWM cannot output 100%, because counter will always
match reference value at least at max value. Inversely, it can easily output 0%, even though it is supposed to set output
high when counter overflows. This is because output is set high and then immediately set low because it matches the
reference. Digital PWM modulators have a finite resolution. Depending on the size of the internal counter, they can
only output a predetermined amount of pulse shapes. If counter has four bits, as seen in image above, modulator will
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have sixteen different possible pulse widths (2^4). An eight bit counter would result in 256 possible pulse widths and
so on.

2.12.3 Problems with fast response time
PWM can only be used for systems where response time is slow in regards to the PWM modulation frequency. As
mentioned before, dimming LEDs is a good example, because human eye “framerate” isn’t that high. I know we’ve
just built an analog PWM modulator, but let’s be lazy and use the Red Pitaya’s built in PWM generator for the next
experiment. Set the Red Pitaya to output a PWM at full amplitude on output1 and connect an LED with a 100 Ohm
series resistor to it. To avoid the need to amplify the 1V amplitude signal, we can set the second output channel to
output DC voltage at 0V and offset of -1. Connect this to the LED instead of GND.

To verify that the system is working, change PWM setting and see if LED’s brightness changes. Once done, try changing
the modulation frequency. Nothing should happen at high frequencies, but you will notice blinking if you go too low.
At that point you will have experience the problem that PWM causes when sensing devices have a fast response time.
Digital cameras are even more sensitive to flickering than you are.

2.12. Pulse Width Modulation
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2.12.4 An unexpected experiment
With this setup, you can easily verify or debunk the myth that the human eye can’t see more than 30 Hz. Set the duty
cycle to 50%, modulation frequency to 30 Hz and decide whether or not you can see any blinking. To spoil the fun,
yes, you will be able to see the blinking. Quite easily in fact. That is unless you set the duty cycle to be above 90%,
in which case the off period (dark time) is too short to notice. So if 30 Hz refresh rate produces a noticeable blinking,
how is could the old film be shot at 24 Hz? The answer might surprise you. When projecting an old school film, the
same image was actually flashed three times, resulting in an apparent 72 Hz refresh rate. That was enough to trick our
brains in thinking that the image isn’t blinking (feel free to verify that statement). Apparently image processing part of
our brain is not so picky and was able to reconstruct smooth motion as soon as image flashing problem was resolved.
In fact, it can do it at even lower frame rates but we are getting off topic. One way to verify that LED is modulated with
PWM is to move it rapidly. If it is modulated, LED will produce spots along its trajectory. One last fun off topic fact:
our peripheral vision is more sensitive to pulsating light, feel free to try it out.

2.12.5 Efficiency
If flickering may be a problem, why would we even bother ising PWM? PWM is great, because it lets us achieve
high efficiency. Since signal is either high or low (output transistors are fully opened or closed), resistive losses are
minimized. Compare that with an OpAmp’s output stage, where the difference between supply voltage and output pin
are wasted on output transistors. At high load currents, power losses add up. A quick reminder, power loss is equal to
the product of the voltage drop and the current.

2.12.6 Analog PWM
Analog PWM is generated in much the same way as a digital one. We need a rising voltage, that periodically resets (a
sawtooth waveform), a reference voltage, and a way to compare them (a comparator). If reference is above “counter”
voltage, output is high and vice versa.

We can construct such modulator. Instead of building an analog sawtooth generator, we’ll be using Red Pitaya’s function
generator. Sawtooth is fed into the comparator’s inverting input, and the reference voltage is fed into the noninverting
one. Reference can be generated by using a potentiometer, or, as I did, by using Red Pitaya’s other output channel to
output a DC voltage. From this point on, we have a fully functional analog PWM modulator. Just for fun, let’s connect
an LED to the output and give it a go. Schematic:
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The circuit:

And a screen capture:
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But why do we need to use a DC signal as a reference voltage? No reason. We could easily set it to a sine wave. There
is a limitation though. Sine wave’s amplitude has to be less than that of the sawtooth to achieve a proper modulation.
Otherwise clipping would occur. I selected 0.45 V amplitude and 0.5V offset.

This screen capture is representative of how a PWM modulated sine wave should look like, but you wouldn’t use it like
this realistically. PWM carrier frequency has to be way higher than signal’s frequency. Setting sine wave frequency at
1 Hz achieves a pleasing result.
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2.12.7 Smoothing the signal
As explored in the experiment, 100 Hz is enough to fool a human eye that an LED isn’t blinking. There are other
applications where this won’t do. Just imagine that you wanted to use PWM to dim lights for shooting illuminating a
movie set or, even worse, set a threshold voltage of a comparator. You might say that there is no reason to use PWM
for this, but hey, PWM is cheap. Very cheap. Increasing PWM frequency and adding some signal filtering may save a
lot of money. Filtering may be realized by an RC filter. Filter’s time constant must be significantly greater than that of
PWM, otherwise smoothing will be insufficient. Keep in mind that a filtered PWM signal must pass through a voltage
buffer (OpAmp follower) if it will be connected to anything other than a high impedance load. Let’s loose the LED for
this example to make the circuit simpler. This means we can also get rid of output2 and simply connect an RC filter
across output1’s connectors. Input1 is set to 10x and connected to the RC’s output.

And for clarity’s sake, here’s a schematic:

Depending on PWM frequency you will get different results. I used a 10 kOhm resistor and a 1 uF capacitor. Here is
what I got at 100 Hz PWM:

2.12. Pulse Width Modulation
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At 1 kHz:

And here is the result at 10 kHz PWM:
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For an RC filter with a time constant of about 15 Hz, 10 kHz input may seem to be a bit much, but that is what it takes
to completely smooth out a PWM. And don’t worry, this frequency isn’t even on the high side. For an eight bit PWM,
input clock has to be only 256 kHz to achieve a modulation frequency of 10 kHz, which is very low. It might be worth
considering increasing the frequency even further and using a smaller capacitor. The filtered signal that we obtained
is steady enough to use as an input to a comparator. Problems appear when we try to change the voltage. With the
RC filter having a 15 Hz cutoff frequency, we obviously can’t change output signal faster than this. Filtered PWM is
therefore only usable for generating very slowly changing signals. We will explore alternatives for generating higher
frequency signals in the next course.

2.12.8 Conclusion
And this brings us to the end. We’ve looked at PWM, how it works, its benefits, and drawbacks. We even discussed
human physiology for a moment. I hope you found this course interesting and maybe even useful for one of your
projects. Until next time, cheers!
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.

2.13 Digital to Analog Converter
2.13.1 Introduction
So if PWM is bandwidth limited, what can be used for digital synthesis of higher frequency signals? We have a few
options and we will explore three options today (or four, depends on whether or not derivatives count). Without further
ado, let’s take a look at the first DAC architecture.

2.13. Digital to Analog Converter
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2.13.2 Resistor voltage divider
The simplest-to-understand DAC s a string of resistors, that form a resistor divider with multiple output nodes. By
selecting which of those voltages are connected to the output, we obtain a primitive but functional DAC. Image below
shows a three bit DAC.

Laugh all you want, but this is a legitimate DAC. One huge drawback it has is that it requires a lot of resistors with
same resistance. Any difference between their resistances results in nonlinearity. It requires 2𝑁 resistors, where N is
the number of bits in DAC. Let’s construct such DAC. Instead of using multiple switches and a decoder, we’ll be using
a jumper wire, but in real application, you would use an analog multiplexer/demultiplexer such as 74HC4051, which
takes care of switches and decoding.
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Another disadvantage of this circuit is that by adding more bits, number of switches increases. On its own, this is not a
problem, but unfortunately, each switch adds parasitic capacitance, which limits maximum operation frequency. This
problem can be mitigated by using a staged design. Here first DAC with half the bits generates reference voltage for
the second stage DAC.

2.13. Digital to Analog Converter
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Example on picture realizes a 6 bit DAC but only uses double the amount of components instead of four times more. In
general, a two staged design requires 2 · 2𝑁/2 resistors and switches but yes, it requires two voltage buffers. Aside from
reducing parasitic capacitance, this design also lets us double bit count of DAC. Adding even more stages is possible,
but at some point noise will overshadow lowest bits. If you want, you can test this circuit yourself, but we won’t be
losing any more time with this variant. Time to find a DAC that requires fewer components.

2.13.3 Binary weighted resistor DAC
Remember the chapters about analog addition OpAmp amplifiers and? I do, so let’s draw some inspiration from those
chapters.
Adding more input voltages and input resistors would just extend the equation. If input voltages can be only Uref or 0V,
and we fix resistor values, equation becomes even simpler. In this example b0 through b3 represent bits which control
state of resistors. 1 means Uref, and 0 means 0V.
So in this setup we basically connect a binary code of desired voltage to inputs and bam, analog representation of digital
code is generated. The x2 factor in equation is present because I wanted to emphasize that the output voltage in this
configuration approaches 2xUref.

2.13.4 Standard resistors
This circuit is a lot more compact than the one before. For an N bit DAC it only needs N switches and N+1 resistors.
Here’s the catch. Resistors don’t come in all shapes and sizes. Hop on to Mouser, Farnell, Digikey or whatever
electronics supplier’s website you want and try to buy resistors for four bit binary weighted DAC. If you select R value
to be 10 kOhm, you wont’t have any problems with 2R, but you won’t find a 40 kOhm resistor. Closest you can get is
40.2 kOhm. How about 8R? Nope, 79.6 kOhm is your closest match. Depending on how precise you want to be, such
tolerances are OK, but usually they aren’t. Now let’s answer the question why can’t you buy any resistor you want? It
has to do with tolerances. IF resistors are built with 10% tolerance, there is no reason to make standard values that are
within 10% of one another. Manufacturers have agreed on making resistors in so called E series. One way to alleviate
the problem with tolerances is to use trimmable resistors, but this tends to be expensive. A smarter approach is to use
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a bunch of resistors from the same batch, even better if they were produced one after another, and hope they have the
same error, which will then cancel out.

2.13.5 Experimenting with a binary weighted DAC
With that out of the way, let’s use a bunch of 10 kOhm resistors to build a simple 3 bit binary weighted DAC. I have
chosen to use 1V, generated by Red Pitaya, as a reference voltage. OpAmp is powered from +-3V. I opted to use switches
instead of jumper wires for setting bits.

A binary weighted DAC that we have just constructed uses the same number of resistors as the previous one, but it uses
significantly fewer switches. That means lower parasitic capacitance, and thus higher maximum operation frequency.

2.13. Digital to Analog Converter
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2.13.6 R-2R
Instead of dedicating more time to obsolete or niche DAC architectures, let’s take a look at one that you can easily find
used in commercial DACs. Here is how an R-2R resistor ladder looks like:

You will immediately notice that a R-2R resistor ladder consists of only two sizes of resistors, R and 2R. This also
explains the network’s name. I skipped drawing switches for simplicity’s sake. In practice places marked with bits b0
through b4 would connect to GND or Uref. But how does this resistor ladder behave as a DAC? Depending on how
trustworthy you consider me to be, you may accept my claim that output voltage is calculated as such:

𝑈𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 · (𝑏0 /2 + 𝑏1 /4 + 𝑛2 /8 + 𝑏3 /16)
Or you can use superposition in conjunction with Thevenin’s theorem to verify my claim. A harder alternative would
be to use superposition and brute force, but I won’t try to stop you. Unlike the binary weighted DAC that we explored
before, a R-2R network does not need an amplifier to output a voltage. Keep in mind though that a buffer is still
required for driving low impedance loads. In spite of that we might sometimes want to use an amplifier. If we selected
an inverting amplifier, knowing the networks output resistance is essential. A nice property of a R-2R ladder: it “folds”
down on itself.
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As illustrated above, regardless of how many bits a R-2R network has, its output resistance is always R. A nice thing
about this DAC architecture is that we can easily add or remove bits simply by adding or removing a pair of resistors.
As explained just a moment ago, this doesn’t affect the rest of the circuit. AS such, we can easily add an amplifier to
the circuit. The following schematic depicts an inverting amplifier with a gain of -1 added to a R-2R DAC. Note how
the amplifier consists of only an OpAmp and one resistor with resistance R.

2.13. Digital to Analog Converter
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Another nice thing is that a R-2R DAC only requires N switches and 2N resistors of two sizes. By selecting R to be 10
kOhm, we can even obtain 2R (20 kOhm) from the standard set of resistors. Furthermore, R-2R ladders are so common
that you can even buy a prebuilt network in a single component. They cost very little and may come in handy when we
have enough free pins on a microcontroller. You don’t even need a special Uref, you can simply connect digital output
pins to the inputs of a DAC and pretend that supply voltage is stable enough to serve as a reference voltage. Same holds
true for a binary weighted DAC, but I see no reason why you would use that over a simple R-2R.

2.13.7 Experimenting with a R-2R DAC
Consider deriving a formula for R-2R DAC’s output voltage your homework and let’s quickly look at how we can
construct a R-2R DAC. Just like before, I am taking Uref from Red Pitaya’s DAC, set to output a constant 1V signal.
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Keen eyed among you will have noticed that I opted to buffer the output voltage with an inverting amplifier with a gain
of -1. This means that the output voltage is inverted to what we would expect (obviously), but probe the R-2R’s output
and you will notice that it is. . . at zero volts. . . regardless of how you set the switches (bits). . . Circuit obviously
still works, because output after the inverting amplifier can be set with switches. . . It has to do with how an inverting
amplifier works. Just give it a quick thought and you’ll understand. If you disconnect the inverting amplifier (or use a
buffer instead), R-2R will behave as expected.

2.13.8 Extra credits
You may have noticed that this course didn’t show any screen captures of how the constructed DACs perform. That
is because looking at horizontal lines is boring. If you want to see those DACs in action, I invite you to try them out
yourself. One more thing you can do is to determine the output voltages of DACs that I showed throughout this article.
You may have noticed that the switches were marked so that you can see their state more easily.

2.13. Digital to Analog Converter
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2.13.9 Conclusion
And that brings us to the end. We set off to find a DAC that can be used for generating rapidly changing signals, which
PWM could not handle. We explored three different architectures in order of rising complexity for understanding the
principle of operation, but falling complexity of construction. With that said, I hope you learned something. Bye!
Written by Luka Pogačnik
This teaching material was created by Red Pitaya & Zavod 404 in the scope of the Smart4All innovation project.
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CHAPTER

THREE

MEASUREMENTS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

3.1 Test and measurement instruments
3.1.1 What is Oscilloscope?

3.1.2 What is a Spectrum analyzer?

3.1.3 What is Vector Network Analyzer?

3.1.4 How to use a Logic analyzer and decode I2C signals?

3.1.5 What is software-defined radio and how to run it on Red Pitaya?

3.1.6 What is LabVIEW and how to control Red Pitaya using LabVIEW?
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3.1.7 How to perform cable length measurements & Reflectometry using Red Pitaya
Jupyter notebook

3.1.8 How to operate a Michelson interferometer with PyRPL and a Red Pitaya?

3.1.9 How to interface Red Pitaya with MATLAB?

3.1.10 How to interface Red Pitaya with Python?

3.1.11 How to do EMC measurements using Red Pitaya?

3.2 Measuring Technology Exercises
3.2.1 Measuring Technology Exercises - Courtesy of Wilfried Dankmeier from Darmstadt University
Note: These documents are written in the German language
• Loesungshinweise_zu_Uebungsblatt_3_a.pdf
• Loesungshinweise_zu_Uebungsblatt_3_b.pdf
• Loesungshinweise_zu_Uebungsblatt_4_a.pdf
• Loesungshinweise_zu_Uebungsblatt_5_a.pdf
• Loesungshinweise_zu_Uebungsblatt_6_a.pdf
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CHAPTER

FOUR

SIGNAL PROCESSING

4.1 Signal Processing Exercises
4.1.1 Signal Processing Exercises - Courtesy of Assistant Professor Rangarajan
Prasanna at SMU (Southern Methodist University in Texas)
• SMU lessons with examples and solutions
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